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Bryant has the Formula 
for reducing the cost 
of heating your home. 

Now Bryant gives you more 
warmth at less cost with the most 
fuel-efficient gas furnace we've 

ever made 
Its unique design actually ex- 

tracts more heat from the gas it 
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you back in lower fuel 
bills year after year 
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the Formula 1000 just ‘slides in 
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Formula 1000, call your Bryant 
dealer. He'll explain all the reasons 
this new Bryant furnace is a wise 
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future 

bryant 

BRYANT FORMULA 1000" 
HIGH-EFFICIENCY GAS FURNACE. 

AMERICAN G SSOCIATION © 1982 

Gas: The future belongs to the efficient. 



SEES — 

I IME THE WEEKLY NEWSMAGAZINE 

Even as television networks are expanding their news cov- 
erage, and all-news cable networks have become a reality, this 
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ews in America is not difficult to come by. One way or an- 
other, early or late, we all discover what is happening—to 

the world, to our communities, to us. What we don’t 
hear or see on radio or television, we learn through 
newspapers or magazines. The latest news may 
even stem from someone’s conversation, concern or 
argument. Somehow the word gets around. 

The amount of information and its quality vary, 
but the proliferation of instant news through elec- 
tronic media has not only increased Americans’ 
awareness of events and issues, but intensified their 
need to know more. 

One clear indication of this need for under- 
standing is the demand for TIME, whose purpose, as 
it has been for almost 60 years, is not only to inform 

most recent advance in TIME’s circulation confirms the increas- 
ing importance of TIME’s role. 

But beyond its coverage of the large national and interna- 
tional issues, TIME’s responsiveness to the interests 
of a changing society accounts for its continued 
growth. There are now 32 clearly defined editorial | 
sections, ranging from Religion and Show Business | 
to Medicine and Computers. It is the news about 
these subjects that gives them their reason for being 
in TIME, but it is the subjects themselves that reveal 
that TIME is far more than just a newsmagazine. The 
critiques of music, dance, art, design, theater, books 
and films; the commentaries on living, education, 
behavior and environment; the reports on science: 
the essays; the cover story: all of these reach far be- 
yond headline news. 

but to give perspective, relevance and meaning to Whatever prompts the reader to choose TIME 
the world’s news, The weekly circulation of TIME, 
which slightly more than a year ago had grown by 
150,000 copies, has now risen 100,000 more. As of 
the first week in January, TIME’s guaranteed U.S. 
circulation will be 4.5 million copies, more than 
half again as large as that of any other newsmaga- 
zine. TIME also sells 1.3 million copies of its inter- 
national editions. The simple, and to some surpris- 

over other magazines in ever higher numbers, it is 
certain that the demand for TIME is going to grow in 
the years ahead. The future will be no less complex, 
the need for sophisticated evaluation of news no less 
compelling. That is what TIME will give its readers, | 
and that will be what TIME’s readers know they can 
expect | 

ing, fact is this: more people in more countries get their news 
from TIME each week than from any other single source. 
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ELECTRONIC PRINTING. AT LAST OUTPUT CAN MATCH INPUT. 

Every working day, 
business turns a flood of 
information into digital 
data through an army of 
sophisticated machines, like 
computers, electronic type- 
writers and word proces- 
sors. Then stores it in 
memory banks. 

Unfortunately, ways of 
freeing that information and 
getting it into a form peo- 
ple can use haven’t kept up. 

So Xerox invented 
electronic printing. And as 

size. And using laser 
echnology, does it all at 

the astounding rate 
of up to 120 pages 

ue per minute. 
Using.a 

computer with 
papi capabil- 
ity or our brand 

new scanner, the 
9700 can print 

“_ schematics 
and line 

NOBODY'S A FAN OF FFANFOLDS. ~~ dr awings. It 
can éven let you program 

a result, you can get informa- 
tion how you want it, 
where you want it, and 
when you want it bet- 
ter than ever before. { 

The Xerox 9700 
Electronic Printing 
System takes informa- 
tion from computers 
and instead of giving 
you unwieldy compute 
printouts, it > f 

prints up per fect 
documents in an 
easy-to-handle 81/2” X11” ~ 



Information. 
‘ ‘= = _, your own departme nt. THE NEW LINE OF. 

“) Working with word XEROX ELECTRONI 
processors, it will print PRINTERS. | 

out startlingly clear let- i . 
ters and documents 40 ai 

; A 5 
times faster than conven- = 
tional word processor 

ti printers. 

NO MORE BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD. Like its two big 
in and resize graphics, brothers, it offers you a 
giving you the flexibility to choice of mete of differ- 
merge them with your text. ent typestyles. It even prints | 
Which means you won't logos and signatures, all of 
have to keep going back to — which can make even the 
the layout = epartment or out- dullest facts and figures seem 
side printing sourcestoturn much more interesting. 
out great looking price lists, | Using phone lines, the 5700 information directly from 
manuals or even catalogs. can speed documents to your communications net- 

If your output needs other electronic printers work and : out data 
aren’t as fast as 120 pages per around the country in sec- _ right beside your desk at a 
minute, you can save your- — onds. In addi- 
self some money with the _ tion, it’s possible 
new 8700 Electronic Print- _ to direct your 
ing System. Among all its computer in oy 
other features, it allows you Oxnard to send | 
to create forms,and thenlike data which can 
a small warehouse, stores then be printed 
them all electronically. More by your 5700 in information better 
amazing 1s its Parsippany. than ever before. 
ability to print ee if you NONOISEISGOOD NOISE. And get it 
out the form pen to be in Padu- where it belongs. 
along with the a at the time. And Into the hands of people. 
information an electronic touch 
that goes on screen makes the XEROX 
it, all at the 5700 easy touse even 

ee . YORD BE THERE BY NOW a = aaipecrig For more information write: Keith 

— uch brings us to Davidson, Xerox Printing Systems Division, 

there’s the Xerox 5700. It | Xerox’ newest, smallest and 880 Apollo Street, El Segundo, CA 90245. 
Or call (213) 615-6329. 

can bring the abe of least expensive electronic 
XEROX®, 9700, 8700, 57 

electronic printing right to _ printer. The 2700 can take (XEROX CORPORATION 

fast 12 pages per 
minute. And do it so 
quietly you won't 
believe your ears. 

All in all, Xerox 
Electronic Printing 
Systems can free 



We'd like you to know more about our business 

Why were involved with 
tableware,egg cartons, paints, 

trash bags, printing inks... 

Because all these products start out as oil and natural gas—the 
versatile hydrocarbons that power America’s economy. 

These raw materials can be converted into basic petro- 
chemical feedstocks like ethane, propane, and naphtha. Mobil 
Chemical upgrades these feedstocks into the building blocks of 
the petrochemicals industry (ethylene, propylene, benzene, tolu- 
ene) for use inthe manufacture of a vast array of products—some 

of them basic necessities, others that make life more pleasant. 
Mobil Chemical is the world's largest manufacturer of dis-- 

posable plastic products like food storage bags, lawn bags and 
trash can liners (made from polyethylene) and foam tableware 
(polystyrene). Polystyrenes are also used for the heat-retaining, 
lightweight containers in which hamburgers and other “fast food” 
items are served. 

We're also the world's largest marketer of OPP (oriented 
polypropylene) plastic films, which are made from natural gas. 
Thick OPP sheets are stretched lengthwise and then laterally, 
which rearranges molecules from a random to an orderly orien- 
tation. This, in turn, produces very thin films of great strength that 
are rapidly replacing cellophane as a packaging material. A 
polyethylene stretch film is used to wrap pallets of products 
ranging from cement to stacks of Mobil’s annual reports. Other 
Mobil Chemical products go into antifreeze, pharmaceuticals, 
vinyl floor coverings, and detergents. 

In addition to petrochemicals, we also make chemical 
coatings—nearly 20,000 different formulations. These include 
special coatings for food and beverage containers, where purity 
and long shelf life are essential; corrosion-resistant paint; printing 
inks; and furniture finishes. Our “powder coatings; which are 
applied to surfaces in powder form and then baked on to form a 
finish, preserve the environment. Since no solvents are used, 
there is no atmospheric pollution. And when Mobil Chemical 
mines phosphate rock (which is the raw material for fertilizers and 
the phosphoric acid that puts the “zing” into some soft drinks), we 

work to return the land to its original state. 
That's the kind of greening of America we like—especially 

when it results in products that everyone can use. 

Mobil 

Carter Memoirs 
To the Editors: 

After reading the excerpt from Jim- 
my Carter's memoirs, Keeping Faith 
{Oct. 11], I felt that the 1979 Nobel Peace 
Prize should not have been shared by An- 
war Sadat and Menachem Begin. The 
award should have gone to Jimmy Carter. 

Alexandra C. Heavey 
Natick, Mass. 

I voted for Jimmy Carter twice and 
I'd vote for him again. He brought unpar- 
alleled wholesomeness to the presidency 
that has been unappreciated. 

Mary F. Hadley 
New York City 

For two years I have been ridiculed 
and argued with for having voted for Jim- 
my Carter. I was for a man who wanted 
the US. to be more than a symbol of its | 
ideals. Carter wanted our country to exert 
its influence to achieve those ideals. 

Alan R. Church 
Woodstock, Ill. 

This country laughed at Carter in the 
last election. Now the laugh’s on us. Cha- 
risma and sophistication are no match for 
simple integrity. 

Viola M. Lynch 
Weston, Mass. 

Whenever I hear the charge “incom- 
petent” laid on the Carter Administra- 
tion, I reflect on our present situation. I 
long for the Carter years. 

Terry Graunke 
Grandville, Mich. | 

| Read Jimmy Carter's memoirs? Sure- 
ly you jest. Living through them was pun- 
ishment enough. 

Mrs. Ray Anderson 
Portland, Ore. | 

| Whom would you rather be in a fox- | 
| hole with, Carter or Reagan? 

David Stewart 
Mammoth Lakes, Calif. 

TIME, NOVEMBER I, 1982 



Even the person who has everything 
occasionally runs out. 
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“The Best InThe House: 

To send “The Best In The House” to their house, simply call 800-528-6148. 
6 Years Old. Imported in Bottle from Canada by Hiram Walker Importers Inc., Detroit, Mich. 86.8 Proof. Blended Canadian Whisky. © 1982 
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Piymouth is out to make Made in America stand for value. 
Quality and durability are engineered into the 1983 Reliants. 

Result: the precision-assembled, lowest priced 
six-passenger front-wheel drive car and wagon in America. 

Front-wheel drive Reliant 
is built by American workers 
using advanced technology, 
Plymouth designs Reliant through 

Computer Aided Design. This lets engi- 
neers see how a design will perform be- 
fore its built. The result: front-wheel drive 
family cars with outstanding traction, high 
mileage and spacious passenger room. 
Cars that are right for today. 

Computer Aided Testing lets engi- 
neers see how Reliant will stand up in years 
to come. Problems are spotted. Then elimi- 
nated before production 

Finally, Computer Aided Manufactur- 
ing insures accurate, reliable assembly. 

Example: Reliant has more than 3,000 
automated welds. The result is a tight, quiet, 
durable cor. 

A new kind of American worker links 
the assembly line and the computer. He 
has more know-how. He's better motivated, 
with a say in how the car is built. And he 
knows his job depends on quality. 

Confidence in our quality enables 
Plymouth to back Reliant for 5 years or 
50,000 miles. 

That's solid protection for your Made in 
America investment 

America's lowest priced 
6-passenger front-wheel drive car 

adds more value. $6,748: 
Plymouth is out to make Reliant stand 

for value. Its America’s highest mileage 6 
passenger car at 41 est. hwy. [29] EPA est 
mpg.t And with 4-Wheel Power Brakes, 
Halogen Headlamps and Maintenance 
Free Battery as added standard equip- 
ment this year, Reliant is equipped to retain 
high resale value 

According to recent NADA Used Car 
Guides, the ‘81 and ‘82 Reliant coupes re- 
tain more of their original selling prices 
than similarly equipped Ford Fairmonts 
and Chevy Citations 

Compare 
Plymouth Reliant 
to Chevy Citation. 

Acareful comparison will surprise you. 
Not only does Reliant give you better 
mileage than Citation and carry 6 pas- 
sengers to Citation’s 5, but there are other 
differences that add up to money in your 
pocket. Example: Power Brakes on Citation 
are $100.00 extra, and Body Side Molding 
and Bumper Rub Strips are $105.00 extra. All 
those features are standard on the 1983 
Reliant 

$7,636* Reliant is 
America’s lowest-priced 
6-passenger wagon. 

And it's also America’s highest 
miecge 6 passenger wagon with 41 est 
hwy. [28] EPA est. mpg.t Advanced front 
wheel drive and radial tires give it out- 
standing traction in rain and snow. Rack 
and pinion steering makes it nimble, re- 
sponsive, easy to park. Classic styling and 
more than generous cargo room make it 
the family favorite 

And with added galvanized steel in 
4983 plus a smoother ride, Reliant is the 
American way to get your money’s worth in 
a wagon. And its the only one in America 
with 5 years/50,000 miles protection 

Reliant's 2.2 liter engine is 
the best quality engine 

Chrysler has ever produced. 
The spirited 2.2 liter overhead cam 

engine is the most thoroughly tested 
engine Chrysler has ever produced, and 
for 1983 its performance is improved 

You can expect higher mileage, 
greater torque and 1% more horsepower 
than last year. That extra power will come 
in handy on hills and highways. Chrysler 
engineers succeeded in all three im- 
provements through Computer Aided 
Design, Computer Aided Testing and 
Computer Aided Manufacturing 

Plymouth protects your 
investment for 

5 years or 50,000 miles.* 
For 1983, Plymouth has confidence in its 

Made in America quality. The confidence 
to stand behind Reliant with a valuable 
plan that protects your investment. And 
you don’t pay anything extra for this 
protection 

Your engine, drivetrain and transmis- 
sion are protected for 5 years or 50,000 
miles 

And the entire outer body of Reliant is 
protected against rust-through for 5 years 
or 50,000 miles. See your dealer for details 

Ford doesn’t give you this valuable 
protection. GM doesn't. Only Plymouth 

Compare cars. Compare protection 
Anything less than 5/50 protection and 
you're not getting your money's worth 

Plymouth invites every American 
car buyer to compare 
Made in America value. 

For 1983, Plymouth has made im- 
provements in design, manufacturing, 

mileage, quality control and standard 

equipment levels. All fo show you that 
Plymouth and American workers have the 
technology and the determination to 
compete with anybody. Anywhere. 

You're selling yourself short if you don't 
see and test drive the 1983 Plymouth 
Reliant. If you can find a better car, buy it! 

The | 
American 
way to get 

your money’s worth 

tUse EPA est. MPG for comparison. Your mileage may vary depending on speed. trip length & weather. Hwy. & CA mileage lower. + Whichever comes first 
Limited warranties. Deductible may be required. *Sticker price excludes taxes, title. destination charges. Deluxe wheel covers & WSW tires $110. extra. BUCKLE UP FOR SAFETY. 



“A stunning portfolio 
by one of the century’ great photographic artists” 

—<—_—=. —San Francisco Examiner-Chronicle 

A collector’s item from the 

A D A M R —== moment of its publication, 

74 
this sumptuous retrospective 
—out of print for more than 
four years—has been reissued 
in response to popular demand 
and critical acclaim. 

“These are without reser- 
vation among the best 
pictures ever taken of 
California natural wonders.” 

—Los Angeles Times 

“Breathtakingly stunning, 
excellently selected sampling 
of the life works of the U.S?s 
greatest black-and-white 
photo pictorialist.” 

—Modern Photography 

ALL 
: “LACE 
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115 duotone illustrations, 
17 x 1334, $125.00 

Fust published... | 

THE NEGATIVE = - 
The New Ansel Adams Photography Series/Book 2 

Continuing an extraordinary instructional series, The Negative presents a 
full restatement of Adams’ essential concepts—the Zone System and 
visualization — with special emphasis on the creation of tonal values. 

Profusely illustrated, $18.95 

ANSEL ADAMS 

POSTERS OF ANSEL ADAMS 
Three superbly printed posters, each 
featuring a reproduction of a famous 
Adams photograph. 25!/2 x 36. 
$15.00 each. 

Ansel Adams 
IMAGES «1923-1974 

Yosemite and the Range of Light Ansel Adams The Camera 

NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY BOOKS/ 
Little, Brown, 34 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 02106 



Letters 
Since Jimmy Carter's presidency was 

one of the most disastrous in U.S. history, 
there is no reason for President Reagan to 
take any of Carter’s views seriously. 

Dan O'Neill 
Los Angeles 

Jimmy Carter’s self-serving rational- 
izations are sour grapes, proving just how 
right the electorate was to dump him. 

Michael S. Lofgren 
Akron, Ohio 

Considering his record, former Presi- 
dent Jimmy Carter offering advice to Pres- 
ident Reagan on the Middle East is like Liz 
Taylor authoring a book on The Secret of a 
Successful Marriage! 

Breck M. Swanquist 
Sugar Grove, lil. 

West German Ins and Outs 
It’s a slap in the face to the German 

voters as well as West German democracy 

{Oct. 11] when a minority party like the 
Free Democrats, with 53 members in par- 
liament, is allowed without a general elec- 
tion to topple a government that has been 
voted into office. The Christian Democrats 
and F.D.P. should get what they deserve in 
next year’s ballot. 

Bernd Reutlinger 
Sydney 

Hans-Dietrich Genscher and the Free 
Democratic Party pledged themselves to 
four more years of Chancellor Helmut 
Schmidt’s government and rode his coat- 
tails to victory in 1980. Then the F.D.P. 
started maneuvering toward a coalition 
with the Christian Democrats. By violat- 
ing the trust of the voters, the F.D.P. dis- 
played a lack of character. This breach, 
more than any yearning for stability, has 
caused our political emotions to rise. 

John Weaver 
Koenigswinter, West Germany 

The election in Hesse showed that the 
confidence vote in the Bundestag was not 
justified. Although the polls predicted an 
absolute majority for the Christian Demo- 
crats, they won only 45% of the electorate. 

Arno Koch 
Bermatingen, West Germany 

| Poisoned Pills 
Regarding the Tylenol tragedy 

{Oct. 11], FDA Deputy Commissioner 
Mark Novitch says there is no way to pro- 
tect the public from having drugs tam- 
pered with. What happened to the sealed 
container? Liquor bottles are covered with 
a paper tape. If it’s broken, don’t buy it. 

Edna S. Weiss 
London 

One of the tragedies of the Tylenol 
deaths is that the same strictly enforced 
system of manufacturing dates, lot num- 
bers, batch codes and shipping routes ap- 

——t. 

plied to Tylenol is not used for cyanide. It 
would be easy for an electronic chemical- 
spectrum analyzer to take a “signature 
analysis” of a particular batch of cyanide 
to reveal its distribution and possibly the 
person or company that finally received 

the chemical. 
Mike Stoddard 

Buena Park, Calif. 

All medications for ingestion should 
be sold only in pharmacies and kept un- 
der a watchful eye, as was once the case 

in apothecaries. 
Dorothy Speedy 
Havertown, Pa. 

Church and Homosexuality 
Your report on the Roman Catholic 

Church and the San Francisco gays 
{Oct. 11] correctly observes that the Cath- 
olic tradition has never swerved from con- 
demnation of homosexual behavior. Then 
you solemnize that “this teaching has laid 
the church open to charges that its atti- 
tude is out of step with the times.” I do not 
find this an unfortunate situation. The 
times are rotten, and the church is out of 
step with them. That speaks well for the 
church. 

Barbara Nauer, President 
Catholic Writer and Artist Guild 

New Orleans 

Archbishop John Quinn has taken a 
courageous step in allowing a painful but 
crucial dialogue to develop between the 
lesbian and gay communities and the 
Archdiocese of San Francisco. Homosex- 
uality and Social Justice is a historic docu- 
ment that we hope will lead to further rec- 
onciliation between a richly spiritual 
people and the Catholic Church we love. 

Tom Murray 
Dignity/ Bay Area 

San Francisco 

Hawaii's Bagasse 
We in Hawaii were delighted with 

your article on “Cooking with Bagasse,” 
covering our alternative energy activities 
[Sept. 20]. However, the discussion of 
ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) 
confuses several separate projects. You 
note the success of the mini-OTEC facility 
and then state: “But a larger plant built in 
1981 off Kailua-Kona, on Hawaii, was a 
$50 million failure.” The larger plant you 
refer to was a Federal Government proj- 
ect, which was terminated owing to lack 
of federal funds. Contrary to your state- 
ment, Hawaii has not ordered designs for 
four new 10-megawatt OTEC plants. Rath- 
er, the Federal Government has granted 
awards to General Electric Co. and 
Ocean Thermal Corp. for the conceptual 
design of two 40-megawatt OTEC plants 

on Oahu. 
George R. Ariyoshi, Governor 

State of Hawaii 
Honolulu 
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Aworld 
in one country. 
Expect the un- 
expected. Abundant 
varieties of fauna, 
flora and peoples. 
Arich land, 
unspoiled and 
beautiful. 
For an unforgettable 
vacation experience, 
consult your travel 
agent or ask for your 
free color brochure, 
‘South Africa — 
Gateway to a 
Continent 

South African 
Tourist Corporation, 
610 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, 
N.Y. 10020. 
Tel. (212) 245-3720. 
Telex 649535. 
pare 

Address___ 

Where summer is 
four seasons 

Vi TBT 11182 

satour 
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Can we still rebuild 

No single one of us can do the job that has to be done. 
No individual, no corporation and no President can restore the 
American economy to its former strength and stature in the world. 

But together, we can do more than keep the dream alive. We can 
make it come true. And what that's going to take is a commitment 
from every one of us—the kind 
of commitment that forged this 
nation through over two centuries 
of growth. 

At United States Steel, were 
proud to be part of the rebuilding. 
From our steelmaking operations 
to our important ventures in 
other areas, we have committed 
our resources to becoming a The American Steelmaker Today. 
competitive, profitable force in the world marketplace. And that's the 
best way to keep American jobs right here in America. 

US. Steel's Oilwell Division 
has restructured and expanded 
its operation to become one of 
the worlds largest drilling rig 
and equipment suppliers. And 
the acquisition of Marathon Oil 
earlier this year has made 
US. Steel a far stronger company 
in the area of energy resources. 

Equipping America’s Oil Industry. 



the American Dream? 

Our new Great Lakes ore car- 
riers are capable of hauling many 
times what the previous generation 
of ships ever could. And our USS 
Chemicals Division has grown in 
strength and diversification to 
become one of the 25 largest chem- 
ical producers. The New Generation of Super Carriers. 

Millions have been invested in steel 
facilities across America to increase 
their output and improve production 
efficiency. At the Gary Works in Gary, 
Indiana, new methods of production 
and the commitment of thousands 

= of workers have revitalized an entire 
: steelmaking operation. 

Expanding Dimensions of USS Chemicals. 

The task of rebuilding 
is far from completed in 
these troubled times for 
the American economy. 
But our goal is no empty 
dream. It's the same dream 
we have always built our 
greatness upon. 

A New Spirit at the Gary Works. 

Helping to rebuild the American Dream. 
United States Steel.600 Grant Street. Pittsburgh. PA 15230 
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The most eagerly-awa ited science fiction novel of the year— 

Asimov's first in ten’years. At all booksellers now. ef DOUBLEDAY 

_Letters 

| school {Oct. 4], I wonder if Americans 

TV-less Life 

Your review of Breaking the TV Hab- 
it (Oct. 11] ends with the author’s advice, 
“To reconnect yourself to the world, dis- 
connect the set.” To shut-ins and the 
handicapped, the good provided by TV is 
endless. Through my imagination I have 
been to sports arenas, enjoying every 
game. The pleasure of turning the dial to 
find the outside world makes my nights 
and days normal. 

Grace F. Smith 
Groton, Conn. 

To say that families should be de- 
prived of all the varied benefits of televi- 
sion is as inane as much of the mindless 
junk that is on the tube. The answer is not 
to disconnect the set but rather to exercise 
judicious control over the On switch. 

Katherine Newman 
Cedarburg, Wis. 

As a TV addict, I find the problem is 
beyond a cure. People like me cannot be 
rehabilitated to enjoy a few hours of social 
watching just as an alcoholic cannot re- 
form to the point where he can drink so- 
cially. The only remedy is not to watch 
television at all. 

James W. D'Acosta 
Lynchburg, Va. 

Religion in School 

Re your article about prayer in public 

want the Christian church to have so 
much control of their day-to-day lives. 
Here in Israel the ultrareligious have a 
stranglehold on the country, reaching into 
almost every aspect of our affairs. While 
prayer in the classroom looks harmless, I 
doubt if that is where the Moral Majority 
wants to stop. 

Ami Yehuda 
Haifa, Israel 

End of Ghotbzadeh 
I remember how angry I used to get 

with Sadegh Ghotbzadeh [Sept. 27] and 
that smug smile of his. After reading 
about his execution, however, I had to feel 
sorry for him. 

Florence DiGiacinto-Layton 
Woodbine, Md. 

Ironically, Ghotbzadeh was killed 
not on the orders of the Shah, whom he 
so bitterly hated, but by his spiritual fa- | 
ther, Khomeini, whom he so respectful- 
ly admired and assisted. What a strange 
destiny. 

Abdolhossein M. Kafai 
Ottawa 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed 
to TIME, Time & Life Building, Rockefeller Center, 
New York, N.Y. 10020, and should include the writ- 
er's full name, address and home telephone. Letters 

may be edited for purposes of clarity or space 

TIME, NOVEMBER |, 1982 



HERES TO THOSE 
WHO FLY_IN-THE FACE OF TRADITION. 

Bonnie Tiburzi began 
to fly when she was 12, 
got her pilot’s license at 17, 

> and made history at 23. 
4 Because at 23, Bonnie 

Tiburzi became the first 
woman pilot ever to fly for 
a major U.S. airline. 

She did it by handling 
the problems of a tradition- 
ally male profession in a 
non-traditional way. She 
ignored them. 

So if you're sitting on a 
runway one day, and you 
hear a woman's voice say 
‘Good morning, this is your 
Captain speaking,’ sit 
back, relax, and join us ina 
toast to Bonnie Tiburzi. 

With her favorite scoteh: 
Cutty Sark, of course, 

Tiburzi, Airline Pilot 
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THAT PERFORMS. 



SAAB. A PERFORMANCE CAR 
THAT'S RESPONSIBLE. 

As opposed to a perfor- 
mance car that performs. Or 
a responsible car that’s 
responsible. 

For Saab, single-minded- 
ness is no virtue. 

On the other hand, con- 
sider the value of double- 
mindedness: 

When you experience 
the goose bump- inducing 
acceleration of a Saab, you 
have room to share it with a 
wife and two kids and a 
year’s supply of groceries. 

When you fill up the 
tank, you can look forward 
to great gas mileage. (The 
most powerful Saab gets 
better fuel economy than 
that old mileage champ, the 
Volkswagen Super Beetle.) 
You can look forward to it 
because the car you're driv- 
ing isn’t boring. It isn’t a 
mollycoddling compromise 
put together for a presenta- 
tion to the Environmental 
Protection Agency. 

Having thrown out those 
boasts, Saab would like to 
back off a little and admit 
the world hasn't greeted it 
with unanimous accolades. 

Either-Or. 

Either you find the perfor- 
mance of a Saab exhilarating. 

Or the sociologist in you 
comes out and pronounces it 
excessive. 

Either you determine 
Saab’s steering to be a tight, 

responsive, unifying ele- 
ment between your hands 
and the wheels. 

Or you yearn for squishy 
power steering that tacitly 
says you're not really driv- 
ing the car; you're merely 
pointing it. 

Either you look at this 
chart and say, “Pretty good 
numbers.” 

Or you look the other 
way and declare yourself, 
“Not a numbers man.” 

SAAB 900 5-SPEED APC TURBO 

0-60 MPH Acceleration® 10.0 seconds 

1/4 Mile Acceleration* 17.3 seconds 

Stopping Distance from 

60 MPH* 160 feet 

Trunk Space” 25.7 cu. feet 

Fuel-tank capacity 

EPA Estimate 

16.6 gallons 

@ mpg 

EPA Highway Estimate 34 mpg** 

Either you assess the 
Saab Turbo’s Automatic 
Performance Control as an 
improvement on all other 
turbos, a true breakthrough 
that lets you go faster on 
less fuel. 

Or you look at it as just 
another piece of engineering 
esoterica. 

Either you consider Road 
& Track’s designation of 
Saab (“Sports Sedan for 
the Eighties”) as a carefully 
weighed judgment by a 
group of editors who have 
seen them all come and go 
over the years. 

Or you dismiss it as hype 
by a cult of car nuts. 

Either you apply every- 
thing you know about eco- 
nomics to the sticker and 
realize the perfect balance 
between price and value. 

Or you conclude it’s out- 
rageously expensive. Or too 
cheap to bear repeating at 
the country club. 

The car you need vs. 
the car you want. 

For every other car we 
can think of, those two 
concepts are also either-or. 

Either you opt for utility 
and practicality and 
economy and durability and 
have your needs satisfied. 

Or you go for perfor- 
mance and comfort and styl- 
ing and have your wants 
satiated. 

Of course, it is our biased 
contention that the 1983 
Saab is both the car you 
need and the car you want. 

If you test drive a Saab 
and love it, our guess is that 
it will be a love fully 
requited in the years ahead. 

If you test drive a Saab 
and you're not enthralled, all 
you'll be out is the time it 
takes to feel the accelera- 
tion, to luxuriate in the 
seats, and to learn what a 
real driving experience is. 

The guarantee is that 
you won't be indifferent. 

The most intelligent car ever built. 

*See box above for fuel economy specifications, *From July, 1982 Road & Track Magazine Road Test. ** Remember, use these figures for comparison only. Mileage varies with 
speed, weather and trip length. Actual highway mileage will probably be less 



Tim Weigel is nobodys fool. He 
got where he is by using his head. 
And not forgetting his heart. 

He grew up in Liberty- 
ville, Illinois. Graduated Yale 
with honors in History. Took a 
Masters degree at North- 
western. And went to work for 
The Chicago Daily News. 

In 1977, he joined The : 
Channel Seven Eyewitness News 
Team as Sports Anchor. 

His clear-headed insights 
and straight ahead sense of 
conscience cir gained him 
the respect of players, coaches 
and colleagues alike. 

The public cheered himon. ° 

Smart Guy. 
He was ready fora bigger challenge. 

Today, as co-anchor of The Eyewitness News Team, Tim 
Weigel is at the head of one of the largest broadcast news 
operations in the world. 

Although he’ got plenty of assistance, he still prefers to 
chase his own leads and write his own stories. Because Tim 
Weigel does things his own way. And that's smart. 

Eyewitness News Team 
<— 

A 

Up to the minute. Down to earth. Close to home. 



THE PFIZER HEALTHCARE SERIES 

A pan im 
the stomach that 

comes 
from the heart. 

You feel a sense of fullness. Of pressure. A sharp 

pain in the chest. A heaviness. Maybe you're short 
of breath. Symptoms we innocently mistake for 

indigestion may also be symptoms of a heart con- 
dition called angina pectoris. More typically, you 

may have an unusual sensation in your left arm. A 
pain in your left shoulder or neck. Even a pain in 
your jaw or teeth. 

The right diagnosis can be life-saving if your 

heart is warning that it is not getting enough blood 

and is short in oxygen and nutrients. 

Who can diagnose angina? 
You cannot. Your doctor can. 

Diagnosis of angina is usually simple and straight- 

forward. Treatment depends upon the type of 

angina you have. 

Angina occurs: 

1. When there is coronary vessel spasm. 

2. When blood flow is limited by vessel wall 
thickening. 

3. When a combination of vessel spasm and wall 

thickening reduces blood, oxygen and nutri- 

ents to the heart. 

You can reduce the workload on your heart 
by reduction of weight, smoking, tension and 
stress, and also by recreation and rest. Moderate 

exercise helps, too. Medicines can increase blood 
flow in the vessels of your heart. And if your angina 
is related to high blood pressure, your doctor may 
prescribe medicines to help bring it down. 

Obviously, you cannot be your own doctor. You 
need a support system. We call it... 

Partners in Healthcare 

You are the most important partner. 
Only you can spot the warning signs and report 
them to your physician. And it’s you who must 
decide to accept the guidance and counseling of 
your physician and pharmacist. When medicines 
are prescribed, only you can take them as directed. 

Your doctor interprets the warning signs, orders 

your tests, and makes the diagnosis. 

He also prescribes the best medication for you 

among those available—considering cach drug’s 

characteristics—and monitors your progress. 

All those who discover, develop and distribute 

medicines complete the partnership. 
Pfizer’s ongoing research brings you essential med- 

icines for a wide range of discases. Through our 

development of these and many other medications, 

we are fulfilling our responsibility as one of your 
partners in healthcare. 

PHARMACEUTICALS * A PARTNER IN HEALTHCARE 



Flow to get to the top 
and love it even thoueb: 

- You were brought up to be a princess 
- You hate to sell yourself 
* You've got no training 
- And you'd rather have a husband 

“My goodness, what a book!...Any woman who ever held a job— 
glamour-job or otherwise—is going to relate to it"—PEG BRACKEN 

“4 woman and her work—this is the true love story of our times, 
and Betty Rollin’s working-girl memoir is wonderful.” 

—MOLLY HASKELL 

“Delightful reading about the glamour and the grit of a working 
life.... Funny, compassionate and candid.” —GLAMOUR 

“Pizazz, wit, and style—plus a noble twist on the Cinderella 
ending. Even a fairy godmother couldn't ask for more.” 

—KIRKUS REVIEWS 

Getting 

Paid for 
This? 

elty‘Kollin 
=... AUTHOR oF Furst, You(ry 

x A Book-of-the- Month Club Alternate 

$14.95 at bookstores now 
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The tougher your business, 
the more you need aT] computer. 
Running a ranch is as tough as a 
small business can get. That's 

why it takes a reliable Texas 
Instruments Business Computer 
to control the many critical 
aspects of this operation. 

In fact, TI] Business Compu- 

ters can help many businesses 
with the most crucial tasks. They 

provide you with reliable solu 
tions to your problems, when 
you need them, to help you run 
your business better. You can 
select your Tl computer system 

from a full line that starts at 
under $5000. And all models are 

mrt nd me more information on your Business 

System > 

“How « 

cries and your helpful guide 

avoid com uter overbuy & underb 

backed by the worldwide service 
and support you'd expect from a 
company like Texas Instruments. 

So if you find the going is 

getting tougher in your business, 

return Our Coupon for more 

information and the location of 
your nearest TI dealer; “7 
Or call us toll-free: 



In Florida and 
throughout the USA... 

Planning a family vacation? Or maybe you’re looking for a meeting site 
to offer outstanding conference facilities and resort amenities! There 
are more than 200 Hiltons in the USA! All are ready to serve up the 
things that make your trip memorable... whetherit’s for pleasure... or 
business with pleasure. Hilton features large pools, exciting enter- 
tainment and dining, comfortable rooms, and meeting accommoda- 
tions that best suit your requirements. And when you visit a Hilton, 
chances are you'll find golf, tennis, sightseeing attractions, and the 
amenities that make Hilton most desirable... right at your doorstep. 

FLORIDA 

HIT] 
y | y y y = aA 

Clearwater Beach 
Hilton Inn 

Daytona Beach 
Daytona Hilton 

Fort Lauderdale 
Fort Lauderdale Beach Hilton Inn 
Hilton Inn & Conference 
Center at Inverrary 

Gainesville 
Gainesville Hilton 

Jacksonville 
Ete Stoll maligeelem afliter 
Jacksonville Hilton 
Lakeland 
Hilton Inn 

Longboat Key 
Longboat Key Hilton Inn 
Miami Beach 
Fontainebleau Hilton 
Orlando 
Hilton Inn Florida Center 
Hilton Inn Gateway 
Hilton Inn 
Palm Beach 
Palm Beach Hilton 

Palm Beach Area 
Hilton Inn Of The Palm Beaches 
On Singer Island (Riviera Beach) 
Jupiter Beach Hilton 
St. Petersburg Beach 
aliielam tata) 

Tallahassee 
Tallahassee Hilton 
Tampa 
Hilton Inn 

ee 7 

AMERICAS BUSINESS ADDRESS 

Call Hilton Reservation Service in your city 
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Inthe Su 

will be 
spindled, f 

And 

Introducing our biggest and best 
business section ever. It’s going to 
attract more responsive Chicago and 
suburban readers. With more facts... more fig- 
ures... more viewpoints laid out and ready for 
them to use. 

There's a different focus on business every 
day of the week: Sunday: Personal Finance. 
Monday: International Business. Tuesday: Invest- 
ments. Wednesday: Office. Thursday: Chicago 
Area Business. Friday: Technology. 

More pages. More points of view. More com- 
plete reports. More color. More business news 

ADVERTISERS CALL Bob Campbell (321-2322) 
FOR HOME DELIVERY CALL 321-2725 

cHC/4 

business sec 
‘limes 
ion your ad 

; olded, 
mutilated. 
| ed. 

that active, involved people 
. need to form opinions and 

make informed decisions. 
You can't afford to pass up the kind of exposure 

the new, expanded Sun-Times Business section 
delivers. So give us a call and get ready to have 
your ad folded, spindled, mutilated, and used. 

Sun-limes 
MORE NEWS YOU CAN USE 



IF GEESE WERE INVENTED TODAY, THEY’D BE 
WEARING THINSULATE’ THERMAL INSULATION. 

FOR CENTURIES, GEESE you can lead an active outdoor life. Freedom of 

HAVE KEPT WARM 4 movement from wingtip to wingtip. 

THE SAME OLD WAY. OUR INSULATION ISN’T AFRAID TO GO 
Feathers, feathers and more feathers NEAR THE WATER. 

Fine, in their time. But now man has created 
something better. Thinsulate Thermal 
Insulation from 3M. A goose would be silly 
not to give it a try. 

WE USE FIBERS, NOT FEATHERS. 

Should you happen to get it wet, don't worry. 
Unlike down, Thinsulate Insulation retains almost 
all of its insulating value under damp conditions. 
And it can even be machine washed or dry 
cleaned, depending on the garment's care 
instructions. 

Our special microfibers trap more air 
than most other insulations do. And WHAT’S GOOD FOR THE GOOSE IS 
that's the key to our amazing warmth. JUST AS GOOD FOR YOU. 
You see, the more air an insulator 
traps the better it works. True. 
And that means a half inch of 
Thinsulate Insulation is 
actually 1.8 times warmer 
than a half inch of down. 
Nearly twice as warm. In 
Thinsulate Insulation, a 
goose might not mind 
staying north all winter. 

The U.S. Navy Divers, the 1981 British 
Winter Expedition on Everest, and hard- 

working ski patrollers and instructors 
around the world use Thinsulate 

Insulation. Because it works 
for them. In fact, they've 

been shouting its 
praises, from the high- 
est mountain to the 
deepest sea. You 

This much : 
Thineulate will, oo. When you're 
Insulation Out in your element. 
iS aS warm this much Just look for 

the Thinsulate 
F insulation hang tag 

Ls on an assortment of 
SS clothing and accessories 

fj 

a: cown 

4 

? designed to keep you 
; warmer. 

For a free brochure, 
write 3M Thinsulate 

IT’S EASIER TO FLAP YOUR WINGS * insulation, Dept. MNIB, 
IN THINSULATE INSULATION. ’ pe eta 

Because it takes less of our insulation to 561 44 : = 
keep you warm, you get a sleek, lean, racy 
look. Not bulky. In Thinsulate Insulation, * , 

~ Thinsulate 
Thermal Insulation 

WARMTH. BULK. 
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There is atime to wait. And atime to act. 

a 

Knowing when to 
move to take advantage ofan | 
opportunity is an essential » 
capability for success in eS 
business. 

awareness of the importance 
of timing. In business in 
a rea our customers’ 

Chicago, Illinois 60690. 
Phone (312) 443-2000. 
Member FDIC. An affiliate of 
Algemene Bank Nederland, 
N.V. 

LaSalle National. Choose one bank above all others. 



San Antonio. 
Weve out to make 
bistory...again. 

198] Annual Report. Pro 
fessional buildings, offices and 

banks accounted for most of a 

128.5% increase in non-resi- 

dential construction at year end 
over 1980 figures. Bank clear 

ings were up 25.49%, to $38 

billion. 5,500 new manufactur 

ing jobs were added in the past 

two years through companies 

moving to San Antonio. Pro 

gressive companies, such as 
Farinon Harris, Valero Energy 
Control Data, Sprague Electric 
Tandy, Advanced Micro Devices 
and Bakerline, have established 
corporate or regional head 

quarters here recently. The 

nationally-known South Texas 

Medical Center complex in- 
creased employment to 12,500 
And census figures showed an 

overall population growth of 
20.5% since 1970. 

i 
X 

4 combined effort of the San Antonio 

Eornomic Development Foundation 
amd the City of San Antonia 

The bottom line is this 
San Antonio is booming 

without all the booming prob 

lems that other Sunbelt cities 
are facing. Our city council is 

ready and willing to help new 
business and industry in every 
way possible 

There is a tremendous 
renaissance happening in 
downtown San Antonio, which 

is only 20 minutes away from 

any point in the city via our 
well-planned expressway sys 
tem, And almost 300 years of 
history together with over 225 

days of sunshine make San 
Antonio the richest gem of 
the Sunbelt 

All things considered, if 
you want your bottom line to 
move up this year, you should 
expand your company to the 
warmth of San Antonio, You'll 
find it worth your while to get 
the rest of the facts and figures 
by writing: Terry Britton, Pres- 

ident, San Antonio Economic 
Development Foundation, PO 
Box 1628, San Antonio, Texas 
78296. Or by calling: ($12) 
226-1394 

Join us in the City of the 
Alamo. Because San Antonio is N 

out to make history...again 
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“Bonaventure is truly the ultimate spa.’ Linda Evans 

BONAVEN TURE 



The most sensible 
life insurance you can have 
in this erratic economy. 

Adjustable Life. 
¢ Changes to fit your changing needs 
Adjustable Life from The Bankers Life of Des Moines 
is a new kind of contemporary life insurance offer- 
ing flexibility few people can afford to be without 
in these uncertain times. It even eliminates your 
need to make a firm choice between a term or whole 
life policy. 

Within limits, you can raise or lower your premium 
payments, increase or decrease the amount of 
your coverage, lengthen or shorten the protection 
period...all as many times as necessary over your 
lifetime. As your income, expenses or goals change, 
you're always able to provide the protection that's 
best at the time for you, your family, or your business. 

¢ Provides whole life advantages at 
the price of term 
Adjustable Life allows you to move freely between 
the low cost, temporary protection of term insurance 
and the long range, cash value advantages of 
whole life. But since every Adjustable Life policy 
earns dividends, they can be used to lengthen 
the period of coverage. As a result, you can have the 
low cost benefit of pure protection plus the freedom 
from constantly rising premiums that's available 
only with a whole life policy. No other kind of 
insurance can provide this particular benefit. 

le BANKERS LIFE, Consumer Services 

¢ Protects against inflation 
Inflation has become a way of life that erodes 
the security provided by traditional life insurance. 
But Adjustable Life's Cost-of-Living option provides 
protection against this problem. Within limits, it 
allows the face value of your policy to grow auto- 
matically every three years to offset increases in the 
Consumer Price Index...free from any need to 
prove your insurability. You may even be able to do 
this without any increase in your annual premium. 

¢ Costs no more than traditional 
policies that lack its flexibility 
Surprisingly, Adjustable Life costs less than the 
great majority of traditional policies that fail to give 
you the advantages of its flexibility. Check around 
and you'll have difficulty finding another policy, 
at any price, better able to meet your specific needs 
today, and in the future. 

Your agent can tell you more about this revolutionary 
new kind of life insurance. If you prefer, call your 
local office of The Bankers Life of Des Moines or 
mail the coupon below. 

Des Moines, lowa 50307 

Please send me more information about 
Adjustable Life. 

Name 
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From a podium flanked by hay bales, Reagan pitches for re-election of House G.O.P. Leader Robe: 
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rt Michel, left, in Ilinois 

Does It Play in Peoria? 
The issue is the economy, and both parties are dodging 

Political campaigns 
are wretched forums 

for debating econom- 
ic policy. Passionate 

partisan oratory in- 
variably oversimpli- 
fies, when it does 
not downright dis- 

tort, what by their nature are formidably 
complex issues. And that is the case, in 

spades, for the mid-term election cam- 
paign now plodding toward its conclusion 
at the polls next Tuesday 

The issues, certainly, are pressing. The 
nation is racked by the highest unemploy- 

ment rate in 42 years. Recovery remains 
elusive, as was demonstrated by last 
week’s economic news, a maddeningly fa- 
miliar mixture of plus and minus signs 
The pluses: lower interest rates, higher 
housing starts, more stock-market exuber- 
ance. Big minus: very sluggish production 
The Congress to be chosen next week will 
have to decide how to trim gargantuan 
budget deficits that threaten to choke off 
the recovery whenever it does come 

Unfortunately, though probably inev- 
itably, the campaign has developed little 
in the way of reasoned debate on how to 
deal with these woes. Instead, it 

16 

turned into an exercise in finger pointing 
Democrats blame the recession on Ron- 
ald Reagan. He retorts that it is the inev- 
itable consequence of years of Democratic 
tax-and-spend policies that he is slowly 
correcting. “I didn’t cause this recession,” 
Reagan last week told a rally of several 
thousand Republicans in economically 
distressed Peoria 

Neither side is offering the electorate 
reliable guidance in assessing the truly vi- 
tal questions: How should one strike a bal- 
ance between the successes and failures of 
the complex of policies that goes by the 
name of Reaganomics, and do the Demo- 
crats have a genuine alternative? In the 
end, of course, each voter must decide, but 
it is possible to make a constructive analy- 
sis that can help illuminate the choices 

To begin with, a prolonged and severe 
recession probably would have been the 
result of any determined attempt to bring 
inflation under control. And, as Reagan 

points out, that attempt had to be made 
The experience of the 1970s proves that 

has 

no lasting prosperity is possible in an in- 

flation-ridden economy. Throughout the 
decade, surges of inflation kept under- 
mining every economic advance, and the 
rates of both price increases and unem- 

ployment rose irregularly but seemingly 

inexorably. Democrats who assail the Re- 
publican President for inducing a slump 
conveniently forget that Jimmy Carter all 
but openly engineered a recession in 1980 
as a means of reducing inflation. That 
downturn, however, was too short to ac- 
complish much 

he current slide has had much 
more effect. As Reagan constantly 
reminds the nation, the rate of 
price increases has tumbled from 

12.4% in 1980 to 5.1% so far this year, an 
accomplishment that few economists 
would have thought possible two years | 
ago. A major reason is Paul Volcker, 
chairman of the independent Federal Re- 
serve Board (and a Carter appointee) 
Volcker has been tenaciously holding 
down the growth of the money supply, 
thereby starving inflation of monetary 
fuel. No matter: Reagan has consistently 
supported Volcker and is entitled to share 
in the credit 

Where Reagan can be faulted, legiti- 
mately and severely, is in telling the na- 
tion, and initially himself, that the transi- 
tion from runaway to moderate inflation 
could be accomplished without serious 



pain. Throughout his first year in of- 
fice, Reagan promised to reduce both in- 
flation and unemployment simultaneous- 
ly. The three-year 25% tax cut that he 
rammed through Congress would spark a 
job-creating boom, he insisted, while deep 
cuts in social-spending programs and the 
tight-money policy would whittle down 
inflation. 

MM been difficult to see that his poli- 
cies were at war with each other. 

In a 6,500-word article in this week’s New 
| York Times Magazine, the paper’s White 
House correspondent Steven R. Weisman 
reports that many of Reagan’s closest 
aides and allies early realized that the 
deep tax cuts, combined with enormous 
increases in military spending that Rea- 
gan and Secretary of Defense Caspar 
Weinberger insisted on, would produce 
dangerous deficits. These doubters alleg- 
edly included White House Chief of Staff 
James Baker, former Domestic Affairs 
Adviser Martin Anderson, former Coun- 
cil of Economic Advisers Chairman Mur- 
ray Weidenbaum and Senate Majority 
Leader Howard Baker. According to 
Weisman, however, “loyalty, uncertainty, 
timidity, miscalculation, expedience and 
general weariness combined” to keep 
them from forcefully voicing their misgiv- 
ings to the confident President until after 
the policies had been locked in place. 

The mix of incompatible policies 
probably made the recession longer and 
deeper than it had to be. Deficits did in- 
deed soar, to about $113 billion or so in 
the fiscal year that ended Sept. 30, com- 
pelling the Federal Reserve to intensify 
its money squeeze. That brought down in- 
flation, but at the price of continued high 
interest rates that clamped down on con- 
sumer-credit purchases, hindered busi- 
ness borrowing for investment, and drove 
many businesses into bankruptcy. In the 
past few weeks the Fed has been pumping 
Out more money, a move that Reagan ap- 
proves, and interest rates have fallen. But 
if deficits had been lower, the Federal Re- 
serve might have let up on its squeeze 
sooner, interest rates could have declined 
earlier and faster, and the recession might 
have been less prolonged. 

o doubt the President really be- 
lieved it, but it should not have 

Even now, Reagan tends to gloss over 
the amount of pain that must yet be en- 
dured if inflation is to be kept down. The 
President has been talking of an immi- 
nent recovery since the start of the year, 
but waiting for it so far has been about as 
frustrating as waiting for Godot. There 
were some genuinely hopeful signs last 
week: a 14% September jump in housing 
starts, which traditionally lead an up- 
swing; a 1% rise in consumer spending; a 
continued stock-market surge that lifted 
the Dow Jones industrial average above 
1,030, its highest point in more than nine 
years. But total output of goods and ser- 
vices, adjusted for inflation, rose only .8% 
in the third quarter, vs. a 2.1% gain in the 
preceding three months. Production al- 
most surely will be too low to make any 

dent soon in the 10.1% unemployment 
rate; unemployment may even go a bit 
higher in the next few months. 

Moreover, when a recovery does start, 
it is unlikely to be the “solid” one that 
Reagan spoke of as recently as his Sept. 28 
news conference. The consensus among 
economists is that production gains in 
1983 will only be about half as strong as 
the 7% that has been traditional in the 
first year of recovery and that the unem- 
ployment rate at best is likely to stay close 
to 9% through 1983. It may be that no 
more vigorous rebound can be expected | 
without reigniting inflation, but that fact 
ought to be faced rather than evaded. 

All this makes an irresistible target 
for Democratic attack. But would the 
Opposition party do any better? There is 
little reason to think so. Worse, those 
Democrats who talk of alternatives to 
Reaganomics frequently put forward 
ideas that could all too easily make the 
economic mess even worse. 

The leading Democratic campaign- 
ers, former Vice President Walter Mon- 
dale and Senator Edward Kennedy, have 
begun talking a jingoistic line that unmis- 
takably implies moves to limit imports of 
foreign goods. Says Mondale: “We have to 
stop showing the white flag, to start run- | 

ning up the American flag, and to turn 
around, fight.” Says Kennedy: “We must 
take whatever steps we must to see that 
Americans in the 1980s and 1990s will be 
buying American products.” Both made 
these remarks to a convention of United 
Steelworkers in a transparent effort to win 
labor endorsement for their expected con- 
test for the 1984 Democratic presidential 
nomination. 

Unfortunately, their pressure may be 
having an effect. Though Reagan gener- 
ally has resisted protectionist pressures, | 
his Administration last week concluded 
an agreement with the European Com- 
munity, under which that ten-nation 
group. pledged to hold steel shipments to 
the US. to I million tons under the 1981 
level of 6.5 million tons. Any further move 

toward protectionism would almost surely 
destroy more jobs than it would save by 
provoking foreign retaliation that would 
crimp American exports—now 12% of 
the gross national product—and by im- 
peding world trade enough to deepen the 
worldwide recession. 

Old-line liberal Democrats urge pub- 
lic-works programs to create jobs. Says 
Henry Reuss, chairman of the Joint Eco- 
nomic Committee: “Our streets, schools, 
water systems, ports, railroads are falling 
apart. That's what F.D.R. was up against 
50 years ago. Then the Government 
rolled up its sleeves and found jobs for 
people.” True enough, but heavy spending 
on public works now would deepen the al- 
ready alarming deficits. Other Democrats 
assail Reagan’s cuts in such social pro- 
grams as food stamps, welfare and student 
loans, implying that were they in control 
they would spend more. But where the 
money would come from is a subject they 
usually avoid. 

The so-called Atari Democrats talk a 
more responsible line. Putting their faith 
in high technology to strengthen the econ- 
omy, they advocate a, so far, distressingly 
vague program of tax and investment in- 
centives to spur expansion of rising indus- 
tries such as semiconductors and comput- 

er software, as well as job retraining 
programs to cushion the plight of workers 
laid off in declining “smokestack” indus- 
tries such as steel and autos. As an option 
for the future, the strategy is well worth 
debate, presuming that somehow the 
money could be found, but it is not much 
help in confronting the overwhelming 

| problem facing the Congress that will be 
elected next Tuesday. 

That issue, without question, is the 
ocean of red ink. The Office of Manage- 
ment and Budget has compiled figures in- 
dicating that without further cuts in 
spending or increases in taxes, the deficit 
might soar to $175 billion in fiscal 1984 
and $220 billion in fiscal 1989. Deficits of 
anything close to that scale would force 
enough Government borrowing to kick up 
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interest rates again, cutting short a recov- 
ery or preventing it from ever getting 
started, unless the Federal Reserve 
poured out enough new money to risk fir- 
ing up inflation once more. 

Neither party is squarely facing up to 
the problem. Some White House aides 
fear that Reagan will not even recognize 
its existence. The President talks of bring- 
ing down the deficits by further cuts in so- 
cial programs. That may be necessary, but 
it will be far from sufficient. Reagan’s 

| aides figure the most that can be saved is 
$50 billion a year. Alternatively, Reagan 
tells his aides that the long-awaited recov- 
ery will stem the red ink. That is an equal- 
ly wan hope: by one Administration esti- 
mate, an upswing that would reduce the 
jobless rate to 7% next year, which is far 
more of a boom than anyone dares to pre- | 
dict, would still leave a deficit of about 
$100 billion annually. 

The only strategy that offers much 
| hope for a deep reduction in the deficits 
would be a combination of cuts in social 
programs that so far have largely es- 
caped the ax—above all, Social Securi- 
ty—a slash in the military budget and a 
rise in taxes. But Reagan will not even 
discuss paring back military spending, 
and he said in his latest news confer- 
ence that only a “palace coup” could | 
move him to accept higher taxes. The 
Democrats have also shied away from 
advocating less military spending or 

| higher taxes, while some call for public- 

nvo works programs that would make the 
deficits even worse. 

: Social Security is a prize example of 
a SSeS Fe the way ideological bickering and the 

passions of the campaign are keeping 
both parties from facing economic reality. 
The trust fund on which the system’s pen- 
sion checks are drawn almost ran dry in 
October. It will have to borrow $1.5 bil- 
lion from the separate Medicare and dis- 
ability-insurance funds to send out on 
time the checks that are to be mailed 
Nov. 3, the day after the election. The 
trust fund will need another $7 billion to 

| $11 billion to maintain prompt payments 
through the first six months of 1983. Af- | 
ter that, its borrowing authority expires, 
Even if that authority is renewed by Con- 
gress, the three funds together are likely 
to go broke some time in 1984. Collec- 
tions of the Social Security payroll tax, 
which have been held down by mass un- 
employment, simply are not large enough 
to maintain benefits that by law rise auto- 
matically with increases in consumer 
prices. 

udueve 

here is no secret about what must 
be done: either the payroll tax 
must be raised further, or some 
limit must be imposed on future 

benefit increases, or both. But Reagan 
has declared himself opposed to any in- 
crease in the payroll tax, and the Demo- 
crats have been railing against any 
thought of limiting benefit increases. The 
Democratic National Committee a few 
days ago sent voters a mailing designed to 
look like an official Social Security an- 

| nouncement. The envelopes resembled 
those that contain Social Security checks 
and proclaimed, in large letters, IMPOR- 
TANT SOCIAL SECURITY INFORMATION: 
CONTENTS REQUIRE IMMEDIATE ATTEN- 

TION. Inside, voters found a letter from 
Party Chairman Charles Manatt warning 
that “unless you and I act—and act im- 
mediately [obviously by electing more 
Democrats to Congress]—Social Security 
benefits could be drastically reduced or 
destroyed.” 

Despite such demagoguery, the eco- 
nomic prospects are by no means entirely 
bleak. Politicians who thunder their in- 

| tractability during campaigns are some- 
times amenable to compromise after- 
ward. And if the looming deficits can 
somehow be brought down, there is a 
strong chance that with inflation on the 
wane a recovery next year, no matter how 
distressingly slow at first, could be lasting. 
So staunch a liberal Democrat as Econo- 
mist Walter Heller concedes that the 
Reagan Administration could “luck into” 
a period of rapid, noninflationary growth 
beginning in the mid-1980s. The pros- 
pects for that happy outcome, says Re- 
publican Economist Herbert Stein, “will 
be enhanced if after Election Day all 
parties will forget what they said during 
the campaign.” —By George J. Church. | 
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Demonstrators greet the President in Omaha Reported by David Beckwith and John F. 
But do the Democrats have an alternative? Stacks/Washington 
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‘AHot Time on the Hustings 
As elections near, Democrats wonder how man y wins are enough 

sonville, Ill, Ronald 

Reagan stood in front 
ofa farm wagon piled 
high with freshly har- 
vested corn, defied 
the cold winds and 
predicted a warm 

economic climate just ahead. “It takes 
gumption to stick with longer-term solu- 
tions,” he declared during a denunciation 
of the economic policies of past Demo- 
cratic Administrations. “I don’t want to 
go back. Do you?” Standing ankle-deep in 
the dark mud, about 4,000 farmers mur- 
mured no. Like the rest of the nation, even 
this partisan campaign crowd sounded 
slightly unsure about the political course 
the nation should take as the 1982 cam- 
paign headed into its final days 

The President went to Peoria and 
the prairies of Illinois last week to urge 
voters there, and across the nation, to 

“stay the course,” to stick with the eco- 
nomic program that has become the fo- 
cus of Campaign '82. Of course, Reagan 
himself is not on the ballot. The election 
is a typical mid-term medley of House, 
Senate and Governors’ races, each with 
its own mix of personalities and local 
concerns. But Reagan is on the road, 
both as a campaigner and a cause, be- 

| cause the unspoken issue in race after 
| race is the economic program that he 
and the Republican Party embarked on 
almost two years ago, and specifically 
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Not far from Jack- | its role in pushing the national unem- 
ployment rate to 10.1% 

For the Democrats, the economic is- 
sue is producing a rare semblance of uni- 
ty: a wholehearted agreement to disagree 
with the President. “The Reagan pro- 
gram is not working because it is not fair,” 
said House Speaker Tip O'Neill in a reply 
to Reagan’s regular Saturday radio talk 
Two once, and no doubt future, foes on 

the primary trail, former Vice President 
Walter Mondale and Senator Edward 

Kennedy, joined last week for a friendly 
vaudeville tour of Boston, to “help” Ken- 
nedy in his easy march toward re-elec- 
tion. Said Mondale of his prime competi- 
tor for the 1984 nomination “Kennedy is 
a great Senator, and I want to keep him in 
the United States Senate—for at least six 
more years.” Kennedy in turn pledged 
“He has been my friend, he is my friend 
today, and he will be my friend, come 
what may.” 

National policies rarely determine the 
outcome of many individual mid-term 
elections. But unemployment has now be- 
come a local issue as depressed communi- 
ties and neighborhoods are increasingly 
shaken by the epidemic of layoffs and 

business failures. Nowhere is that concern 
more evident than in that symbol of 
heartland America, Peoria (pop. 124,000, 

unemployment rate 16.5%) where the 
Pabst brewery earlier this year locked its 
gates, the Caterpillar Tractor Co. plant 
has laid off 8,000 workers over the past 

two years, and House Minority Leader 
| Robert Michel, who faithfully shepherded 
the Reaganomics revolution through 
Congress, is having a substantially more 
difficult race than he might have expect- 
ed. “Jobs, jobs, jobs,” says Democrat 
G. Douglas Stephens, who is running 
against Michel. “That’s what 99 out of 100 
people on the street say is their concern.” 
So at a re-election rally featuring bal- 
loons, banners and Crooner Pat Boone, 
Reagan tried to ride to Michel’s rescue. “I 
didn’t cause this recession,” the President 
said. “Bob Michel didn’t cause it. But I do 
have a responsibility for getting us out, 
and I can’t do it without Bob Michel.” 

After the 1980 Reagan landslide, Re- 
publicans dreamed of Michel becoming 
House Speaker in this election. But now 
the Democrats, who have a 49-seat House 
majority, seem likely to add at least 15 
new members to their ranks. White 
House Spokesman David Gergen said last 
week that the Administration would con- 
sider it a victory if Republicans “come up 

on the sunny side of 20” seats lost. Such a 
result would not be much worse than the 
party in power traditionally fares in first- 
term off-year elections, and would repre- 
sent neither a rejection nor a reaffirma- 
tion of Reagan’s policies. But even such 
modest losses would jeopardize the tenu- 
ous coalition that allowed Reagan to win 

| victories for his tax and social-spending 
cuts. It would provide the Democrats with 
their goal of a “‘mid-course correction” to 
curb what they view as the more radical 
aspects of Reagan’s programs 

he key to an even greater Democratic 
shift will be the turnout of the unem- 

ployed. Another crucial bloc will be work- 
ers who fear they could soon join the job- 
less ranks. If those suffering from the 
recession are too disillusioned or apathet- 
ic to vote, as has often been the case, or if 
they stay home because they believe the 
Democrats are offering no alternatives, 
the Republicans will do well. But many 
strategists were saying last week that they 
sense a Republican Waterloo, with blue- 
collar workers joining the jobless and the 
worried in returning to the Democratic 

fold. “The fear factor is still there,” says 
Representative Tony Coelho of Califor- 
nia, Chairman of the Democratic Con- 
gressional Campaign Committee. “It’s 

there with those who fear their job is 
next.”’ Says Nancy Sinnott of the National 

Republican Congressional Committee 
“Unemployment may be hurting us more 
than we thought.” 

| Both Democratic Pollster Peter Hart 
| and Republican Pollster Robert Teeter 

last week said that it now seems possible 
for the Democrats to pick up two dozen 

House seats. Some analysts are even pre- 

dicting a 40-seat gain. Any figure in that 
range would be a major rejection of the 
President’s policies and make it almost 
impossible for the Administration to push 
any new economic initiatives through 
Congress. Democrats would then finally 
be forced to offer their own alternative 
budget and tax priorities in conjunction 
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Nation 
with the moderate Republican leadership 
in the Senate. Reagan’s substantial de- 
fense-spending increases would probably 
be scaled back and social programs better 
protected. 

The Senate is unlikely to change 
hands. With only 13 of its 54 seats at 
stake, and most incumbents apparently 
secure, the G.O.P. expects to save its 
eight-member majority from more than 
one or two losses. Within the states, how- 

36 Governors’ mansions up for grabs, 16 
are currently held by Republicans, and 
the Democrats have a chance of winning 
up to eleven of the 16. 

The psyohological impact of the vot- 
ing results may well transcend the practi- 
cal outcome. If Republicans minimize 
their losses, it will give Reagan a new 
surge of perceived authority to continue 
the course he has set. A Democratic land- 
slide would frighten even those Republi- 
cans who were spared defeat into taking a 

ever, a more sizable shift is likely. Of the | 

more independent line from the White 
House. Indeed, the symbolic importance 
attached to the outcome could be self-ful- 
filling: even though the election is really a 
collection of 504 unrelated races, if both 
Democrats and Republicans increasingly 
view it as a referendum on Reagan’s eco- 

nomic policies, the election could become | 
just such a test. 

he most critical testing ground is in 
the Midwest, where the recession has 

slammed into the heavy industries and 
fertile farm lands with a vengeance. Pop- 
ular Republican Governors are retiring in 
Ohio, Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin 
and Iowa. All of those seats could be cap- 
tured by Democrats. They are also hotly 
challenging Republican incumbents in 
Nebraska and Illinois, states that were on 
Reagan’s itinerary last week. At an Oma- 
ha rally for Governor Charles Thone, who 
is in a tight race with Democrat Bob Ker- 
rey, the President preached his faith in 

economic recovery with a religious fervor. 
“Weeping may endure for a night, but joy 
cometh in the morning,” he said, borrow- 
ing from Psalm 30. America has endured 
a long terrible night of economic hard- 
ship, but we are seeing the first welcome | 
bursts of sunshine.” 

Another significant battleground 
will be the 58 House seats that are emp- 
ty because either an incumbent is retir- 
ing or redistricting has created a new 

spot. In those places, the heavy advan- 
tages of incumbency will not be a fac- 
tor. Florida has four of the newly drawn 
seats, more than any other state. There, 
the Democrats, making an issue of So- 
cial Security as well as the economy, | 
should carry at least two of the new 
districts. “Not since 1964 has Social 
Security played such an important part 
in a campaign,” says Florida State Uni- 

| versity Political Scientist Douglas St. 
Angelo. In California, where the Demo- 

| crats controlled the redistricting process, 

aa 
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Accentuating the Negative 
OFF Ray ware called “soarbacks,” those last-aalanis camapeies 

charges of doubtful validity and howling viciousness that 
were so common in 19th i ; 

Mudslinging has become an issue in itself in the Massa- 
chusetts congressional race between 
Republican Margaret Heckler and 
Democrat Barney Frank, two incum- 
bents who face each other as a result of 
redistricting. Among $220,000 worth of 
Heckler television commercials that hit 
the air this month is one charging that 
Frank “sponsored a bill to permit legal- 
ized prostitution ... and voted to re- 
duce the sentence for violent rape.” The 
facts: as a state legislator, Frank spon- 
sored a bill favored by police to allow 
cities to create “adult-entertainment 
zones,” and in Congress he voted for a 
new criminal code for Washington, 
D.C., that would reduce penalties for 
rape as a way of persuading more juries 
to bring convictions. The Boston Herald-American said 
Heckler “deliberately and callously distorted” the record. 

Negative advertising took a quantum leap in 1980, when 
a number of conservative groups successfully targeted liberal 
candidates, mostly Democrats, for defeat. This year no side 
has a monopoly on the practice, and the victims are hitting 
back. In Pennsylvania, Democratic Gubernatorial Candi- 
date Allen Ertel implied on the campaign trail that Republi- 
can Governor Richard Thornburgh bore part of the blame 
for a shooting spree by a deranged prison guard who killed 
13 last month in Wilkes-Barre. In retaliation, Thornburgh 
put ads on television charging that his challenger was “si- 
lent” when white policemen in Harrisburg began selling Ku 
Klux Klan pins. Republican Congressman Cooper Evans of 
Towa has been running commercials charging that Oppo- 
nent Lynn Cutler was absent from 25% of her meetings of 

Castro look-alike giving an unwanted plug 

the Black Hawk County board of 
Cutler 

touting their own merits, 
both may lose popularity. Says Robert Squier, who produces 
commercials, some of them negative, for Democrats: “You 
can end up with a situation where the voters say, ‘If you want 
to fight it out, go do it alone.’ ” Unfortunately, this is not al- 

ways the reaction. In the lowa Gover- 
nor’s race, Democrat Roxanne Conlin 
ended a tailspin in the polls after she in- 
troduced ads charging that Republican 
Terry Branstad as a state legislator had 
voted against helping the handicapped. 
Says Conlin Aide Jill Wiley: “Negative 
is quick.” 

Perhaps the only positive thing to 
be said about negative advertising is 
that it sometimes backfires. The Na- 
tional Conservative Political Action 
Committee is spending $650,000 in ads 
aimed at unseating Maryland Demo- 
cratic Senator Paul Sarbanes. The cam- 
paign was so heavy-handed that Chal- 
lenger Lawrence Hogan has urged 

NCPAC “to get out of the state.” Republican Robin Beard of 
Tennessee is trying to topple Democratic Senator Jim Sasser 
with a series of denigrating commercials. One shows greedy 
hands grabbing bundles of bills from a crate labeled FOR- 
EIGN AID as a narrator accuses Sasser of sending “millions of 
your tax dollars” to such places as “Cambodia, Angola and 
Laos. Even Cuba.” Says a Fidel Castro look-alike as he lights 
his cigar with a $100 bill: “Muchissimas gracias, Setor Sas- 
ser." (In fact, no foreign aid goes directly to these countries.) 
Another shows an elderly woman saying that Sasser voted 
for amnesty for Viet Nam draft dodgers. She starts to weep 
as she recalls that her son was killed there. (No such vote 
ever occurred.) The tactic did not work: polls show Beard’s 
support dropping and his own negative ratings soaring. Cit- 
ing the ads, the Nashville Banner retracted its endorsement 
of Beard and supported Sasser. 
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they are likely to win the state’s 
two new seats and three or four others. 

A major consideration in many races 
| will be the activity of blacks, for whom the 
unemployment rate is more than 20%. 
“The blacks hate Reagan with a ven- 
geance,” says Pollster Hart. “Everything 
we see suggests there will be a better turn- 
out among minorities.” Southern Chris- 
tian Leadership Conference President Jo- 
seph Lowery agrees: “Blacks are outraged 

| at the gross insensitivity shown toward 
them and the willingness to cure inflation 
by sacrificing the poor on the altar of un- 

| employment.” As many as a million new 
black voters have registered for this year’s 
election, according to Joseph Madison of 
the N.A.A.C.P. A Chicago group last month 
signed up 40,000 new voters, largely by 
sending vans to the city’s unemployment 

| and welfare offices. Says Congressional 
Delegate Walter Fauntroy of Washington, 
D.C.: “There is more black voter registra- 
tion than at any time since the Voting 
Rights Act was passed [in 1964].” 

B« this year as always, the most im- 
portant factor of all will be the mosaic 

of local issues that make generalizations 
difficult in a mid-term election. In a new- 
ly created Texas district where layoffs 
would seem to dictate a clear showdown 
on economic issues, Democrat Tom Van- 
dergriff is likely to beat Republican Jim 
Bradshaw because Bradshaw is an inept 
campaigner. Sample gaffe: in responding 
to a charge that he was polarizing ethnic 
groups, he said, “That makes me madder 
than a Jap.” North Carolina Democrat 
Ike Andrews and Illinois Republican 
Philip Crane were arrested for drunken 
driving this month, and Indiana Republi- 
can Joel Deckard ran his car into a tree 
and, say police, refused to take a sobriety 
test. Democrat Roxanne Conlin, running 
for Governor of Iowa, was almost 
knocked out of the race when it was re- 
vealed that she and her husband paid no 
State tax last year despite their net worth 
of $2.2 million. As important as ideologies 
are, the personalities of many Senate can- 
didates, notably Republican Millicent 
Fenwick in New Jersey, Republican 
Lowell Weicker in Connecticut and Dem- 
ocrat Jerry Brown in California, are over- 
riding factors in their races. 

Only in some 60 or so House races and 
perhaps a dozen Senate and gubernatorial 
battles do close contests and clear policy 
differences between the candidates com- 
bine to provide a barometer of the popu- 
larity of Reagan’s programs. But these 
crucial showdowns will determine the 
balance of political power in Congress 
and in the nation’s key states. With more 
than 50% of the voters declaring them- 
selves undecided on their congressional 
choices in a Republican poll last week, 
the verdict is still as unpredictable—and 
of such importance—as the weather on 
Election Day. —By Walter Isaacson. 
Reported by Neil MacNeil/Washington and 

Christopher Ogden/Chicago 
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Don’t Scratch the Off-Year Itch 
Oe Te a ne 

week got up the nerve to indulge a growing political suspicion. To raise funds, 
he held a non-event. For $25 a supporter could stay home. For $35 he or she re- 
ceived an autographed copy of the speech Chafee did not deliver. For $40 the 
contributor was excused from reading it. The hopeless political junkie with $75 to 
give was invited to a chicken dinner—in his own home, the chicken sent in from 
Colonel Sanders’. For $150 the Senator and his wife dined with the donors, and a 
tape of the speech was played at a level that was mercifully inaudible. Chafee 
BG aA ng a ep ergo ye ag 

Back in Washington, Horace Busby, a former aide to Lyndon Johnson and 
now author of one of the best political newsletters in the country, savored the 
Chafee story, considered the trench-coated armies of political broadcasters cur- 
Te ee 8 ee iit seein intent and ick 
ll Rake emt cin bums. armed cbs ei 
district,” he said. That is something that Richard Scitunacn, doee et a ainction 
analysts, has contended for years. With only one exception (1934), he noted, the 
party in the White House has lost seats in every off-year vote since 1842. And 
since World War II, neither party has seen its share of the mid-term House vote 

an change more than 5% from the previ- 
ous off-year election. 

Busby has devised a kind of “politi- 
cal physics.” He figures that the Dem- 
ocrats will have a lock on the House of 
Representatives for years because 
since the 1950s, Republicans have nev- 
er been able to gain more than 192 
seats, and that the Republicans cannot 
be dislodged from the White House in 
1984 because of the historical pattern 
of the Electoral College system. Not 
much is going to change that arrange- 
ment, he feels, short of economic ca- 

is 
Newsletter Writer Horace Busby 

tastrophe or Armageddon. Busby 
more than mildly amused to note the expenditure of time, wind and money in 
ss ecto oases vd 7 goa hs Ang pemaercignrrt i gat 

Democratic presidential contenders view the political events of this fall as 
pregnant with meaning for their candidacies. Says Busby: “On that glorious 
morning after the convention of 1984, when the new Democratic presidential 
nominee comes down for his first meeting with his strategy planners, and he asks 
that inevitable first question, ‘How many states are we sure of?'—if his people are 
honest they will tell him, ‘Sorry, boss, only the District of Columbia is for sure.’ ” 
(D.C. has voted more than 75% Democratic in every presidential election since it 
got the right to that vote in 1964.) 

And what is Ronald Reagan doing wandering through the unemployed ranks 
in Peoria? wonders Busby. If there was ever an old and tested rule of the mid-term 
election, it goes this way: Keep the President at home. Since his party always loses 
in the off year, the more he campaigns, the more of an issue he becomes. 

Richard Nixon likes to recall how for six weeks in 1958 he bounced around 
the country in a propeller-driven plane, a Vice President exhorting the faithful in 
Nebraska, tramping through Valle 
was not yet a state) and thundering his hopes i stronghold. 
Ike, wisely, had decided to stay in the White House. “The roof fell in,” Nixon re- 
members with a melancholy laugh. “We lost 47 seats in the House.” 

Whatever happens in the coming elections, they will mean less nationally 
than the massed punditry of the press attempts to impose meaning on them. 
What is increasingly clear to almost everyone is that changes in Congress and the 
statehouses will barely affect in the next half-year the central problem before us: 
the rejuvenation of the wealth-making capacity of the nation. Even within the 

is mercifully over and the votes are in and people 
Suen loen prosaioee 00 c50G Ronee een 01 il tae Cia preaiens Chemenge 
of economic adjustment and ion that any President has faced since the 
Great Depression. And face it he must. 
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A Dozen Big Battles, Coast to Coast 
Mid-term elections 
tend to be a variegated 
quilt of unique local 
races, with different 
patterns discernible to 
different observers. 
Among the 33 Senate, 
435 House and 36 Gov- 

ernors’ races, some stand out because they 
offer a showdown on national issues, colorful 
personalities or hints of the national mood. 
Herewith a sampler of the more interesting 
races that contribute to the texture and fia- 
vor of the season: 

For Governor 

TEXAS SHOOTOUT. Three-alarm 
chili and the gubernatorial race be- 
tween Texas Republican Incum- 
bent William Clements, 65, and 
State Attorney General Mark 
White, 42, have a lot in common. 
This heated contest is a referendum 
not on Ronald Reagan but on Bill 
Clements, whose blunt language 
and pro-business positions have an- 
tagonized many low-income voters. 
White, the underfunded underdog, 
began to edge up after three tele- 
vised debates gave him an opportu- 

| nity to put Clements on the defen- 
sive. White has attacked Clements’ 
mudslinging leak of a driving- 
under-the-influence charge when 
White was a law student, and ac- 
cused the Governor of anti-con- 

| Sumer appointments to the public 
uulty commission Ciements has 
counterec with charges that White 
is an incompetent attorney generai. 
The Governor holds a slim but firm 
lead; it appears that only a huge 
Democratic turnout could topple 
the Lone Star State's leader. 

CRUEL JOKES. To hear Richard 
Celeste tell it, nine-term Ohio Re- 
publican Congressman Clarence 
(“Bud”) Brown has a malady known as 
“the Washington perspective.” In his bid 
to succeed retiring Governor James 
Rhodes, the 44-year-old Democrat, a 
Cleveland real estate developer and for- 
mer Lieutenant Governor, has kept 
Brown on the defensive by casting him as 
the President’s economic cheerleader. 
The confident campaign of Celeste is one 
reason that G.O.P. strategists are deeply 
concerned about the Governors’ races in 
the recession-rent Midwest. Brown, 55, 
has tried to shift the focus in conservative 
Ohio to his opponent's liberal credentials. 
He has even passed the unemployment 
hot potato. Says Brown: “It is the cruelest 
kind of political joke. Celeste and the pol- 
icies of the ‘70s have created those unem- 
ployment lines.” Possibly, but the punch 
line is that Brown is trailing. 

PERISH THE THOUGHT. Illinois, re- 
nowned for its unsmiling rough-and-tum- 
ble political campaigns, has been worth a 
few laughs this election season. Out of the 
blue, Democratic Gubernatorial Chal- 
lenger Adlai E. Stevenson III, 52, has 
publicly denied being a “wimp,” though 
no one, not even Republican Incumbent | 
“Big Jim” Thompson, 46, ever accused 
him of being one. At the same time, 
Thompson, seeking an unprecedented 
third term, was hurt early on by Illinois’ 
faltering farm and industrial economy, 
his overly ardent support of Reagan, and 
revelations that he had accepted valuable 
gifts from constituents and people doing 
business with the state. In recent weeks, 

Clements and White: as hot as Panhandle chili 

however, he has bounced back, solidify- 
ing his support among both the Republi- 
can Party faithful and disaffected Demo- 
crats. Statewide polls put him 14 points 
ahead of Stevenson, a former two-term 
Senator who has never lost an election. 
Stevenson's poor campaign organization 
and professorial speaking style have cost 
him precious ground against the more 
punchy, aggressive Thompson. 

“QUIET” CALIFORNIANS. Democrat 
Tom Bradley, 64, three-term mayor of 
Los Angeles and former Los Angeles po- 
lice officer, uses an all-purpose campaign 
slogan that touts his two decades of mu- 
nicipal experience: “He doesn’t make a 
lot of noise. He just gets a lot done.” His 
conservative Republican rival, George 
Deukmejian, 54, could make the same 
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claim, with 16 quiet years served in the 
state legislature prior to his present post 
as state attorney general. However, the 
noise level of the race has risen dramati- 
cally as the candidates have spent more 
and more time and money responding to 
each other’s aggressive TV and radio 
commercials. Bradley, who is black, may 
have gained some wavering Democratic 
votes three weeks ago, when Deuk- 
mejian’s campaign manager, who subse- 
quently had to resign, volunteered that a 
hidden racism among California voters 
might belie the state polls showing Brad- 
ley with a clear lead. Should Bradley win, 
which he is favored to do, he will become 
the first black elected Governor in the 

nation’s history. 

MONEY MATTERS. The guber- 
natorial race between Democrat 
Mario Cuomo, 50, and Republican 
Lew Lehrman, 44, presents a clear- 
cut battle of ideologies and per- 
sonal styles. Lieutenant Governor 
Cuomo, a traditional big-city liber- 
al who pulled off a surprising win 
over New York City Mayor Ed 
Koch for the Democratic nomina- 
tion, lives in a modest house in 
Queens and has strong appeal 
among his fellow Italian Ameri- 
cans, the state’s biggest ethnic vot- 
ing bloc. Cuomo is leading narrow- 
ly in all polls. By comparison, 
Political Novice Lew Lehrman, a 
wealthy Republican who trans- 
formed the family business into a 
discount-drug store empire, resides 
in a Fifth Avenue penthouse, spouts 
a political philosophy conservative 
to the letter, and is expected to 
spend upwards of $10 million pur- 
suing the Governor’s spot. Lehr- 
man backs the death penalty, has 
accused Cuomo of being soft on 
crime, and campaigns on a pro- 
gram to bring “supply-side eco- 
nomics” to New York. Cuomo 

seeks to exploit Lehrman’s image as an | 
ideologue with no proven record in public 
service; his ads stress that as Lieutenant 
Governor, he has “experience money 
can’t buy.” 

For the Senate 

TWELVE TO ONE. Her campaign T 
shirts say GIVE "EM HELL, HARRIETT. 

That is precisely what the Democratic 
challenger is doing. Harriett Woods, 55, a 
Missouri state senator and well-known 
talk-show host, has campaigned cease- 
lessly against incumbent Republican 
John Danforth’s support of Reagan’s eco- 
nomic programs, an approach that is go- 
ing down well in the traditionally Demo- 
cratic and fiscally floundering Show Me 
State. Danforth, 46, an Episcopal priest, 

——el 
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Some of 
our biggest ideas 
arent very big. 

service, we're al your service. 
With small systems that help your 
sales force match orders to inven- 
tory, figure a price and guarantee 
a delivery date. (All of which 

helps guarantee a sale.) 

IBM small systems can help 
your marketing manager make price 
changes quickly. And your billing 

Datamaster é 
department improve cash flow by 

Small Systems from IBM. invoicing customers more efficiently. 
In business, it’s often the little When you write your customers, 

things that count. And you can you can get letters and reports out 
count on IBM for a lot of them. faster. 

That is, we make a wide range But that’s just 
of low-cost, easy-to-use small the beginning. 
computers to help businesses of all IBM has office 
types and sizes solve big problems. 

Like inventory control, for 
instance. IBM small systems can 
tell you what's what with your wid- 
gets: How many you have on hand. 
How many you need to fill existing 
orders. Where to ship and when. 

If you want to improve customer 
Personal 

Computer 



administrative systems that take 
the work out of paperwork. As well 
as distributed systems that sim- 
plify and speed up the process of 
sending information back and 
forth between several locations. 

The point is, whatever your 

problem —sales forecasting and 
analysis, billing, payroll, job esti- 
mating, order processing, 

System/34 

production control, and even 
energy management— its no prob- 

lem for IBM. 
We have the 

right small sys- 
tem for the right 
job. And an 
IBM pro- 
fessional to 
recommend the 
one best for you. 

What’ more, 
our small systems 
are designed to be Displaywriter 

System/38 

easy to learn and use. So you can 
put them to work quickly. 

As your business grows, so can 
your IBM system with more stor- 
age capacity, work stations, 
printers and communication lines. 

IBM Small Systems come 
with a special feature. IBM. 

IBM small systems come with a 
lot of excellent features. But the 
best feature of all is that they come 
from IBM. Which means you can 
get IBM education, service and 

support. 

For further information on 
IBM small com- 

= @ puters for your busi- 
4 ness, call your 
/ local representa- 

tive or IBMS toll- 
free number below. 

We'll show you 

that an idea doesn’t 
have to be big to 
be great. 

Call JBM Direct 1800 631-5582 Ext. 3. In Hawaii/Alaska 1800 526-2484 Ext. 3. 
(Or write IBM TAG/522. Dept. NQ-005. 400 Parson's Pond Drive. Franklin Lakes, N.J. 07417.) 



| Missouri attorney general for eight years 
before becoming a Senator in 1976, is out- 
spending Woods 2 to | and trading on his 
enormous personal popularity in the 
State. “Everybody likes Danforth,” con- 
cedes Missouri Democratic Senator 
Thomas Eagleton. As recently as last 
month, Danforth held a 15-point lead 
over Woods. But no longer: in its most re- 
cent poll, the St. Louis Globe-Democrat 
showed the race a tie at 47% apiece. Ana- 

| lysts point out that Danforth’s 1976 vic- 
tory was the only Republican win in the 
state’s previous twelve Senate contests. 

| heir to the Ralston Purina fortune and 

| 

THE X FACTOR. Detractors have dubbed 
the two candidates Loudmouth Lowell 
and Terrible Toby. Behind the name- 
calling, two-term incumbent Republi- 
can Lowell Weicker, 51, and four- 
term Democratic Congressman 
Toby Moffett, 38, are locked in a 
dead-heat classic of American po- 
litical theater. Weicker was am- 
bushed recently at a campaign stop 
by Flip-Flop the Clown, a cos- 
tumed Moffett staffer seeking to 
symbolize the incumbent’s elec- 
tion-year renunciations of his 1981 
votes for the President’s budget and 
tax cuts. Weicker, whose slogan 
has been “Nobody's Man but 
Yours,” has countered by pushing 
his image as an unbossed maverick, 
a legitimate characterization. The 
polls have offered contradictory 
predictions. And there is also an X 
factor confusing everyone’s calcu- 
lations: the presence of Conserva- 
tive Party Candidate Lucien DiFa- 
zio, who is positioned to siphon 
off some of Weicker’s support. “If 
DiFazio pulls 7%,” said a Demo- 
cratic campaign strategist last 
week, “it’s Toby.” 

NUCLEAR ATTACK. Democratic 
Governor Jerry Brown, 44, a for- 
mer seminarian whose flaky image 
won him the tile Governor Moon- 
beam, lagged 22 points behind San 

| Diego Mayor Pete Wilson as recently as 
last June. But his well-placed salvos have 
put Wilson, 49, on the defensive. Brown 
scored direct hits by publicizing the Re- 
publican’s opposition to a nuclear-freeze 

| initiative, which is expected to win handi- 
| ly in California, and Wilson’s failure to 
pay federal income taxes in 1980 despite 
an income of $75,000. An early poll 
showed 43% of Wilson’s backers in his 
camp because of antipathy toward 
Brown, and the youthful-looking mayor 
has tried to make the Governor the issue, 
with uneven success. Wilson has a solid 
reputation as a municipal manager. But 
his inexpert handling of Brown’s attacks 
has cost him his once sizable lead, and the 
race now seems close to a dead heat, with 
each side hoping that the other will blun- 
der in the waning days of the campaign. 

TRIBLE PLAY. The race in Virginia for 
Senator Harry Byrd’s vacated Senate seat 
is at the top of the White House most- 
wanted list. But what looked in May like 

| assured ascension for three-term Repub- 
lican Congressman Paul Trible, 35, a let- 
ter-perfect Reagan loyalist, has turned 
into a neck-and-neck finish with Demo- 
crat Richard Davis, 61, the state’s Lieu- 
tenant Governor. With a statistically in- 
significant two points between them in 
the latest polls, neither candidate leads. 
The boyish-looking Trible, who stalked 
the Republican nomination for two years, 
is viewed by some as transparently ambi- 
tious, with a lackluster congressional rec- 
ord—his 1982 absenteeism rating was 399 
out of 435. By contrast, Davis, a former 
mortgage banker, was drafted for the 
Democratic nomination and had a repu- 

Brown and Wilson: a race of well-placed salvos and antipathy 

tation for taking care of business during 
his six-year tenure as mayor of Ports- 
mouth. With the undecided vote hovering 
at 20%, victory appears to hinge more on 
style and character than on substance. 

For the House 

SWITCH AND FIGHT. When two-term 
Congressman Eugene Atkinson changed 
his affiliation from Democrat to Republi- 
can a year ago, prospects for his re-elec- 
tion seemed rosy. His new G.O.P. friends 
promised to fill his coffers with cash 
and gerrymander his Fourth Congressio- 
nal District in Pennsylvania to suit his 
new identity. They came through. Repub- 
lican national organizations contributed 
$57,000 to his race against unknown 
Democrat Joseph Kolter, 56. and the state 

L — 
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legislature cut the district's 45,000 Demo- 
cratic edge in half. But few foresaw the 
ravages of recession in this steel-mill area, | 
where unemployment has hit 20.4% in 
Beaver County. Kolter, a state legislator 
and former teacher, has attracted labor 
support in a spirited campaign depicting 
Atkinson, 55, as an opportunist who 
should be held responsible for his em- 
brace of Reaganomics. Says Atkinson: “I 
have no problems being identified with 
the President.” 

COMBAT ZONE. Ai first, Margaret Heck- 
ler’s campaign in the suburbs of Boston 
was so genteel it was virtually nonexis- 
tent. Republican Congresswoman Heck- 
ler, 51, whose eight terms make her the 
senior woman in Congress, ignored her 
opponent and ducked the press. But her 

Democratic foe, irrepressible Con- 
gressman Barney Frank, 42, is hard 
to high hat. The race for Massachu- 
setts’ Fourth Congressional Dis- 
trict—one of six House contests in 
which redistricting has pitted in- 
cumbents against each other—has 
become both close and nasty. Heck- 
ler had an early edge, since 70% of 
the new district’s population was 
drawn from her old constituents. 
But Frank began to cut into her 
margin, especially in the Fall River 
mill area, where unemployment 
reached 15.5% this summer. His 
approach: link Heckler with the 
President’s economic policies. A 
worried Heckler slashed back with 
fierce attacks on Frank’s liberal 
record in the state legislature. The 
race is very close. A strong Demo- 
cratic statewide slate, headed by 
U.S. Senator Edward M. Kennedy, 
is expected to help Frank. 

NO LAUGHING MATTER. President 
Reagan came to Peoria last week 
bearing gifts: a significant reduc- 
tion in federal loan rates for farm- 
ers and an extension of credits to 
spur agricultural exports. The occa- 
sion was an all-star rally for 13- 

term incumbent Republican Congress- 
man Robert Michel, 59. In the 18th 
Congressional District race in central Illi- 
nois, originally expected to be a laugher 
for Michel, who is the House minority 
leader, Democratic Newcomer G. Doug- 
las Stephens, 31, a lawyer, is coming on 
strong. He has been effective at mining 
the discontent of the hard-hit farm and 
factory constituency. He has linked Mi- 
chel, the President's point man in Con- 
gress, to Reaganomics and blamed him 
for not changing Reagan’s mind on the 
Soviet pipeline sanctions, which are un- 
popular in an area where some pipeline 
equipment would have been made. But 
this mostly Republican district still seems 
inclined to heed the President's plea for 
patience and not add Michel’s name to 
Peoria’s list of 20,000 unemployed. a 

ee 
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8O years went into this Century. 
1983 Buick Century. 
Aiet-16alelyalelalemsi0ll4 @al-l a ol-1-18 
e-laa'dlale Relae- Mio -e-lar lia iite 
Ldal-w- 10} Co)aalole)|(-We-We[-\Veldlolal ce) 
ol diate liare mele meeluuiielac-le)(-s 
prestigious, quality cars. And 
that, of course, is exactly what 
Buicks have been down 
bdalcolele am aal-BV(-1-1 6 
Sle labae (oy am coh colel-\kE3e-1¢-0 

of-the-art Buick Century. With 
its pleasing and efficient form. 
And its eminently luxurious 
ey-si-1ale(-1a-lalViicolalaal-lale 
Among Century's impressive 

(Tale Tial--ldlale Rag-le laid em icelale 
NW alt-1Meol di -M-larem-Mallelalhy 
efficient 2.5 liter four-cylinder 
powerplant (see EPA mileage 
estimates below). Also available 
are V-6 gasoline and V-6 diese! 
engines. 

| EST HWY. _ 
39 24 

The fact that 80 years went 
into this Century is surely 
reason enough to put yourself 
Tal coke}al-m (olUN-laleloheal-la-le 

EPA EST. MPG | 

NelULm=10 l(a. ae[-t-1(-1a Bi colel-\ EO) 
and before you turn the key, 
buckle up. 

Use estimated MPG for 
ico) aa)oy-latvolamm (oll m@aall(-1-le[-Maat-\\] 
rol ac-imel-1e\-lalellaleRelanyel-\-10h 
distance, weather. Actual 
highway mileage lower. Some 
Buicks are equipped with 
ale lial--m olgole [0 (dle Mo) Moleal-1mC]\Y) 
divisions, subsidiaries, or 
affiliated companies 
worldwide. See your Buick 
dealer for details. 

Official Car of the XXilird Olympiad 
Los Angeles 1984 
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Wouldnt you really rather have a Buick? 
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Fuzzy lead: police asked, “Was this man the killer? Did he watch a victim buy poison capsules?” 

Extra Suspects 
The Tylenol probe continues 

EE“ promising lead in the Tylenol 
case that caused the death of seven 

Chicago-area residents led to more frus- 
trations last week. 

In New York City, some 300 police 
and FBI agents searched unsuccessfully 
for Fugitives James Lewis, 36, and his 
wife LeAnn, 35, after it was reported that 
they had lived in a rundown Manhattan 
hotel from mid-September until Oct. 16. 
The two, also known as Robert and Nan- 
cy Richardson and by more than a dozen 
other aliases, are being sought by federal 
authorities for an attempt to extort 
$1 million from McNeil Consumer Prod- 
ucts Co., the makers of Tylenol, with a 
blackmail note saying that the payoff 
could “stop the killing.” Illinois Attorney 
General Tyrone Fahner has called Lewis 
“a prime suspect” in the murders as 
well. Lewis was already wanted in Kansas 
City on charges involving credit-card and 
land swindles last year. In 1978 he was 
freed on a legal technicality despite evi- 
dence linking him to a Kansas City muti- 
lation slaying. 

With New York authorities con- 
vinced that Lewis and his wife had 
slipped through their fingers, hundreds of 
sightings were reported nationwide. In 
Boston, Miami and several other cities, 
men and women who looked like the cou- 

| ple were detained, then released. Said an 
investigator at task-force headquarters in 
Illinois: “Callers have spotted them in 

| Hartford and Honolulu the same day, and 
in Miami and Missouri the same day. As 
of now, the hard info is zilch.” 

Meanwhile in Chicago, police chem- 
ists discovered another cyanide-laced 
bottle of Extra-Strength Tylenol among 
those returned by stores on the Near 
North Side after the deaths. This de- 
velopment came a few days after police 
released a blurred photograph taken 
in a pharmacy in that neighborhood on 
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Sept. 29 by an automatic store camera. In 
it, a woman tentatively identified as 
Flight Attendant Paula Prince, who died 
later that evening after taking contami- 
nated Tylenol, stands at the check-out 
counter while a burly, bearded man looks 
on. Suggestions that the man might be 
James Lewis raised the chilling possibility 
that the Tylenol killer put the poisoned 
capsules on the shelf, then watched an 
innocent shopper buy them. But despite 
efforts by FBI specialists and NASA space 
scientists employing sophisticated com- 
puter-enhancement techniques to clarify 
the image, the man could not be identified 
as Lewis. 

With the killer or killers still on the 
loose and copycat poisonings continu- 
ing—a bottle of mouthwash laced with 
sulfuric acid was bought in an Oak Park, 
Ill, store—officials were increasingly 
concerned. One special worry: adultera- 
tion of Halloween trick-or-treat favors. In 
Chicago, Mayor Jane Byrne ordered dis- 
tribution of a million leaflets urging par- 
ents to keep a close eye on whom their 
children visit and what they bring home 
to eat. = 

No Dumping 
A PCB spill fires up a town | 

hen the poisonous-waste landfill | 
near the hamlet of Afton opened in 

September, concerned residents of War- 
ren County, located in a poor, mostly 
black area of North Carolina, started | 
Staging a daily vigil. The campaign: to 
turn away the yellow state trucks that 
have been hauling in 40,000 cu. ft. of soil 
contaminated with toxic chemicals called 
PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls). Six 
weeks and 523 arrests later, the standoff 
on State Road 1604 has potentially turned 
into the nation’s most significant protest 
against a local government’s selection of a 
toxic-waste site in recent memory 

The county government's troubles 
started in July 1978, when a malodorous, 

oily substance began oozing along the edge 
| of State Highway 58. The substance was 

oil contaminated with PCBs, then com- 
monly used as coolants in electrical trans- 
formers. Investigators found that 35,000 
gal. of pcBs had deliberately been dropped 
at night along 210 miles of the highway in 
14 North Carolina counties. The culprits, 
later arrested, were three truck drivers un- 
der contract to the Ward Transformer Co. 
in nearby Raleigh. Residents of the rural 
tobacco-farming region, few of whom had 
ever heard of PCRs, soon received official 
warnings from the state to keep cows from 
grazing and to destroy crops along the 
tainted roadways. Four years later, when 
an Official toxic-waste site finally opened 
near Afton and the dumping began, dem- 
onstrations erupted. As word of the pro- 
test spread nationwide, 
such civil rights leaders 
as District of Columbia 
Delegate Walter E. 
Fauntroy and Southern 
Christian Leadership 
Conference President 
Joseph Lowery flocked 
to preach at rallies, 
school the protesters in 
passive resistance and 
go to jail with them. 

In addition to 
health concerns, the 
protesters raised larger 
questions about dis- 
crimination in the se- 
lection of communities * 
to be graveyards for so- 
ciety’s poisons. Says 
Afton Schoolteacher 
Kenneth Ferruccio: + 
“The temptation will | 9% Tne 
be, when you have a Angry protester 
‘good site’ in a rich and 
powerful community, to look for the politi- 
cally possible. The safety question is insep- | 
arable from the question of human rights.” 
State officials vehemently deny that Afton 
was selected for political reasons. Gover- 
nor James B. Hunt points out that the state 
tapped Afton as the spot for its first toxic- 
waste dump only after an exhaustive ex- 
amination of 99 alternative sites. Hunt 
says that the site, which is now surrounded 
by a 120-acre buffer area and will soon be 
topped with 5 ft. of clay, was chosen not 
only because it is geologically suitable and 

| sparsely populated but also because a sub- | 
stantial amount of the spilled contaminant 
was already inside the county. The US. 
Government banned the manufacture of 
PCBs, suspected of causing cancer, in 1979. 

There are ten federally approved 
dumping sites in the U.S., and the amount 
of hazardous waste produced annually 
amounts to 40 million tons. Warren Coun- 
ty residents will hear the state’s experts 

testify about the landfill’s safety this week, 
and the arrested demonstrators are sched- 
uled to come to court on misdemeanor 
charges of impeding traffic. They have 
clearly raised an issue that will not be easy 
to solve 7 
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Heading back into the spotlight, but in a most unwanted and unexpected way, for arraignment on a cocaine conspiracy charge 

COVER STORIES 

The Bottom Line. .. Busted 
A carmaker's dream is shattered in an astonishing drug arrest 

The handsome silver- 

haired businessman 
stretched out his 6-ft. 4- 

> in., 170-lb. frame on the 
metal bunk in Cell 2 B4 of 
“the glass house,” the 

downtown Los Angeles jail where male 
prostitutes, muggers and murderers are 
kept in holding pens. Arriving in the cus- 
tody of FBI agents around 7:30 p.m., too 

late for Tuesday night’s dinner, he dis- 
dained the tray of eggs, hash browns and 

sausage that was eventually offered 
Throughout the night, he rarely slept; he 
just stared at the dank walls of the six-bed 
cell, which he occupied alone, and at the 
thick windowpanes flanking the barred 
door. This was not the Ritz in London, one 
of his favorite jet-set stops, nor his art- 
filled office high above Manhattan’s Park 
Avenue. John Zachary De Lorean’s 
dream of soaring to industrial fame on the 
gull-winged glitter of his stainless-steel 
sports car had turned into a nightmare 

How could this be happening? With 
obsessive drive, a brilliant mastery of auto- 

motive engineering and management 
techniques, and a maverick’s allure, De 
Lorean, barely out of his 30s, had risen to 
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rule the Pontiac and Chevrolet divisions of 
giant General Motors. He had charmed 
his way into the glitzier show-biz celebrity 

circles, dating the likes of Candice Bergen, 
Nancy Sinatra and Ursula Andress before 
selecting his third wife, Actress-Model 
Cristina Ferrare, 32 (he is 57). Impatient 
with the corporate world’s slow decision 
making, he had quit GM to race down a 
faster track. He had persuaded Britain’s 
frugal government to give him $156 mil- 
lion and used it to turn vacant land outside 
Belfast into an ultramodern auto factory 
site in just 24 years. When his flashy De 
Lorean sports cars failed to sell, his com- 
pany edged toward bankruptcy. But these 
antics only made more headlines and add- 
ed to the De Lorean myth and mystery 

Newspapers are not allowed in Cell 
2 B4. But De Lorean knew he was back in 
the news. The tabloid banners, though 
sensational, were accurate. DE LOREAN 

NABBED IN COAST COKE BUST blared the 

New York Daily News. This was no 
dream. He actually was under arrest and 

in jail, charged by federal prosecutors with 
conspiring to acquire 220 Ibs. of cocaine in 
the expectation of making a $50 million 
profit. Federal investigators described De 

Lorean asa driven man who could not face 
the failure of his enterprise, a desperate 
man who had turned to the lucrative drug 
trade in a brazen attempt to save his crum- 
bling company 

De Lorean’s arrest last week was more 
than a self-inflicted personal tragedy. It 
inspired charges among the cynical that 
corporate greed knew noethical bounds. It 
touched off a furious row in Britain’s Par- 
liament, where a formal inquiry was 
launched into how the government could 
have let itself be used by an American 
highflyer at such cost to its treasury. Pro- 
tested Sir William Clark, chairman of the 
Conservative Party’s backbench finance 
committee: “This is absolutely monstrous; 
it shows that to pump public money into 
businesses merely to create jobs can 
be disastrous.” 

In the U.S., De Lorean’s disgrace was 
seen by federal law-enforcement officials 
as symptomatic of the pervasive lure of il- 
legal drugs as a source of illicit riches 

“This shows the incredible ability of drugs 
to corrupt,” claimed one Justice Depart- 
ment official. “You're not surprised to find 
occasional corruption of a $40,000-a-year 
FBI agent,” he added, “but you don’t ex- 
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pect it to reach into the ranks of an 
$850,000-a-year auto executive. It makes 
you wonder how many other companies 
have been saved this way.” 

The six-month federal investigation 
that resulted in the arrest of De Lorean 
and William Morgan Hetrick, 50, who was 
described by investigators as “one of the 
largest drug smugglers in Southern Cali- 
fornia,” was cited as an example of the 
new spirit of cooperation among the often 
feuding federal agencies involved in stop- 
ping the drug traffic. In fact, it was one of 
the first interagency drug investigations 
since Attorney General William French 
Smith announced on Jan. 21 that the FBI 
would throw its resources fully into the an- 
tidrug fight. Before then the smaller Drug 
Enforcement Administration had carried 
the main burden in the fight against nar- 
cotics trafficking. 

The De Lorean probe involved under- 

with DEA officers, investigators from the 
U.S. Customs Service and with local police 
in Los Angeles and Ventura, Calif. Pre- 
dicted Assistant FBI Director Roger 
Young after De Lorean’s arrest: “This is 
only the tip of the iceberg as far as coopera- 
tion is concerned.” Praising President 
Reagan’s proposal two weeks ago to set up 
joint federal task forces throughout the na- 
tion to snare big drug suppliers, Young de- 
clared: “We've got the Commander in 
Chief saying, ‘Go get ’em, guys.’ No one 
can back down from cooperating now.” 

nevitably, the way in which De Lorean 
met with undercover agents posing as 
drug distributors while clandestine 
cameras and microphones recorded 

both sight and sound was reminiscent of 
the FBI's controversial Abscam operation. 
But, well aware of possible claims of en- 
trapment, Justice Department officials 
stoutly insisted that the operation that net- 
ted De Lorean was carefully designed to 
meet all court standards. Moreover, they | 
said De Lorean could not have been en- 
trapped because the operation had not 
been aimed at him. Declared one FBI 
agent: “Hetrick was the original target. 
He was Mr. Big. De Lorean just walked 
into it.” 

But how could a shrewd businessman 
like De Lorean fall so stupidly and easily 
into the hands of drug suppliers and feder- 
al agents? From affidavits and numerous 
interviews, TIME correspondents have | 
pieced together the following account of 
the astonishing case. 

Early last March an anonymous caller 
told police in Ventura, 40 miles northwest 
of Los Angeles along the Pacific Coast, 
that a “Mr. Morgan” had been overheard 
talking about transporting large sums of 
money across state lines. Suspecting an il- 
legal cash-laundering operation, Ventura 
detectives tried to trace Morgan. The trail 
led to Morgan Aviation, an aircraft repair 
shop in a leased hangar at Mojave Airport 
on the edge of the Mojave Desert, 90 miles 
north of Los Angeles. The company was 

operated by William Morgan Hetrick, 
who used his middle nameas his first. Ven- | 
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tura police notified the U.S. Customs Ser- 
vice of their suspicions. 

Hetrick, a quiet man who had been 
married three times and was separated 
from his third wife, had moved his busi- 
ness to Mojave Airport from Camarillo, 
Calif., in May 1981. He overhauled the old 
building, spending some $225,000 on car- 
peting, a sophisticated machine shop and 
an advanced computer. “Everything he 
bought was first class,” recalls Airport 
General Manager Dan Sabovich. “I used 
to take friends there just to show it off.” 
But few aircraft or customers seemed to be 
using the hangar. Said Sabovich: “I 
thought he must have an angel—a finan- 
cial backer.” 

Hetrick, in fact, rarely worked at the 
hangar, leaving operations to his eldest 

| son. But he had a sidekick, Stephen Ar- 
rington, 34, a former Navy frogman in 

| Viet Nam, who shared a Hetrick enthusi- 
cover agents of the FBI working closely | asm: scuba diving. The two often flew off 

to Grand Cayman Island in the Caribbean 
and took trips to the Bahamas on Hetrick’s 
46-ft. trawler, the Highland Fling, based in 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Hetrick also owned 
five airplanes and a 53-ft. yacht, the /vory. 
Arrington, said a former Morgan employ- 
ee, was “a kind of super gofer” for Hetrick. 

The Los Angeles office of the DEA had 
picked up tips as long ago as March 1980 
that Hetrick might have been flying coke 

Cristina after husband's court appearance 
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from Colombia to a landing strip near Bi- 
loxi, Miss. Not until last May, however, 
did agents get more tangible reports that 
Hetrick was planning to use his Mojave 
hangar as a place to off-load coke and 
marijuana from incoming aircraft. He 
had even boasted about a Colombian coke 
connection, federal agents learned. They 
were also told that Hetrick was looking 
for a U.S. bank to convert his illegal prof- 
its into a legitimate savings account more 
easily. The DEA, Customs Service and FBI 
agreed to set up a joint undercover opera- 
tion to make a case against Hetrick 

he scheme involved having FBI 
Agent Benedict Tisa pose as 
“James Benedict” and claim to be 
an officer of the Eureka Federal 

Savings and Loan Association in San Car- 
los, Calif., 40 miles southeast of San Fran- 
cisco. A key figure, described in FBI affi- 
davits only as a “C.I.” (cooperating indi- 
vidual), made contact with Hetrick and 
told him that the bank would help him 
with his “money problems.” The C.I. also 
told Hetrick that Benedict would not only 
approve the laundering of funds at the 
bank, but would like to make some money 
from drug deals too. 

Federal investigators insist that all of 
this was under way before De Lorean en- 
tered the picture. By sheer coincidence, 

| they say, the C.I. knew De Lorean. Ac- 
cording to a confidential federal memo, 
De Lorean, not realizing that his friend 
might be talking to the Government, ap- 
proached the C.I. in July. De Lorean said 
he needed money to save his car company 
from bankruptcy, and offered to help fi- 
nance a drug-smuggling deal if it would 
net him at least $50 million. James Walsh, 
an assistant U.S. Attorney in charge of the 
task force, approved a plan to go along 
with De Lorean’s overtures. 

First, the mysterious C.I. met with De 
Lorean on July 11 at the Marriott Hotel in 
Newport Beach, Calif. By Sept. 4, the C.I. 
had arranged another meeting with De 
Lorean in a room at the L’Enfant Plaza 

| Hotel in Washington, D.C, There, with 

the C.l 

the meeting filmed and recorded by near- 
by FBI agents, the two discussed, in the FBI 
affidavits’ language, “the importation and 
distribution of heroin from Thailand and 
cocaine from South America as a means 
of generating large amounts of capital for 
the De Lorean Motor Co.” De Lorean 
agreed to supply $1.8 million to begin the 
drug purchases. 

The C.I. then told De Lorean that a 
“Mr. Vicenza,” a drug distributor the C.I 
knew, would be willing to put up about $3 
million to complete the purchase of 220 
Ibs. of cocaine for roughly $5 million. Vi- 
cenza, actually DEA Agent John Valestra, 
would handle the distribution of the coke, 
and De Lorean would be given most of the 
profits. The C.I. told De Lorean that once 
the cash was on hand, the actual financial 
transaction would be conducted by Bene- 
dict, the presumed bank officer 

On Sept. 20, De Lorean and Hetrick, 
who had been introduced to each other by 

earlier in the month, met with 
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Litton model 1590 with Auto-Cook, Auto-Defrost and Even Wave® 

One microwave oven is used in 
the kitchens of tens of thousands 
of restaurants and millions of 
homes. Litton. Litton started making 
microwave ovens for restaurants 20 years ago. Since 

then, tens of thousands 
of restaurants have 
used Litton microwave 

where an oven has 
to cook right 
every day. 

And what 
weve 

learned making ovens for restaurants, 
we use making ovens for millions of 
homes. Both are designed with the same 

| goal in mind. Better cooking. 

One microwave oven comes 
ipemacemieny i te 
in microwave cooking. Litton 

At Litton Microwave Cooking Products, 
microwave products are all we make. All we design. 
All we think about. This specialization increases our 

ovens in their kitchens — 

knowledge. And that increased knowledge goes into 
every new oven we make. The result? Our ovens 
cook better than ever. 

One microwave oven has a 
patented cooking system that 
makes it cook better than it ever 
did before. Litton. One secret behind 
the way Litton cooks is Even Wave" a = but 
ingenious patented system 

that sends microwave 
energy into the 
oven from two 
sources rather 
than one to 
cook food 

evenly. Even Wave” has made Litton 
microwave ovens cook significantly better 

than they ever did before. 
In the 20 years weve been making microwave 

ovens, we've had just one driving ambition: To make 
Litton microwave ovens cook better and better. And 
isnt that what you want your microwave oven to do? 

(HLITTON 
Microwave Cooking 

©1982 Litton Microwave Cooking Products, Division of Litton Systems, Inc 

Nobody knows more 
about microwave ae. 
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Benedict in a room at the secluded Bel Air 
Sands Hotel in Los Angeles. With the se- 
cret FBI tapes rolling, Hetrick bragged 
of his “expertise and experience” in 
smuggling cocaine into the U.S. and 
agreed to supply the 220 Ibs. (100 kilos) 
that was wanted. 

The scheme was further refined at a 

venture Hotel; present were De Lorean, 
the C.I. and, for the first time, Vicenza. 
De Lorean would get the cash profits after 
Vicenza had sold the drugs. The group 
agreed that the sales could gross more 
than $50 million. For his key role, Vicen- 
za would get a 50% interest in De Lorean 
Motors, which theoretically would have 
been rejuvenated with the 
fresh funds. 

The snare was set for 
springing. Last week Hetrick 
telephoned Benedict to say he 
would take Pan Am’s Flight 
442 on Monday from Miami to 
Los Angeles. He would be 
bringing the cocaine. Benedict 
met Hetrick at the airport and 
drove him to the nearby Shera- 
ton Plaza Hotel. On the way, 
Hetrick admitted he had 

| brought only 25 of the expect- 
| ed 100 kilos. He would sell this 
share for $1.8 million. If every- 
thing went well, the other 75 
kilos would soon follow. He- 
trick was being cautious—but 
not cautious enough. 

In the Sheraton Plaza’s 
Room 501, a_ glass-divided 
minisuite, the C.Il. and the 
ubiquitous FBI cameras were 
waiting when Hetrick arrived 
at4 p.m. Benedict assured He- 
trick that the $1.8 million 
would be in the room shortly. 
Hetrick said he was “ready to 
go.” It was not until 7:45 p.m., 
however, that yet another self- 
styled drug distributor, actually DEA 
Agent Gerald Scotti, arrived with Vicen- 
za. Hetrick was wary, but in Scotti’s brief- 
case, which was placed on a Plexiglas cof- 
fee table, was a vast amount of cash. 

Now the tricky part of any drug deal: 
the exchange. Hetrick said the cocaine 
was secreted in a car. Arrington, He- 
trick’s gofer, drove the C.I. and Scotti to 
the Van Nuys Airport in the San Fernan- 
do Valley. Arrington parked the car and 
went off to get the drug-loaded auto. He 
soon arrived in a Chevrolet Caprice. He 
reached under the dashboard, flipped a 
switch—and the back of the rear seat 
flipped forward. “Go ahead, take a look,” 

| Arrington told Scotti. The agent found a 
number of large brown packages wrapped 
in masking tape. He pierced one with a 
car key, sampled the white powder—and 
signaled agents who had been trailing in 
other cars. They moved in to arrest 
Arrington. 

Other agents had been following He- 
trick. He was now dining with Benedict at 

| meeting on Sept. 28 in Los Angeles’ Bona- | 

La Cage aux Folles, an expensive French 
restaurant on La Cienega Boulevard, 
where transvestites impersonate famous 
female singers. Tipped by radio that Ar- 
rington and the coke had been seized, the 
agents waited until Hetrick finished his 
late-night meal, then arrested him outside 
the restaurant. 

Now the agents’ attention switched to 
De Lorean, who was scheduled to arrive 
in Los Angeles from New York the next 
day, Tuesday, to wind up the coke trans- 
action. But Hetrick had to be permit- 
ted one legally mandated telephone 
call. Would he tip off De Lorean? He 
did not. When De Lorean’s scheduled 
flight arrived in Los Angeles, he was 

aboard, and so were three FBI agents. 
De Lorean went directly, and unsus- 

pectingly, to well-wired Room 501 at the 
Sheraton Plaza. Waiting were the Gov- 
ernment’s trio: the C.I., Benedict and Vi- 
cenza. One of them showed De Lorean a 
Suitcase containing 20 kilos of coke. De 
Lorean picked up one bag and said, “It’s 
as good as gold and just in the nick of 
time.” Actually it was too late. Only hours 
earlier, the British government had closed 
De Lorean’s plant in Northern Ireland 
(see following story). 

o De Lorean’s astonishment, Ben- 
edict and Vicenza abruptly broke 
the light mood by announcing that 
they were federal agents. They 

told De Lorean he was under arrest. One 
of them read him his constitutional rights. 
Recalled an FBI official: “He was calmer 
than they had expected him to be.” De 
Lorean was hustled into an unmarked 
federal car, booked at the downtown Los 

After a restless night there, he was taken 
to a Los Angeles federal courtroom 
jammed with reporters and spectators. 

At the arraignment, De Lorean ap- 
peared haggard but impassive. His an- 
guished wife Cristina, who had flown in 
from New York, rushed to his side, kissed 
him and draped a hand protectively 
across his shoulder. The 90-minute hear- 
ing centered on the bail arrangements. 
Walsh, the prosecuting attorney, asked 
that De Lorean not be released unless he 
puts up a $20 million bail bond, the same 
bail that had been set for Hetrick. (Ar- 
rington’s bail was placed at $250,000.) 
One of De Lorean’s lawyers, Sam Miller 
of San Francisco, argued that “Mr. De 

Lorean has led an exemplary 
life until now. If he’s not out 
this week, it’s not just his fam- 
ily that will be affected; 2,600 
people may lose their jobs if 
Mr. De Lorean is not free to 
save his company.” With 
scathing sarcasm, Walsh re- 
plied: “I never thought I'd live 
so long to hear a man like this 
described as a community- 
minded person, forever assist- 
ing the disabled. One doesn’t 
create an industry on the backs 
of cocaine users and heroin 
addicts.” 

Unimpressed, Magistrate 
Volney Brown set bail at a rel- 
atively low $5 million, which 
would require De Lorean to 
come up with $250,000 in cash 
to acquire the bail bond. De 
Lorean and his wife signed pa- 
pers placing the deed to their 
48-acre estate in exclusive 
Pauma Valley, northeast of 
San Diego, as collateral for the 
bond. But De Lorean was to 
have a surprisingly difficult 
time finding the cash. 

Following his  arraign- 
ment, De Lorean, still wearing the West- 
ern-style sports jacket and open shirt in 
which he was arrested, was transferred to 
the Federal Correctional Institution on 
Terminal Island in Los Angeles harbor. 
He occupied a large room with a writing 
desk. A preliminary hearing at which the 
Government is expected to present a for- 
mal indictment is set for Nov. 1. De Lor- 
ean has hired one of California’s most ex- 
perienced criminal lawyers, Joseph Ball, 
79, of Los Angeles, to head his defense, 
one that almost certainly will dwell on the 
key question of entrapment. 

The auto industry's most daring driver 
had spun out of control on a bizarre turn 
toward the underworld, and will soon have 
his day in court. Anyone tempted to take 
the same road seems likely to face similar 
hazards. The startling case dramatically 
demonstrated the Government's new de- 
termination to put big-time drug profiteers 
behind bars. —By Ed Magnuson. 
Reported by Benjamin W. Cate, Steven Holmes 

Angeles jail and led to a six-prisoner cell. | and Alessandra Stanley/Los Angeles 
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On top of the world: in his high-rise Manhattan office two years ago, De Lorean was confident, his pr 
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A Life in the Fast Lane 
Genius, jet-setter, rebel: the boy from Detroit became a driven man 

John Zachary De Lorean 
said not long ago that he is 
a devout Roman Catholic 

.< who, when in New York 
City, goes every day to St. 
Patrick’s Cathedral. He 

said that he is a believer in prayer, and a 

“firm believer” in the Ten Command- 
ments. He also, as improbable as it seems, 
detected parallels between his life and 
that of Jesus Christ. “In many ways,” De 
Lorean said in 1980, “Jesus was an outsid- 
er. Some of the really big things in life are 
achieved by those who refuse to conform 
I stood up for what I believed. I’m an out- 
sider, and in my own small way I'm trying 
to do something.” 

No one ever accused De Lorean of 
lacking hubris. But from all the evidence, 
his life has been less devoted to piety than 

to speed and glitter. “I live on adrena- 
line,” De Lorean said flatly 13 years ago, 
when he was a golden boy at General Mo- 

tors. He was still grabbing for gusto last 
year: “A guy’s gotta do what he’s gotta do 
We only pass this way but once.” A few 
months ago, just when the FBI says he be- 
gan planning his drug-dealing scheme in 
earnest, De Lorean told a group of sports 
car dealers: “We will do anything to keep 
this company alive.” But what he really 

seemed committed to keeping alive was 
an image of himself: John De Lorean, the 
smart and plucky maverick businessman, 

the high-stakes gambler who makes his 
own rules and always wins 

For a classic American success story, 
De Lorean’s beginnings were appropri- 
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ately humble. A Depression boyhood on 
the working-class east side of Detroit. 
An Austrian mother he adored. An Alsa- 
tian father who drank and brawled when 
not working his shift at a Ford foundry 
The parents separated more than once 
when John was a boy. He started working 
nights and weekends, sometimes stacking 
groceries; later, he played the saxophone 
in black nightclubs. “I remember the feel- 

Mod and macho the year he quit General Motors 

ospects bright woODFIN CAMP 

ing of doing a good day’s work, and that’s 
one hell of a feeling,’ he told TIME’s 
Alf McCreary two years ago. “I am still 
driven by that work ethic. Money is not 
important.” 

During his freshman year as a schol- 
arship student at Detroit's Lawrence In- 
stitute of Technology, his parents di- 
vorced. John De Lorean was drafted into 
the Army a year later, but never served 
overseas. After his discharge, his engi- 
neering degree in hand, he became a com- 
pany man in his company town: he took 

an engineering job with Chrysler. At 27, 
armed with a night-school master’s de- 
gree in engineering from the Chrysler In- 
stitute, he switched companies to design 
transmissions for the Packard Motor Car 
Co. Shortly he was in charge of all re- 
search and development for Packard. He 
picked up a second night-school master’s, 
this one in business from the University of 
Michigan, and moved to GM as the direc- 
tor of Pontiac’s new “advanced engiheer- 
ing” department 

, bersaag (“Bunkie”) Knudsen was run- 
ning the Pontiac division, and re- 

members that at first, De Lorean seemed 
cut from the standard, colorless GM ex- 
ecutive cloth. “He wasn’t flamboyant or 
anything,” Knudsen says. “He was just a 
nice young man.” But in the late 1950s, 
teen-age culture, with its rock 'n’ roll and 
hot-rods, was ascendant. GM wanted to 
liven up Pontiac’s fusty, family-car im- 
age. De Lorean began working on engi- 

neering innovations that were mainly sty- 
listic, flourishes to appeal to the young 
His touch seemed to be unerring. Ponti- 

acs were given longer axles (the much 
copied “wide track” look), then sleeker 
radiator grilles and vertically stacked 
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headlights. De Lorean is credited by GM 
with inventing or introducing such ad- 
vances as concealed windshield wipers 
and radio antennas. 

De Lorean’s master stroke, the GTO, | 
came just after he was made Pontiac’s 
chief engineer in 1961. The idea was sim- 
ple: put an enormously powerful engine 

| in an existing mid-size car, the Le Mans. 
The result was just what the new youth 
market wanted: a virile street dragster 
perfect for revving up and peeling out. 
The company planned to produce 5,000 
GTOs. In 1964, the first model year, 
31,000 were sold, and over the next 
four years 312,000 more. A rock group 
named Ronny and the Daytonas record- 
ed a song, GTO, and it sold 1.2 million 
copies. 

D: Lorean in 1967 had Pontiac build a 
special GTO convertible, the “Mon- 

keemobile,” for the Monkees recording 
group. “It was zany promotion,” says Jim 
Wangers, who directed advertising for 
Pontiac during that go-go era. “But this 
was the sort of thing that John encour- 
aged.” During De Lorean’s tenure, Ponti- 

| ac’s sales tripled. At the height of the 
GTO euphoria, he became general man- 
ager of the division. Says Knudsen: “John 
built an image of himself that put an aura 
around him as being someone who could 
do almost anything. Apparently he did a 
very good job of promoting that image.” 

After giving Pontiac its new style, De 
Lorean gradually transformed himself 
from a button-down conformist to a vain, 
middle-aged clotheshorse. He lost 60 Ibs., 
began lifling weights and started draping 
his 6-ft. 4-in. frame in brightly colored 
shirts, turtlenecks and nipped-at-the- 
waist suits. He got a facelift (for a while 
he denied it) and affected longish hair, 
which he dyed black. He divorced his 
wife of 15 years, Elizabeth. He married 
gorgeous, California-blond Kelly Har- 
mon, then 20 (half his age), daughter of |: 

the legendary football | Tom Harmon, 
player 

After three years, John and Kelly were 
divorced, and he won custody of their 
adopted son, Zachary, now 11. He dated 
starlets, and, by now, every move had flair. 
In London, after just a single date he ar- 
ranged to send one woman a dozen roses 
every day for a month. “I am myself,” De 
Lorean said in 1969. “I get very tired of this 
swinger label. I am really a pretty conser- 
vative guy.” Indeed, there is no evidence 
that he ever used drugs. 

At the GM ofa decade ago, however, 
De Lorean seemed exotic. His high pro- 
file, in all of its manifestations, rankled 
some straitlaced executive colleagues. 
Others simply wearied of his professional 

swagger. “When John was at General 
Motors, people either loved him or they 
hated him,” says J. Patrick Wright, a 
business journalist who wrote De Lor- 
ean’s 1979 memoir, On a Clear Day You 
Can See General Motors. According to the 
book, De Lorean’s febrile management 
style, impolitic brilliance and impatience 

| with bureaucracy worked against him. In | relationship,” he said recently. Cristina | car dealer about De Lorean’s age. Los An- 
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a chapter called “How Moral Men Make 
Immoral Decisions,” De Lorean makes 
much of his own ethics. 

Despite his idiosyncrasie¢s, De Lor- 
ean’s progress through the ranks contin- 

| ued. Indeed, in 1972, on the eve of his sec- 
ond divorce, he was elevated to the 
command-post 14th floor as the executive 
in charge of all North American car and 

j 

ANDREA ALBERTS 

In Fifth Avenue pad, Cristina’s pillow says it al 

truck manufacturing (salary and bonuses: | 

in a miniature racer on a miniature track in 1973: as a business it was a dead end 

———— ——s 

agreed: “Every night, I pray to God and 
thank Him. Then I lean over and touch 
John and thank him too.” They settled 
into a two-story apartment on New 
York’s Fifth Avenue and spent weekends 
on a $3.5 million, 430-acre estate in rural 
New Jersey, an hour from Manhattan. 
They also own a lush 48-acre spread in 
California’s San Diego County; it has 
been on the market for $4 million, and 

li: “Nouveau is better than not Riche at all” 

$650,000). He worked at the new job for 
six months. “I felt I was no longer playing 
in the field,” he says. “I was the guy up 
there in the stands, and I missed the spirit 
of aggressive competition.” 

So he quit. The resignation made him 
even more of a white-collar folk legend, 
the free-spirited rebel who “fired GM,” 
which suited De Lorean fine. “That was 
some salary to give up,” he said in 1980, 
“but I have never worried about money. I 
do things for themselves.” Richard Ger- 
stenberg, then chairman of GM, arranged 
for De Lorean to take over as president of 
the National Alliance of Business, an or- 
ganization of socially conscious execu- 
tives. Among other good works, the group 

| encouraged employment of ex-convicts. 
A month after De Lorean left GM, he 

wed Fashion Model Cristina Ferrare, 

ryn, now 8. “Cristina and I have an idyllic 

then 22. The two had a daughter: Kath- | 

“A guy's gotta do what he’s gotta do. We only pass this way but once.” 

| last week the price was raised to $5 mil- 
lion—the amount of De Lorean’s bail. 

His other holdings, which the FBI esti- 
mates at $28 million, excluding his inter- 
est in the De Lorean Motor Co. (DMC), 
form a motley portfolio. Since 1973 he has 
owned 144% of the New York Yankees. 
For a decade he had owned a piece of the 
San Diego Chargers football franchise, 
but in 1976 he sold out and, he says, “took 
a big loss.” His putative reason: drug use 
by Charger players. Said De Lorean: “Our 
youth look on them as heroes, and I didn’t 
want anything to do with these guys in re- 
lation to their drug problem.” 

For all his supposed scruples, however, 
De Lorean was building a reputation for 
questionable business dealings. A scheme 
to promote miniature race cars failed, un- 
der a cloud, in the mid-1970s. An accom- 
plice in several controversial ventures has 
been Roy Sigurd Nesseth, a former used- 
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geles Socialite Hazel Dean, sixtyish, has 
claimed in court that Nesseth, acting in 
concert with De Lorean, defrauded her of 
several million dollars in the 1970s after 
she hired Nesseth to manage her affairs. 
De Lorean and Nesseth in 1976 took over 
a failing Wichita, Kans., Cadillac dealer- 
ship. After reneging on various agree- 
ments, they were sued by the former owner 
and a local bank. De Lorean leased his 
3,000-acre Idaho ranch to Clark Higley, a 
local farmer, then mortgaged the ranch for 
$880,000 in 1976 and defaulted on the 
mortgage. Higley was evicted. Says Hig- 
ley: “De Lorean is as smooth as silk. His 
henchman, Roy Nesseth, was on the scene 
giving us a real struggle. They’re just 
crooks.” Inventor Pete Avery of Phoenix 
says that De Lorean cheated him out of the 
lucrative rights to a widely used automo- 
bile coolant system. Yet Avery, after years 
of litigation with De Lorean, appreciates 
his charm. “He’s a vicious man,” says 
Avery, but adds: “I like the guy. That s.o.b. 
is the only guy I’ve ever known who has 
charisma. If he came into town today, I'd 
buy him dinner.” 

harles De Lorean, 56, an Ohio Cadil- 
lac dealer who invested $100,000 in 

his older brother’s company, believes that 
John was “set up” for the drug bust. “It’s 
totally against his ethical and moral char- 
acter,” says Charles. But even more, it 
seems, the younger De Lorean thinks 
John is too canny to blunder so badly. 
“He's not dumb enough to put himself 
into a situation like that.” 

Other people who know De Lorean 
are amazed, and many of them saddened, 
at his fall. Thomas Murphy, who was GM 
vice chairman when De Lorean left the 
company, feels “very sorry for his family, 
in particular. I’m just glad that I wasn’t 
faced with this kind of temptation.” Wil- 
liam Collins has known De Lorean since 
1958, when they worked together at Pon- 
tiac, and until 1979 was vice president of 

| DMC. “I think his fantastic ego just drove 
him to do almost anything,” Collins says. 

| Journalist Wright blames De Lorean’s 
blinding ambition: “He wanted that com- 
pany to work. He wanted that car to be 
successful. He wanted to show the people 
here in Detroit he could do it.” 

De Lorean’s most telling flaw of all 
may have been blindness to his flaws. “I 
haven't failed at anything of importance,” 
he once said. “I am not capable of address- 
ing failure.” Yet he may have known that 
something was wrong. Two years ago, 
in Ulster, when DMC’s prospects were 
brightest, John De Lorean confessed to a 
certain gnawing discomfort with himself. 
“I am not a good example for other peo- 

| ple,” he said. “I am not a serene person, 
nor do I have peace of mind. I am not sure 
how I got the way I am now, but I am driv- 
en by a force, and that is not a good way 
to live.” But, he added, “I am lucky.” 
He was lucky. —By Kurt Andersen. 
Reported by Barbara B. Dolan/Detroit and 

Joseph Pilcher/Los Angeles 
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The California Connection 
s a joke, it drew great guffaws. “The biggest moneymaker in Hollywood last 
year was Colombia,” quipped Johnny Carson during the 1981 Oscar awards 

ceremony. “Not the studio—the country.” There is considerable truth in the jest: 
though used throughout the U.S., cocaine remains an especially apt symbol for 
the affluent Southern California life-style. If John De Lorean’s alleged shipment 
of 220 Ibs. had indeed made its way into the Los Angeles marketplace, it would 
have found buyers easily enough. “That's not a great amount for this area,” says 
Captain Robert Blanchard, commanding officer of the Los Angeles Police De- 
partment’s narcotics division. “It would have been used up pretty quickly.” 

In Southern California, the customer can range from movie star to parking-lot 
attendant, from Orange County salesman to Beverly Hills housewife. For obvious 
reasons, the users in the entertainment industry win the most publicity, especially 
when something goes tragically wrong. Comedian John Belushi, who died at 

rozasix—samuartiaison 33 last March of an overdose of cocaine and 
heroin, got the headlines. But the use of 
coke reaches into all cash-rich occupations. 
“There is a Hollywood drug scene,” says John 
Randell, director of a drug-abuse clinic for 
the wealthy in Century City. “But it is not just 
Hollywood. It is IBM and 3M. Wherever you 
find affluence, you'll find drug abuse.” 

According to Randell, neither the reces- 
sion nor the drug-related troubles of the fam- 
ous have lessened the demand for coke. “The 
economy has had no effect,” says Randell. 
“If anything, it makes using drugs more de- 
sirous, since people want to escape the pres- 
sure of the bad times.” Incidents like the 
death of Belushi can have a perverse effect. 
Says Randell: “The more the fashionable 
people are arrested for doing cocaine or the 
more who die from overdoses, the more other 
people are interested in trying it.” 

The flow of cocaine into Southern Cali- 
fornia has risen dramatically in the past few 

Coke lines and paraphernalia years. Los Angeles police seized 356 Ibs. of co- 
caine in 1981, up from 183 in 1980. Why the 

increase? The primary reason, besides ever growing demand, is the opportunity 
for huge profits in a faltering economy. More and more people, even professionals 
like lawyers and doctors, are dealing drugs. 

A kilo (2.2 Ibs.) of uncut, nearly pure cocaine fresh from South America sells 
for about $60,000 wholesale in Los Angeles. An amount as large as De Lorean’s 
alleged shipment would normally be purchased by a well-established drug dealer 
on behalf of a consortium of investors. From that initial buy, the coke can change 
hands several times, with the drug “cut” or adulterated each time until it is about 
20% pure. On a Los Angeles street corner, a gram of coke sells for about $120. 
One gram can then be divvied up into about ten “lines” for sniffing. An infre- 
quent user who might snort just a couple of lines at a party, compared to 20 lines a 
day for a heavy user, can buy by the quarter ($30) or half ($60) gram. The original 
kilo, or “key,” thus may end up fetching $500,000 on the street, for more than a 
700% profit. For the adventurous, the greedy, or even for the hard-pressed busi- 
nessman, the lure can become irresistible. “If you want to become a millionaire in 
a short period of time,” says Robert Brosio, an assistant U.S. Attorney for Los 
Angeles, “in the drug business you can work your way up very fast.” 

Fear of getting caught does not substantially deter risk taking. In Southern 
California, as elsewhere, those who use cocaine tend to be people of substance 
and reputation. “You're not dealing with dirt bags on the street,” says Donald 
Bays, analytical officer for the narcotics division of the Los Angeles police. “How 
are narcotics cops even going to penetrate a Beverly Hills place with security and 
gates and guard dogs?” The dealers are difficult to spot. Dressed in three-piece 
suits and carrying briefcases, the majority look like big businessmen, which they 
are. Says L.A. Attorney Robert Sheahen, who regularly represents coke dealers: 
“Most are sophisticated people who know the risks and try to protect them- 
selves.” But 28 new U.S. Attorneys and hundreds of federal agents are being 
thrown into the California drug war in coming months, There soon may be other 
unlikely suspects who get busted as John De Lorean did. 
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If you’ve outgrown your bank or 
your bank has outgrown you, 

bring your business to The Boulevard. 
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the careful attention and fast service you need. Like 72 hour turn around time 
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And get all the banking service you deserve. 
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The New Chrysler Corporation is... 

AMERICA'S WAGON LEADER _ 
<—- *_-_e aS 

| GIVES YOU WHAT YESTERDAY’S STATION WAGON GAVE YOU—AND MORE. 1983 Dodge Mini Ram Wagon gives you more people room, more cargo space, more driving range and more fuel-efficient power than conventional station wagons. You al So get better visibility while you're driving and parking with Dodge Mini Ram 

TEN GOOD REASONS WHY DODGE RAM 
WAGONS ARE 1983’S BEST CHOICE. 

Throughout 1982, Dodge Compare for yourself and Chevrolet | 
and other Chrysler you'll see why. 1. WGHEST MILEAGE (est 1e/P ESt marcy ae 2 il Corporation wagons have =“: MOST GALVANIZED STEEL | ee | | ee outsold Ford...and RUST PROTECTION 3. GREATEST CHOICE OF MODELS oS Die a a 
outsold Chevrolett. Dodge Ram wagons go far 4. GREATEST CHOICE OF DOORS IP a ee 

Today, many smart people beyond whatothers call “tough.” 7 eae fe 
are comparing Dodge Ram Our wagons fight rust in ie ease 
Wagons toFordandChevy _ critical areas with 410 sq. ft. Ten CRTOGSER MAAABLE ” 
—for seating space, fuel of galvanized steel. That's for bett yin longest mode! 
economy, price. Andthey’re much more than Ford or RASPES RUA. 00 fa 150 on 250 |_STANDARD | "STANDARD MA 
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BUILT RAM TOUGH buckle up for safety. 
TO LAST 

From our steel bow- Dodge Rams: We're 
supported roof to our building our trucks like we 
light and strong unibody _ never did before. 
construction, Dodge 
wagons are built to be 
Ram Tough. 

There are at least 10 
good reasons to buy or 
lease a Dodge Ram Wagon. 

SEAT 5...8...12...15 IN PERFECT COMFORT. Dodge gives you achoice ofS See your Dodge dealer di seas aera ooo 
seating configurations, 3 interior trim levels and a wide range of options today. And remember: QUALITY ENGINEERED TO BE THE BEST 



F inished: De Lorean Incorporated 
| The rise and demise of a stainless-steel miracle 

Callers to the plush Man- 
hattan offices of De Lor- 
ean Motor Co. last week 
got only a computerized 
voice: “At the customer's 
request, 889-8900 has 

been temporarily disconnected,” 

| It was a whimpering climax to the 
daring venture that put John Z. De Lor- 
ean’s name on wheels. De Lorean at- 
tempted what no one had managed to pull 
off since Henry J. Kaiser did it in the 
1940s: to start an auto company and com- 
pete successfully in a market dominated 
by Ford, Chrysler and GM. In the end, De 
Lorean’s eight-year effort left U.S. inves- 
tors, dealers and suppliers—and particu- 
larly the British government—poorer and 
wiser. In the beginning, De Lorean made 
them all believers. The British govern- 
ment, which was looking for ways to pro- 

| vide jobs for desperately unemployed 
workers in Northern Ireland, poured 
$156 million in grants, loans and equity 
capital into the deal. In return, De Lorean 
built a factory near Belfast that at one 
tuume employed 2,600 workers. 

Last week, after De Lorean had 
turned out fewer than 10,000 cars in a lit- 
tle more than 21 months, the Thatcher 
government ordered the plant shut down. 
With that, some of the plant’s remaining 
35 employees had a last fling, taking the 
wheel of De Lorean’s cars, called the 
DMC-12 (after De Lorean Motor Co.), for 
a few turns around the premises. Hun- 
dreds of other workers in Northern Ire- 
land stood to lose their jobs with compa- 
nies that supplied the factory, a tragic 
circumstance for a place that has an un- 
employment rate of about 22%. De Lor- 
ean’s project was obviously risky, but it 
was doomed in the end by his own mis- 
takes and some events he could not con- 

| trol. Sales, buoyed by dealers’ hype, were 
brisk when the car first came to market in 
the summer of last year. Some 3,000 
DMC-12s’ were sold in the first six 
months. But by December, bad weather 
and the recession’s icy grip had cut sales 
toa fraction of their starting pace. 

Many other factors were involved in 
the car’s demise, not the least of which 
was the DMC-12 itself. True enough, it 
was sleek and racy, with a stainless-steel 
skin, a corrosion-resistant, 
forced plastic underbody, a 130-h.p. Re- 
nault engine and gull-wing swing-up 
doors borrowed from the 1954 Mercedes 
sport coupe. But, doors aside, car critics 
could find nothing distinctive or terribly 
special about it. One described it as 

“clunky.” Still, the car had its fans 
The fact was that many people could 

not afford such a car, whatever its merits 
or drawbacks. Originally, De Lorean en- 
visioned his creation as a competitor for 
his old employer’s Chevrolet Corvette. 
But when the DMC-12 reached dealers’ 
showrooms, it listed for $26,000, almost 

| $11,000 more than De Lorean had pro- 
jected and about $8,000 more than the 
Corvette. As sales slumbered, the price 
was discounted to about $19,000. 

Demand might have been a little 
stronger, despite the cost, if the car had 
not been so long getting to market. In the 
mid-1970s when the DMC-12 began tak- 
ing shape in De Lorean’s mind, there was 
nothing quite like it on the road. But by 
1981 Mazda, Porsche and Datsun had 
competitive cars on the market, and the 
DMC-12 found itself in a rigorous grille- 
to-grille battle. De Lorean’s sense that he 
could not fail compounded the problems. 
His own market research showed that 

Doors aside, automobile critics could fin 

perhaps 12,000 DMC-12s, at most, could 
be sold in a year. Yet he doubled produc- 
tion to 80 cars a day, the equivalent of 
20,000 annually, and ignored the advice of 
his key executives that this was senseless. 
Last spring he admitted to FORTUNE 
magazine: “I guess we got carried away.” 

glass-rein- | 

D: Lorean was not the only one. At 
least 345 car dealers chipped in a total 

of $8.6 million to buy stock in his compa- 
ny. The dealers, mostly for GM, who had 
known De Lorean from his days at Ponti- 
ac, were impressed by his record and 
wowed by the pitch he began delivering to 

them in 1977. Other believers were To- 
night Show Host Johnny Carson, who 

kicked in $500,000, and Entertainer Sam- 
my Davis Jr., who invested $150,000 

By 1978 De Lorean actually had two 
governments competing to put money into 
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his company. In the early part of the year, | 

d nothing terribly distinctive about it 

after negotiations with officials in Puerto 
Rico, he won $40 million in loan guaran- 
tees from Washington and the Common- 
wealth for a $96 million plant in Aguadi- 
lla, a poor area 70 miles from San Juan. In 
addition, a group of drug companies and 
General Electric’s pension fund were 
ready to pump $35 million into the project. 

But in July De Lorean surprised every- 
one and infuriated the Governor of Puerto 
Rico by making a deal with the British in- 
Stead. The British went along even in the 
face of some discouraging reports. The 
management consulting firm of McKinsey 
& Co. was asked to assess De Lorean’s pro- 
posal and reported back that the project 
had only a one-in-ten chance of succeed- 
ing. Nonetheless, the British Labor Party, 
which was then in power, outbid Puerto 
Rico by promising some $110 million to 
get De Lorean’s factory to Ulster, 

sd = 

The DMC-12’s distinctive gull wings were borrowed from a classic 1954 Mercedes 

That kind of backing was all De Lor- 
ean needed to lure still more money. About 
130 rich investors put $18 million into a 
tax-shelter partnership formed by the 
Wall Street securities firm of Oppenhei- 
mer & Co. to finance research and develop- 
ment on the new car. One businessman fa- 
miliar with that deal says that even in 
retrospect, the investment looks prudent 
“There was about $107 million in before 
the partnership was signed. This would 
have satisfied anybody.” 

Very little of the money, it appears, 
was John De Lorean’s own. It is conceiv- 
able that De Lorean put no mere than 
$20,000 from his own pocket into the 
company at the start. He has claimed to 
have invested as much as $3 million, but 
One man familiar with the operation says, 
“No one’s been able to trace that money.” 
Because it was his idea and his magnetism 
that made it happen, De Lorean was able 
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Lines of unsold dream cars in storage last week ata company lot in New Jersey 

__Nation 

to negotiate with the investors to keep 
a controlling interest in the business. 

De Lorean paid himself about 
$500,000 a year, and he lived very well. He 
established a free-spending corporate 
style, flying the expensive Concorde on his 
numerous trips across the Atlantic and of- 
ten insisting on being met at airports, just 
like the Detroit executive he used to be. De 

| Lorean dabbled in a slew of other busi- 
nesses, from snowmobiles to buses, and left 
a trail of corporations registered in Neva- 
da and Michigan. In time, he seemed to 
lose interest in running the automobile 
business, and was seldom seen in Belfast. 
One Wall Streeter who observed the go- 
ings-on at De Lorean’s company summed 
things up: “I don’t think the company ever 
got managed at all. Everything happened 
so fast.” 

ndeed it did. By early this year, only 
twelve months after the first car rolled 

off the production line, it was clear that De 
Lorean’s dream was stalling, and probably 

dying. More than 4,000 cars were unsold, 
and by February the factory was in receiv- 

ership. In London, angry Members of Par- 
liament were describing the project as a 
“rip off.” Even then De Lorean was saying 
that the Belfast plant would need $70 mil- 
lion in new capital. The British govern- 
ment balked. 

After that, De Lorean began losing 
his credibility, if not his cool. In an effort 
to get his plant back from the hands of 

British receivers, he appears to have in- 

vented investors he said were poised for 
the rescue. Sir Kenneth Cork, one of the 
two British receivers, said last week, 
“They were always shadowy people 
whose names we never learnt. There 
would be a telex saying businessmen 
would put up so much, but always on the 
condition they were not named. They 
never emerged into daylight.” 

Only one investor actually surfaced 
between March and last week’s shutdown 
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| needed to get the plant operating again. 

De Lorean produced more than an yone wanted: “I guess we got carried awa yy.” 

order: Peter Kalikow, a New York real 
estate executive. But Kalikow’s terms 

¥Iev20d WIT 

were unacceptable to the British receiv- 
ers. He wanted still more government fi- 
nancing over the next four years. Finally, 
the British set a deadline of 10 p.m. on 
Monday of last week. They now say that | 
$17 million was the minimum amount 

Only hours before his arrest, De Lor- 
ean said in an interview with the British 
Broadcasting Corp. that the money was in | 
a US. bank, but neither receiver could 
confirm it. Said Cork: “Right at the bitter 
end I was receiving telexes saying the 
money was definitely available. We said, 
‘Fine, but let’s see it in a bank account,’ 
and that never transpired.” 

De Lorean’s arrest caused a furor in 
Parliament. Margaret Thatcher’s Conser- 
vatives attacked the Laborites for approv- 
ing the deal in the first place. The Labor- 
ites retorted that De Lorean put people to 
work and built a sprawling factory where 

there was only an empty field before. The 
Conservatives vowed to investigate. 
There seems to be plenty to dig into. Re- 
ports began surfacing, all unconfirmed, 
that De Lorean had diverted some of the 
British money into a Swiss bank account 
or into his own separate businesses. There 
were even rumors, disbelieved in Belfast, 

| that some of the money had found its way 
to the Irish Republican Army as protec- 
tion payoffs for the 70-acre plant site. 

When the Belfast operation was final- 
ly shut down, it left 350 unsecured credi- 
tors who were owed $60 million and 
might end up with nothing. An additional 
$120 million is owed to other creditors, in- 
cluding the British government. Renault, 
which made the De Lorean engine, is the 
biggest single commercial creditor; it is 
owed $17 million. 

Only the dealers have anything to 
cheer about now. At week’s end some 
were predicting a dramatic rise in the 
price of the car, and Capitol Cadillac Co., 
a De Lorean dealership in Lansing, 
Mich., was negotiating to buy the entire 
US. inventory. The owner of the dealer- 
ship, Don Massey, estimates that there 
are some 400 cars to be had, and he said 
on Friday that he had a deal to buy 100 for 
an undisclosed price. 

There are serious doubts in the auto in- 
dustry, though, that the DMC-12 will turn 
into a collector's item, like the Cord or the 
Edsel. One such skeptic is Semon (“Bun- 
kie”) Knudsen, retired president of Ford 
Motor Co. and mentor of De Lorean when 
both were at GM. Says he: “Usually you 
have to have cars built in really small 
quantities to be collector’s items, perhaps 
700 or less.”” 

So some dealers were understand- 
ably eager last week to see the end of their | 
De Loreans, whatever the price. “We've 
taken quite a beating with them,” says | 
Patrick Alonzo of Stephens Chevrolet 
in New Orleans. “I want them to go 
now.” —By John S. DeMott. Reported by Bonnie 

Angelo/London and Peter Stoler/New York 

| Dejected worker atop a DMC-12 the day before the Northern Ireland factory was closed 

A whimpering climax to a failed venture that created, then destroyed more than 2,000 Jobs. 
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MIDDLE EAST 

Looking to Washington 
Arab visitors draw the U.S. further into the search for peace 

forget your gracious and de- 
cisive efforts to help bring 

an end to the suffering of my country. We 
see the US. role as the indispensable in- 
gredient toward bringing peace not only 

44 he Lebanese people deeply 
r appreciate and will never 

to Lebanon but to the whole region.” So | 
said the new President of Lebanon, Amin 
Gemayel, 40, to Ronald Reagan on the 
south driveway of the White House last 
week. The American President has not 
heard that kind of talk from many Arab 
leaders lately. More important, officials 
hoped that the Gemayel visit to Washing- 
ton would speed up the search for a solu- 
tion to the most pressing issue in the Mid- 
dle East: how to get the Israeli and Syrian 
armies, as well as the remaining fighters 
of the Palestine Liberation Organization, 
out of Lebanon as quickly as possible. 

But President Reagan also had the re- 
gion’s most intractable problem on his 
mind last week. Three days after his 
meeting with Gemayel, he received a sev- 
en-member Arab delegation, led by King 
Hassan II of Morocco. The group had 
been appointed by the Arab summit con- 
ference that met at Fez, Morocco, last 
month to explore Reagan’s plan to solve 
the Palestinian problem by linking the Is- 
raeli-occupied territories of the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip to Jordan. The Ar- 
abs at Fez had come closer than ever be- 
fore to a recognition of Israel’s right to ex- 
ist, but the President hoped to extract a 
more explicit commitment from his visi- 
tors. “We believe the time has come to 
stop talking about talking about peace 
and start sitting down at the table,” a se- 
nior State Department official said on the 
eve of the visit. Although Reagan did not 
get the statement he sought, he hailed the 
meeting as “an important milestone” to- 
ward “a common objective, a just and 

lasting peace in the Middle East.” 
The convergence of Arab visitors in 

Washington underscored the expanding 
U.S. involvement in the search for peace 
Gemayel told Reagan that the 4,000-man 
US., French and Italian peace-keeping 
force in Lebanon would probably have to 

be expanded up to 30,000 in order to en- 
sure stability in the country until the Leb- 
anese army can be strengthened, Al- 

though USS. officials do not like the idea 
of expanding the American garrison, 
which remains vulnerable to unexpected 

hostile action, the Administration is com- 
ing around to the view that it may have no 
choice. Said a White House official: “We 

World 
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Lebanese President Amin Gemayel walks with President Reagan after White House meeting 

His mission: to seek help in rebuilding his country and restoring its independence 
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| are being drawn into this willy-nilly.” | 

his brother Bashir was assassinated as 
President-elect less than six weeks ago, 
was on his first overseas mission as his 

| country’s head of state. On a one-day stop- 
| over in New York City, he made three 

Americans, was delivered in Arabic. The 
second, to the United Nations General As- 
sembly, was given in English for the bene- 
fit of television audiences in the U.S. The 
third, to the U.N. Security Council, was de- 
livered in French. 

Before the General Assembly, Ge- 
mayel declared that Lebanon was “‘like the 
phoenix rising out of its own ashes,” and 
vowed to lay “the foundation of a strong, 
independent and democratic state.” He 
said that the Palestinians should be al- 
lowed to live “in peace and freedom and 

| self-determination in their land.” Some- 
| what unexpectedly, he paid tribute to Syr- 

ia, which still has 30,000 troops based in 
Lebanon. Then, to a burst of applause, he 

| said, “I call for the immediate withdrawal 
ofall non-Lebanese forces from Lebanon.” 
Later, before the Security Council, he 
asked specifically for the removal of Israeli 
troops from his country. The effect 
of these remarks was to move Leb- 
anon a notch or two closer to the 
position of the majority of Arab 
states, which favors the establish- 
ment of a Palestinian state in the 
West Bank and the Gaza Strip. 

Gemayel’s statements caused 
| concern in Israel, which has sup- 

ported the Christian Phalangist 
forces for years and was particu- 
larly close to Bashir Gemayel. 
Complained one Israeli official: 
“We felt like saying to him, ‘Come 
off it. Don’t exaggerate. Our posi- 
tions in Lebanon are keeping you 
alive.’ He didn’t have to goas far as 

| hedid to please the Syrians.” Some 
Western diplomats argued, how- 
ever, that since Gemayel is dis- 
missed by many Arabs as an Israe- 
li puppet, it was necessary for him 
to try to reassure his Arab neigh- 

| bors, particularly the oil-produc- 
ing moderates whose help he will 
need in rebuilding his country. 

Next day Gemayel flew to 
Washington for a round of meet- 
ings with Administration officials. 
He had breakfast with Reagan at 
the White House, lunch with Sec- 
retary of State George Shultz at 
the State Department and tea 
with Defense Secretary Caspar 
Weinberger at the Pentagon. The 
purpose of the talks, from the Ad- 

| ministration’s point of view, was 
to give the young President a 

| sense of confidence in the US. 
commitment to bring about the 
withdrawal of foreign troops from 
his country and to help with the 

| rebuilding of Lebanon. Gemayel 
| later described his meeting with 
| Reagan as “excellent,” and 
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Gemayel, who became President after | 

speeches in three different languages. The | 
first, an address toa gathering of Lebanese | 

Begin in the Knesset last week 

member of his party said flatly, “We are 
very reassured.” 

On specific requests, Gemayel got 
only vague promises. He asked for large- 
scale aid in repairing his country’s war 
damage, which has been estimated at $10 
billion to $15 billion. Reagan replied that, 
for the time being, the U.S. would not go 

is 

U.S. Marines attend Mass on the outskirts of Beirut 

a The “Viet Nam syndrome” has imposed ridiculous restraints. 

| beyond the $110 million it has already 
committed. He said that he thought most 
of the money should come from other 
Arab countries (such as Saudi Arabia), 
Western Europe, the World Bank and pri- 
vate investors, including the many Leba- 
nese who have bank accounts abroad. 
Last week, as it turned out, a wealthy Leb- 

| anese businessman from Sidon gave the 
city of Beirut more than $7 million to help 
in clearing the rubble. 

More significant than Gemayel’s re- 
quest for funds was his proposal that the 
multinational peace-keeping force now 
serving in Beirut be enlarged so as to pro- 
vide security throughout the country. The 
force is currently made up of about 1,200 
U.S. Marines, some 1,600 French para- 
troopers and about 1,200 Italian soldiers 
The American Marines are assigned to 
protect the area around Beirut Interna- 
tional Airport. Unlike the French and 
Italian troops, they have seen little of the 
city because U.S. authorities have been 
determined to avoid incidents between 
the Marines and Lebanese civilians. The 
US. forces have invited a few Lebanese 
officials and journalists to visit the Ameri- 
can naval vessels offshore, but otherwise | 
have had virtually no contact with the 

NEVEU—-GAMMA/LIAISON OCA] populace. 

emayel emphasized in 
Washington, as well as 
during his subsequent 
talks in Paris and Rome, 

that the extra peace-keeping 
forces would be needed until the 
Lebanese army has been signifi- 
cantly strengthened. 
President Frangois Mitterrand 
promised to increase the number 
of French troops in Lebanon. Said 

In Paris, | 

an Elysée spokesman: “[France] is | 
ready to give any sort of aid that is 
wanted by Lebanon for its recon- 
struction, whether this be military, 
technical, financial, economic or 

sured Gemayel that Italy would 
consider his request for an en- 
larged peace-keeping force. In ad- 
dition, Lebanese Foreign Minister 
Elie Salem reportedly told his Ital- 

that the Lebanese army will have 
to be enlarged from 22,000 men to 
50,000 or even 60,000 in order to 
provide for the country’s security 
once the Syrian and Israeli occupi- 

an increase cannot be achieved 
quickly. Gemayel could fill the 
army’s ranks with troops from the 
Christian militias that solidly sup- 
port him. But that could prove di- 
sastrous at a time when he is trying 
hard to reunite the country. 

The Reagan Administration 
at first appeared to take a dim view 
of increasing its troop commit- 
ment to Lebanon. As Weinberger 
put it, “If the multinational force 
needs expansion, there is no rea- 
son why only three countries need 

cultural.” In Rome, officials as- | 

ian counterpart, Emilio Colombo, | 

ers have been withdrawn. Such | 
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World 
be the only ones involved.” But Adminis- 
tration officials hinted later that if Presi- 
dent Reagan is convinced that a stronger 
force is needed in order to solve Lebanon’s 
current problems, he would probably be 
willing to take the risk. Said one White 
House aide: “The President believes the 

| ‘Viet Nam syndrome’ has put ridiculous 
restraints on peace keeping, even when it 
is in American interests. He is disturbed at 
the reluctance to use American military 
force when it can be a useful adjunct of our 
foreign policy.” The President realizes 
there will be some opposition, says the 
aide, but he appears ready to take on 
the battle once the November elections 
are past. 

emayel also indicated last week 
that he wants to use the U.S. asa 
buffer between Lebanon and Is- 
rael in negotiating agreements 

| that appear to be essential in restoring a 
stable and independent country. He op- 
poses Jerusalem’s demands for a peace 
treaty between the two nations on the 
grounds that it would alienate the rest of 
the Arab world. The logical starting 
point, therefore, is a U.S.-negotiated 
agreement to withdraw all foreign forces 
from Lebanon. Neither Syria nor Israel, 
however, wants to be the first to pull out, 
and Israel is asking for solid assurances 
that it will no longer have to worry about 
being attacked by P.L.O. guerrillas in 
southern Lebanon. Though Israel hopes 
to retain a military presence in a 30-mile- 
deep security zone in southern Lebanon, it 
might settle for an agreement under 
which the area would be patrolled by for- 
eign peace-keeping forces. At that point, 
presumably, the withdrawal of Israeli, 
Syrian and P.L.O. soldiers could begin. A 
few months later, the newly expanded 
Lebanese army could replace the multi- 
national force. 

In pursuit of that strategy, the Rea- 
gan Administration made plans to send 
U.S. Negotiator Morris Draper back to 
Beirut for further talks. But even as it 
concentrated on the Lebanese crisis, the 
U.S. was working to get negotiations go- 
ing again on a larger issue, the pursuit 
of a wider peace in the Middle East. In 
Jerusalem, Israeli Prime Minister Mena- 
chem Begin once again attacked the Rea- 
gan plan. He charged that a Jordanian- 
Palestinian federation would lead to a 
“mighty flow of modern weapons” into 
the newly created Palestinian homeland 
and a “constant war of attrition” against 
Israel. By contrast, he argued, Israel 
could maintain its present occupation 
and anticipate “a lengthy period of peace, 
be it contractual or factual.” Begin 
seemed as determined as ever to fight any 
scheme that would remove the occupied 
territories from Israeli control. With 
that, he also seemed to be undercutting 
America’s main hope for a lasting peace 
in the area. —By William E. Smith. 
Reported by Douglas Brew/Washington and 

William Stewart/Beirut 

A Favorable First Impression 
n Lebanon, politics is a family affair, and the Gemayel clan has been promi- 
I nent on the national scene for half a century. Pierre Gemayel, now 72, founded 
the Christian Phalangist Party in the 1930s, and he raised his two sons to carry on 
the family role in politics. So when President-elect Bashir Gemayel was assassi- 
nated last September only nine days before he was to have been inaugurated, it 
came as no surprise that his brother Amin promptly declared his own candidacy. 
By a nearly unanimous vote in parliament, Amin was elected to a six-year term. 

At first, no one quite knew what to expect of Amin. Though he had been a 
ee as ee ete ee 
brasher young brother. Their personalities could hardly have been more differ- 
ent. Bashir, 34, was charismatic but tough, a military man whose favorite pastime 
was hanging out with members of the private militia he led. Amin, 40, was quiet 
and intellectual, a lawyer and businessman who kept out of the limelight to pur- 

sue his private life. Bashir felt com- 
fortable in fatigues or at the wheel 
of a Jeep; Amin has always had an 
eye for fine tailoring and limou- 
sines. While Bashir evoked strong 
emotions of loyalty or hatred, Amin 
was regarded as a conciliator, the 
“human face of the Phalange,” as 
some Lebanese put it. 

Above all, Bashir was closely 
identified with Israel, which had 
helped finance and train his militia. 
Amin had always maintained good 
contacts with Arab states and op- 
position groups inside Lebanon. 
Following the 1975-76 civil war, 
which divided Beirut into Christian 
and Muslim sectors, he visited West 
Beirut regularly to talk with his 
Muslim counterparts. During nego- 
tiations for the evacuation of the 
Palestine Liberation Organization 
from West Beirut last summer, 
Amin met quietly with Abu Iyad, 
the P.L.O." s military commander. 

Born in the predominantly 
Christian village of Bikfaya, in the mountains east of Beirut, Amin was groomed 
from boyhood to become a political leader. He attended Jesuit-run elementary 
and secondary schools, and went on to receive a law degree in 1965 from the St. 
Joseph University in Beirut. When Amin’s uncle, Maurice Gemayel, a member 
of parliament, died in 1970, Amin was elected to fill the vacant seat. He subse- 
quently earned a reputation in his own right as an active and thoughtful legisla- 
tor. He is an eloquent speaker, something highly prized in Arab politics, and is 
fluent in French and English, as well as in Arabic. In addition to running pros- 
perous family shipping and insurance interests, he founded a conservative 
French-language newspaper, Le Reveil, located in Beirut. Says Pierre: “Amin has 
his weaknesses. I know; I raised him. But he is also a person of character, of 
strong values, and I know that he will use them strongly to defend Lebanon and 
its unique heritage.” 

In its initial assessment of Amin, the Reagan Administration had viewed 
him as somewhat of a pliant, indecisive playboy who preferred the French Rivi- 
era to Beirut, though that was not his reputation in Lebanon. However, White 
House aides noted approvingly last week that Gemayel had come to his meeting 
with President Reagan well prepared, with his points outlined on index cards. 
Said a senior State Department official: “He knows what he wants, he knows he 
needs help and he is under no illusions.” 

Back home, Amin Gemayel’s trip, especially his speech before the U.N., was 
viewed as a success. From the right-wing newspaper al-Amal, to the 
Communist an-Nida, the press paid handsome tribute to the way the new Presi- 
dent had put his country’s case before the world community. At a time when 
Lebanon needs a little peace and stability, Amin’s vigor, coupled with his sensi- 
tivity to the aspirations of both Muslim and Christian factions, is proving a 
healthy antidote to the tensions of the last few months. 

Gemayel addressing the General Assembly 
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CHILDREN GROWING UP WITHOUT THEIR FATHERS 
SHOULD BE ABLE TO LIVE WITHOUT THEIR MOTHERS TOO. 

No matter how good a job you 
are doing raising your children 
without your husband, you could 
be failing to provide them with 
something essential—insurance 
on your own life. 
Many women who are heads 

of the house neglect it. Yet it's even 
more crucial for women raising 
children alone. Because if you're 
not around, many opportunities 
for your children won't be either. 

©1982 Metropolitan Life Insurance ¢ yew York, N.Y 

Metropolitan has been helping 
single parents like you for many 
years. We have many different 
policies to fit your needs. One we 
have recently introduced is called 
Whole Life Plus 

Whole Life Plus can actually give 
your family up to one-third more 

benefit protection than we offered 
before for the same premium Day- 
ment. And Whole Life builds 
up cash values which you can use 

'/Health/Auto/Home/Retirement 

for emergencies. 

So call us soon. Metropolitan 
representatives understand 
the problems of being a single 
parent. We'll make sure that an 
insecure future won't be one 
of them. 

METROPOLITAN REALLY STANDS BY YOU. 
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Services Agent Rod Hill, a man who takes SSS Spore on loads of work every day. —— TS 

Rod’s been with Delta 10 years. Eight of them 
have been in baggage service. With that much 
experience he can tell you it takes far more than 
muscle to load Delta’s sophisticated jets. It takes precise 
planning. Meticulous attention to detail. Plenty of hustle. 
And a special kind of “can do” attitude. 

You may not notice Rod on the job. On the ramp. On 
the cargo tug. On the go. But you can pick up his 
sense of dedication every time you pick up | your bag, on time, at your destination. \ 
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UNITED NATIONS 
important part of diplomacy, and should Playing International Hardball 

An aggressive U.S. stance begins to produce results 
| n Nairobi’s conical-roofed Kenyatta 
Conference Center, the normally placid atmosphere of a technical gathering was electric with global tension last week. 

Diplomats from 157 nations huddled in 
their seats or bantered uneasily across the 
room. They were awaiting the results of a 
secret ballot that could mean life or death 
for one of the oldest cooperative agencies 
in the world, the United Nations-spon- 
sored International Telecommunication Union (ITU), founded in 1865, and that 
could call into question the U.S. commit- 
ment to the U.N. 

Finally, as the tally was broadcast, a 
palpable mood of relief swept through the 
hall. By a vote of 85 to 31, the delegates 
had adopted a British-inspired resolution 
that condemned Israel for its June 6 inva- 
sion of Lebanon. Far more important for 
the ITU, the resolution thwarted an explo- 
sive proposal, sponsored by Algeria and 
strongly supported by Libya, Iraq and 
other hard-line Arab states, that demand- 
ed Israel’s expulsion from the nominally 
apolitical organization. The chief US. 
representative at the meeting, Lawyer 
Michael Gardner, Pronounced himself 
“absolutely delighted” at the outcome. 
Gardner had warned that Passage of the 
measure would mean U.S. withdrawal 
from the ITU and suspension of $2.4 mil- 
lion in American funding (more than 6% 
of the ITU's budget last year) for the agen- 
cy. Said Gardner: “Nairobi has sent a 
clear message to the people who would 
like to spoil the whole U.N. system.” 

In Manhattan that message was ap- 
parently heard. A similar resolution, de- 
manding Israel’s ejection from the 157- 
member U.N. General Assembly, was 
losing momentum. Libyan Ambassador 
to the U.N. Ali Treiki announced on Fri- 
day that a 20-member Arab bloc would 
cease, for the moment at least, to press for 
Israel’s ostracism. 

Among the many factors that pro- 
duced the change in attitude, one stood 
out: a blunt warning by U.S. Secretary of 
State George Shultz that Washington 
would withdraw both its presence and its 
all-important funding from the General 
Assembly and from any U.N. affiliate 
that voted to expel Israel. This year the 
US. is slated to contribute $179.8 million 
to the U.N., or 25% of the organization's 
entire budget, in contrast to $79 million, 
or 11%, from the Soviet Union. Washing- 
ton made it clear that the U.S. threat did 
not extend to the strategic U.N. Security 
Council or any other U.N. organization 
“where there is no wrongful action 
against a legitimate member.” 

Shultz’s threat was explicit but not sur- 
prising. Only last month the USS., along 
with Britain and France, walked out of a 
meeting of the U.N.’s International Atom- 
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ic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Vienna after it voted to refuse to recognize Israel's cre- dentials as a member. In response, Shultz 
announced that the U.S. would suspend 
the payment of $8.5 million in dues to the 
IAEA while Washington reconsiders its 
Participation in the organization. 

The Reagan Administration’s tough 
line is not completely new. Between 1974 
and 1976 Gerald Ford suspended a total of 
$43.1 million in Payments to the Paris- 
based United Nations Educational, Scien- 
tific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). 
That body had voted in favor of a resolu- 
tion that cut off UNESCO funding to Israel 
for “altering the historical features” of Je- 
rusalem. In 1977 the Carter Administra- 

tion withdrew from the U.N.-sponsored 
International Labor Organization (ILO) in 
response to that organization’s attacks on 
US. policy in the Middle East. Two years 
later, explaining that the ILO had decided 
to return to its basic principles, the U.S. 
rejoined the Geneva-based body. 

Tt. latest crisis differs radically from 
previous U.S. bouts of unhappiness 

with the U.N. Asa founding member of 
the organization, Washington has usually 
tolerated, although sometimes restively, 
the posturing of U.N. members as a neces- 
sary safety valve in the chaotic world of in- 
ternational politics. No longer. The most 
recent confrontations over Israel reveal 
that the Reagan Administration has 
adopted a new, highly aggressive attitude 
toward the U.N. The U.S. goal is not just to 
defend Israel. It is to arrest a Political 
trend that threatens to discredit the work 
of the U.N. and its specialized bodies. Asa 
senior State Department official puts it, 
“The U.N. is not a detached forum where 
nations can say what they want. It is an 

be looked at seriously by the participants.” 
If anything, the White House attitude 

is echoed even more emphatically by 
Congress. Last April, at the urging of 
New York Senator Daniel Patrick Moy- 
nihan, both the U.S. Senate and the 
House of Representatives passed a resolu- 
tion calling on the U.S. to suspend its par- 
ticipation in the General Assembly if Is- 
rael were ever expelled. The greatest 
pressure for tough U.S. action is coming 
from conservative circles. In a forthcom- 
ing study, the Washington-based Heri- 
tage Foundation will take the U.N. to task 
for promoting a double standard on hu- 
man rights, being consistently anti-Amer- 
ican and antibusiness and aiding Marxist 
guerrillas, Calling upon the US. to down- 
grade its participation at the U.LN., Col- umnist William Safire, a former Nixon 
speechwriter, argued two weeks ago: “This is our chance to call the 
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Third World bluff. Let them Push us 
out and then invite the U.N. to locate 
elsewhere.” 

Washington’s skepticism about the U.N. has been seconded by the interna- 
tional organization’s Secretary-General, Javier Pérez de Cuellar. In a surprisingly pessimistic summary of the U.N.’s condi- tion, Pérez de Cuellar, 62, a Peruvian ca- reer diplomat who began his five-year term as Secretary-General last January, declared in his first annual report to the General Assembly, in September, that “we are perilously close to a new interna- tional anarchy.” The Secretary-General’s 
main concern was that nations were in- creasingly ignoring the U.N. and its insti- tutions, particularly the Security Council, 
to resolve disputes by force. Said he: “Al- 
legations of partisanship, indecisiveness 
or incapacity arising from divisions 
among member states are sometimes in- 
voked to justify this sidetracking.” 

The sad fact is that from Washing- 
ton’s point of view those allegations are 
often justified. When Israel invaded Leb- 
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What you get out of your computer is 
only as good as what you can put into it. 
Fg you just go for the biggest memory 

or the biggest rebate when 
you buy your home com- 
puter, you may wind up 
with a second-rate machine. 
Memory and price can be 
misleading. 

It’s what a computer can 
do—the range and variety 

of programs you can put into it—that deter- 
mines what you get out of it. 

Atari programs (there are over 1,000 
available for Atari computers) are the rea- 
son parents who buy Atari give so much: 
the advantage their kids need to stay 
ahead in a very competitive world. 
Plus a complete home entertain- 
ment center that everybody 
will enjoy. 

Exclusive programs—Only 
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And Scram,” where the consis- 
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sounds and graphics CENTI 
of the ATARI Home Com- 
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bilities that come close) 

create a realistic simulation 
of an operating nuclear 

power plant. Even the youngest can get a 
leg up with the ATARI Early Learning 
Series, featuring the unique and involving 
My First Alphabet.” 
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A home entertainment center featur- 
ing the world’s most popular games. 

Atari has all your favorites...great 
hits like Pac-Man¥* Centipede,” ‘Star Raiders,” 

Defender#* the new Galaxian¢ and 
“ET.”* games. All with sensa- 
tional graphics and 
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Other computer sys- 
tems can only offer pale 
imitations. Don’t you 
want the real thing? 

The ATARI 400™Computer is a terrific 
start in computing. With its powerful 16K 
memory and practically kidproof keyboard, 

it’s the perfect introductory-level | 
computer. Or you can get the power- 
ful ATARI 800"*Computer with 48K 
storage capacity. 

Atari backs 
its products 
with a national 
network 

of over 1,000 
"independent service outlets. 
Only Atari puts so much in it for you. 
Terrific hardware. Superior service. 
Over 1,000 exciting software programs 
available. Hit game after hit game. 

And now is the time to get it all. Because, 
for a limited time, Atari offers $10 off every 
software program and every peripheral 
(up to a $60 saving). 

So, to the wise, a final word: Atari. 
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World 
anon last June, the 7,000-member U.N. 
Interim Force in Lebanon offered little 
more than token resistance as Israeli 
tanks roared past U.N. checkpoints in 
southern Lebanon on their way to Beirut. 
During last spring’s Falkland Islands 
war, the Security Council condemned Ar- 
gentina’s invasion of Britain’s remote 
South Atlantic dependencies, but Secre- 
tary-General Pérez de Cuellar failed in 
his efforts to avert bloodshed. Nor did the 
General Assembly dare to condemn the 
Soviet Union by name when it called for 
an end to Moscow’s 1979 invasion of 
Afghanistan. 

In one of the most serious accusations 
to be raised at the U.N. in recent years, 
the US. charged in 1981 that the Soviet 
Union and its allies were using chemical 
weapons (“yellow rain”) in Laos, Cambo- 
dia and Afghanistan. Although doctors in 
the area have produced convincing evi- 
dence to support the claim, the U.N. has 
done little more than send a commission 
to make a desultory investigation. 

The organization’s current plight is 
summed up bleakly by Jacques Koscius- 
ko-Morizet, who was France’s Ambassa- 
dor to the U.N. from 1970 to 1972 and lat- 
er Ambassador to Washington. Says he: 
“The U.N. is weaker and more discredit- 
ed than at any other time I can recall. No 
one really takes the U.N. seriously.” 
Nonetheless, Kosciusko-Morizet stub- 
bornly defends the international organi- 
zation in its latest period of trial. “There 
are a lot of steps the U.S. could take,” he 
says, “between threatening pullout and 
letting Israel be expelled.” 

ther U.S. allies echo Kosciusko-Mori- 
zet’s view that the organization, no 

matter how troubled it may be, still serves 
a purpose. Says a Bonn-based diplomat: 
“We do not underestimate the U.N.’s val- 
ue as a peace-keeping force. We would 
not have had 30 years of peace in [West- 
ern Europe) without the U.N.” British of- 
ficials, who strongly agree with the Rea- 
gan Administration that U.N. agencies 
have become far too infected with Third 
World _ politics, particularly over the 
Arab-Israeli issue, feel that the U.N. re- 
mains a valuable diplomatic umbrella. 

The Reagan Administration’s new 
combative strategy toward the U.N. may 
prove vital to the organization. For one 
thing, Washington’s attitude implies a 
commitment to stay and fight, rather than 
simply withdraw in disgust. As Jeane 
Kirkpatrick, the controversial U.S. Am- 
bassador to the U.N., told TIME Corre- 
spondent James Wilde: “We need a new 
departure. We must give more importance 
to the U.N. and take it more seriously, 
both in the positive and negative aspects. 
The U.N. is vital to American interests.” 
The paradox is that as the USS. strives to 
prove that point, the uproar is liable to 
grow louder along the banks of Manhat- 
tan’s East River. —By George Russell. 
Reported by Louis Malasz/United Nations and 

POLAND 

Bloodied but Still Unbowed 

A‘ 9 a.m. the solemn procession moved 
out of the gates of the giant steel mill 

at Nowa Huta, an industrial city less than 
ten miles from Cracow, and began to 
make its way across railroad tracks and 
cinder heaps to a hill overlooking the 
foundry. Many workers in the column 
carried their soot-smudged vermilion 
hard hats under their arms. Others held 
bunches of chrysanthemumss or evergreen 
wreaths bedecked with ribbons bearing 
bold messages like IT IS BETTER TO DIE 
STANDING UP THAN LIVE ON YOUR 
KNEES. Along the streets of Nowa Huta, 
riot squads were out in force, prepared to 

_ 

idarity at Nowa Huta graveside 

“The only thing left is the victory sign.” 

move in with tear gas and water cannons 
if fresh demonstrations began. 

But the crowds did not challenge the 
police. For many the rage that had spilled 
out in three days of rioting the week before 
to protest the banning of the independent 
trade union Solidarity was spent. In its 
place they felt only grief. What brought 
more than 10,000 of them together in a 
moving show of defiance was the funeral 
of Bogdan Wlosik, 20, a trainee electrician 
at the steel mill who had been shot in a 
scuffie with a plainclothesman. He was the 
15th Pole known to have been killed since 
the imposition of martial law last Decem- 
ber, and if Solidarity activists had no de- 
sire to confront the forces ranged against 
them in downtown Nowa Huta last week, 
they did use his burial rites to send a clear 
message to the military regime of General 
Wojciech Jaruzelski. Referring to impris- 
oned Leader Lech Walesa’s refusal to 

| cooperate with the government, a crude- 
ly printed sign outside the steel mill 

Grieving Solidarity supporters stage a silent protest 

| Poland’s Bank Handlowy, Treumann 

challenged workers with the reminder 
WALESA ENDURED, AND YOU? 

At the slain youth’s graveside they 
showed they were also not ready to give 
in, As Wlosik’s wooden coffin was carried 
from the cemetery chapel, a couple un- 
furled the union’s banner, symbolically 
splattered with red. Then mourners who 
had crammed between the gravestones 
raised their hands in victory signs. Work- 
ers, ranked shoulder to shoulder on the 
roof of a nearby building, picked up the 
salute, and even onlookers standing on a 
slag heap a quarter of a mile away joined 
in the silent gesture of protest. Said one 
mourner bitterly: “The only thing that is 
left to us now is the victory sign.” 

Solidarity organizers, however, read 
the mourners’ show of defiance as a signal 
for the union to enter “a new phase 
of struggle.” In a communiqué that 
reached Western newsmen in Warsaw 
Saturday, five underground leaders called 
for stepped up strikes and demonstra- 
tions, culminating in an “ultimate” na- | 
tionwide walkout next spring. Charging 
that the regime was “deaf to the nation’s 
needs,” they urged workers to begin with 
a day-long work stoppage on Nov. 10, the 
second anniversary of Solidarity’s regis- 
tration in court. In Gdansk, Walesa’s wife 
Danuta reported that her husband, who 
has always ruled out violent protest in the 
past, also approved of further demonstra- 
tions against the regime. 

If union activists appear to have cho- | 
sen a strategy of total confrontation with 
the government, Poland’s military rulers 
are equally determined to meet any pro- 
tests with an overwhelming show of 
might. The appeal from the underground 
was clearly a major gamble for Solidarity, 
since a poor response would seriously sap 
its influence among Polish workers. 

Meanwhile, the exodus of Poles con- 
tinues. American officials confirmed last 
week that Andrzej Treumann, the highest 
ranking Polish banker in the U'S., asked 
for political asylum during the summer. 
As North American representative for 

helped negotiate the rescheduling of War- 
saw’s $27 billion debt to the West. 

In a daring night flight across the Bal- 
tic Sea the day before the funeral in Nowa 
Huta, 15 adults and five children defected 
to Sweden in a single-engine biplane used 
for crop dusting. After taking off from a 
rural airport near the Baltic port city of 
Szczecin, the pilot managed to avoid de- 
tection by turning off his lights and flying 
at an altitude of about 300 ft. Explained 
the happy but exhausted Poles after a safe 
landing near the city of Malmé: “We are 
all Solidarity members. That is why we 
fied.”” Most others had no choice but to ex- 
press their defiance quietly at home. a 

Gregory H. Wierzynski/Washington 

— 
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CHINA 

Ee‘ since Chou En-lai first raised a 
goblet of fiery mao-tai to welcome 

Richard Nixon on his historic visit to Pe- 
king in 1972, American and Chinese offi- 
cials have been toasting the friendship be- 
tween the great Chinese and American 
peoples. But the fact is, of course, that 
from their beginnings Sino-American re- 
lations have had little to do with friend- 
ship and everything to do with a shared 
animosity toward the Soviet Union. For 
the past decade, the China factor has been 

power. The Chinese People’s Liberation 
Army ties down 49 Soviet divisions, some 
of which might otherwise be redeployed 
westward to threaten Europe or the Per- 
sian Gulf. Western calculations about the 
future have been haunted by the fear that 

Moscow’s overtures to Peking raise questions about. Sino- U.S. ties 

a critical equalizer in the world balance of | 

World — 

Strains in the Partnership | 

cow by playing host to Georges Marchais, 
head of the pro-Soviet French Commu- 
nist Party. The leaders of the two parties 
announced that they would resume rela- 
tions, which were broken in 1965 when 
the Chinese accused the French Commu- 
nists of blind allegiance to Moscow. 

But most important of all was another 
encounter taking place elsewhere in Pe- 

| king last week. Chinese Deputy Foreign 
Minister Qian Qichen was negotiating 
with his Soviet opposite number, Leonid 
Ilyichev, on how to improve relations be- 
tween the two Communist giants. China 
had suspended those negotiations in re- 
taliation for the Soviet Union's invasion 
of Afghanistan in late 1979. Even before 
Ilyichev arrived in Peking three weeks 
ago, the Sino-American relationship was 

YARYS—NOleN¥D 
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French Communist Leader paren Marchais toasts Chinese Premier Zhao wis 

| embassy in Peking and possibly its expul- 

Recriminations rather than courtesies, and friendship that cannot be taken for granted. 

China might some day pull out of its stra- 
tegic partnership with the U.S. and patch 

| up its differences with the U.S.S.R 
| That nightmare is still a long way 
from coming true, but anxiety about a 
possible Sino-Soviet rapprochement has 
increased in the West. Chinese officials 
have taken to exchanging recriminations 
rather than courtesies with their Ameri- 
can counterparts. At the same time, the 
People’s Republic has been muting its 
hostility to the U.S.S.R 

In March Chinese gymnasts accepted 
| aninvitation to compete in Moscow for the 
| first time in 16 years. In September two So- 

viet track stars ran in Peking’s annual in- 
ternational marathon. For the Chinese, 
sport can be politics conducted by other 
means, as the US. discovered in 1971 

| when an American table tennis team ist- 

tuted Ping Pong diplomacy by leading the 
way for Nixon’s visit to Peking 

Last week Chinese leaders made a 
gesture of ideological conciliation to Mos- 

54 ; 

undergoing its most intense growing pains 
in a decade. The immediate cause of diffi- 
culty is a flare-up of the old dispute over 

| the status of Taiwan. More than three 
decades after Mao Tse-tung’s takeover of 
the mainland, the Nationalist govern- 
ment on the island still calls itself the Re- 
public of China. Peking, on the other 
hand, regards Taiwan as a province under 
the sovereignty of the People’s Republic. 
The Shanghai Communiqué that Nixon 
and Chou En-lai approved in 1972 was es- | 
sentially an agreement to disagree, and to 
do so quietly. The U.S. did not dispute Pe- 
king's claim to the island but reserved the 
right to continue dealing with Taipei. 

At the beginning of 1979 the Carter 
Administration established full diplomat- 
ic relations with the People’s Republic 
and concocted the diplomatic fiction that 
the U.S. embassy in Taipei was now an 
“institute,” staffed by professional diplo- | 
mats technically on leave or retired from | 
the Foreign Service. For their part, the | 

| US., 

Chinese leaders replaced their vow to 
“liberate” the island with a pledge for its 
“peaceful reunification with the mother- 

| land.” Congress, fearful that the deliber- 
ate ambiguity of this arrangement could 
redound at the expense of an old friend, 
pushed through the Taiwan Relations 
Act, spelling out that the U.S. would con- | 
tinue to supply the island for its defense. 

Ronald Reagan came into office seri- 
ously considering the restoration of offi- 
cial relations with Taiwan, which would 
have caused the downgrading of the U.S. 

sion. Former Secretary of State Alexan- 
der Haig, who had been Nixon’s advance- 
man in 1972, prevailed on Reagan not to 
turn back the clock. 

But the Administration dithered over 
whether to sell Taiwan some F-5G jet 
fighters, which are more advanced than 
the F-SEs that form the mainstay of Tai- 
wan’s air force. For the pro-Nationalist 
lobby on Capitol Hill, the prospective sale 
became a truth test of the Administra- 
tion’s willingness to abide by the Taiwan 
Relations Act. For the leaders in Peking, 
it became a galling provocation that cast 
doubt on the U.S. commitment to the 
Shanghai Communiqué. And for the 
Kremlin, it presented a perfect opportuni- 
ty to drive a wedge between Washington 
and Peking. 

President Leonid Brezhnev, in a series 
of speeches, offered to resume talks with 
the Chinese. The Soviet overture helped 
spur the Reagan Administration toward a 
China policy that, when it was finally un- 
veiled, was remarkably consistent with 
that of Reagan’s three predecessors. In 
August the U.S. and the People’s Repub- 
lic issued a new joint communiqué, nick- 
named Shanghai II. Peking affirmed its 
quest for the “peaceful reunification” of 
Taiwan with China, while Washington 
for the first time declared its intention to 
cap its arms sales to the island at current 
levels and to “reduce gradually” those 
sales over time. It is difficult to imagine 
Nixon or Carter going further toward ac- 
commodating Peking. 

Reagan suppressed his own pro-Tai- 
wan sympathies and weathered the ire of 
the right wing because he had become 
convinced of two ironies. First, if he rup- 
tured the strategically valuable partner- 
ship with Peking, his political opponents 
in the US., particularly the Democrats, 
would have a field day accusing him of 
having “lost China.” Second, the mainte- 
nance of good American relations with 
the People’s Republic is one of the best | 
guarantees against an invasion of Taiwan | 
Without the restraining influence of the 

the Communists would be more 
likely to try to settle their score with the | 
Nationalists once and for all. Squadrons 
of the very best American warplanes 
would not be enough to stop an all-out as- 
sault across the Taiwan Strait. 

But Peking has seemed unwilling ei- 
ther to give Reagan credit for coming a 
long way or to ) cooperate with him in put- 
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ting the Taiwan issue on the back burner. 
The Chinese have chosen instead to keep 
the heat on. Reagan defended his approv- 
al of the Shanghai II communiqué against 
right-wing critics by pointing out that the 
US. promise to reduce arms sales to Tai- 
wan was linked to China’s commitment to 
peaceful resolution of the island’s future. 
The Chinese Communist Party daily Ren- 
min Ribao attacked the President for 
“completely violating” the spirit of the 
communiqué. The Chinese want to leave 
the linkage tacit. Reagan’s sin, in their 
eyes, was to refer to it explicitly. 

he Chinese leaders are hypersensitive 
on the Taiwan issue partly because 

they are feeling vulnerable to internal 
critics of their own. The huge Chinese 
Communist Party (39 million members) 
contains diehard Maoists, provincial mili- 
tary commanders who function as virtual 
warlords and others who oppose Deng 
Xiaoping’s policy of turning to the capi- 
talist world for help. They also accuse him 
of subjecting China to humiliation over 
the sale of the new U.S. jets to Taiwan. 

Deng and his comrades are eager to 
deny that they face any significant oppo- 
sition. Party General Secretary Hu Yao- 

bang told one recent visitor that dissidents 
“do not number more than 200,000, and 
they have now been scattered all over the 
country.” But Western experts suspect 
that the problem is more serious. Part of 
the reason that the leaders are publicly 
browbeating the U.S. over Taiwan is to 
prove their patriotism to party colleagues 
and to fend off the charge that they have 
let the U.S. push China around. 

The Chinese have another complaint. 
Because it fears the hemorrhaging of so- 
phisticated, militarily useful American 
technology abroad, the Pentagon held up 
the delivery of two advanced IBM com- 
puter systems that had been promised to 
China for its census and seismographic 
research. The Chinese accused the U.S. of 
“discrimination.” They were particularly 
miffed since they have provided the Pen- 
tagon with access to useful information 
about Soviet military technology. Late in 
the Carter Administration, China agreed 
to let the U.S. monitor Soviet missile tests 
from top secret intelligence-gathering sta- 
tions in Sinkiang province. 

But even without these irritants in the 
relationship, the Peking leaders may still 
be trying to distance themselves from the 

U.S. They are worried that if they are 
seen as the junior member of an Ameri- 
can-run alliance against the Soviet 
Union, they will risk losing leverage with 
everyone—the U.S., the U.S.S.R. and the 
Third World. Conversely, by reminding 
Washington that they cannot be taken for 
granted, and by giving Moscow some in- 
centive to extend carrots, the Chinese 
leaders may gain influence in both 
capitals. 

Hence the decision to let the Soviets 
send Ilyichev back to the negotiating ta- 
ble. Hence also Premier Zhao Ziyang’s 
recent call for a “common endeavor to 
combat the superpowers’ hegemonism,” a 
deliberate use of the plural that lumped 
the U.S. together with the Soviet Union as 
a threat against “peace-loving and justice- 
upholding countries and peoples.” 

But the Chinese also risk alienating a 
US. Administration that at its highest 
levels is none too enthusiastic about Sino- 
American relations. Zhao’s attack elicited 
a sharply worded response from Wash- 
ington protesting “unfriendly” statements 
and “simplistic sloganeering.” Secretary 
of State George Shultz is having second 
thoughts about going through with a ten- 
tatively scheduled visit to China later this 

Scene from a troubled past: Chinese and Soviet soldiers stand eyeball to eyeball on the snow-covered Ussuri River during the 1969 border dispute 

year, and Reagan is cool on the idea of 
making a trip of his own next year. 

Sensing the danger, the Chinese have 
used the recent visits of Nixon in Septem- 
ber and former Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger in early October to send dis- 
creet positive signals back to Washington. 
Nixon and Kissinger were both told re- 
peatedly by the top Chinese leaders that 
there is no need for concern about Ilyi- 
chev’s return to Peking. Deng said that 
“no real and fundamental improvement 
in Sino-Soviet relations” was possible un- 
til the U.S.S.R. had met three conditions. 
The Soviets must pull out of Afghanistan, 
which shares a narrow border with China. 
Moscow must end its support for Viet 
Nam’s military takeover of Cambodia. 
Indochina is the soft underbelly of the 
P.R.C. Peking sees the Hanoi regime as 
threatening enough in its own right, all 
the more so since it is an ally of the 
U.S.S.R. Finally, the Soviets must with- 
draw their divisions from Mongolia and 
reduce forces along China’s northern 
frontier. Yet at the very outset of the ne- 
gotiations in Peking, Ilyichev refused to 
discuss the Chinese demands. Last week, 
shortly before the talks adjourned, Vice | ners themselves. 

Premier Wan Li said that the Soviets 
“have shown themselves to be deaf to our 
conditions for a dialogue.” 

Nixon returned from China brim- 
ming with optimism that the leadership in 
Peking, far from tilting toward Moscow, is 
merely making some tactical readjust- 
ments that might, in the end, strengthen 
its ability to combat Soviet expansionism 
(see following story). Kissinger too was 
heartened. Even while still in China, he 
sent Shultz a message urging him to go 
ahead with his own trip there. 

Winston Lord, who helped Kissinger 
engineer the original opening to China 
and who continues to follow the relation- 
ship closely as president of the Council on 
Foreign Relations in New York City, says 
that there will probably be “no real rap- 
prochement” between China and the So- 
viet Union. Nor is China’s willingness to 
resume negotiations “a crude playing of 
the Soviet card to make us nervous.” Says 
Lord: “The Chinese are modestly reposi- 
tioning themselves and hedging while 
they see whether the U.S. can get its own 
act together.” 

It is at least possible that the Soviets 
may make some gesture of accommoda- 
tion to the Chinese, such as pulling back 

4S 
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some troops from the border. While that 
would not come close to fulfilling Peking’s 
conditions for normal relations with Mos- 
cow, it might accelerate the apprehension 
in the U.S. about the value of the China 
connection. That, in turn, could further 
embolden the Taiwan lobby, weaken the 
resistance within the Administration to 
new, more provocative arms sales to Tai- 
wan, and further undermine Sino-U.S. 
relations. 

A far happier outcome would be for 
the Chinese to stop their public scolding 
of President Reagan and Secretary Shultz, 
entice them to Peking, and offer them in 
person the sorts of reassurances they have 
been trying to convey through Private 
Citizens Nixon and Kissinger. The geo- 
political imperatives that brought the two 
nations together a decade ago are now 
more compelling than ever. But the mutu- 
al confidence and respect that Nixon and 
Chou En-lai were able to establish have 
not proved to be transferable to their suc- 
cessors. For the strategic partnership be- 
tween China and the US. to survive, there 
will have to be a restoration of some per- 
sonal rapport between the principal part- 

— By Strobe Talbott | 
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WwW hen the man who initiated the present U.S. policy to- 
ward China returned to Peking last month to com- 

memorate his triumphal 1972 presidential visit, China’s cur- 
rent leaders hailed him as “an old friend” and treated him as 
a visiting head of state. Shortly after Richard Nixon’s return 
home, TIME Diplomatic Correspondent Strobe Talbott inter- 
viewed him at his office in New York City and found him 
relishing the role of elder internationalist. Now 69, Nixon is 
convinced that his accomplishments in foreign policy will 
vindicate his presidency. He is proudest of his role in renew- 
ing U.S. relations with China. His optimism on the future of 
Sino-American relations is based not only on nostalgia but 
on cogent analysis and firsthand experience. 

In Nixon’s view, the resumption of negotiations between 
the People’s Republic and the Soviet Union is not necessarily a 
cause for alarm. “What brought us and the Chinese together 
ten years ago—the Soviet threat—is greater now than before, 
and the Chinese know it at least as well as we do,” he says. 
“Still, lam not among those —_-_ 
who believe it would be 
good for us if the Soviet 
Union and China went at 
each other. Let’s suppose 
tensions were to escalate 
and the Soviet Union were 
to jump the Chinese. In the 
nuclear age, such a conflict 
would inevitably lead to 
global war.” 

Added Nixon: “There- 
fore, a reduction in Sino- 
Soviet tensions should be 
welcomed. Besides, a last- 
ing relationship between 
the U.S. and China cannot 
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Reflections of a China Hand | 
my and what the USS., the richest nation in the world, can do 
to help China, the most populous and one of the poorest.” 

Nixon believes that the priority the People’s Republic is 
giving to economic development may provide a way out of 
the conundrum of Taiwan. Says he: “There’s no question 
that the Taiwan issue has poisoned relations for the past two 
years. Some people here in the U.S. took the attitude that 
they could do anything they wanted with regard to Taiwan, 
and that forced the Chinese leaders to demonstrate that Pe- 
king can’t be taken for granted, that China has other places 
to turn to. Let’s keep the problem on the back burner and not 
go off on new arms sales [to Taiwan] at least so long as Pe- 
king continues down the path of ‘peacefully resolving’ the is- 
sue. I think it will be resolved subtly. The Chinese know they 
need a vital, economically strong Taiwan and Hong Kong 
too. Both, I think, may eventually end up in some sort of a 
loose federation or commonwealth with the People’s Repub- 
lic. They don’t know exactly how it will work, but it will be 
very clever.” 

What about the evolution of Chinese Communism itself? 
Nixon sees Deng Xiaoping, his comrades and his successors 

ww—sr facing a deep dilemma. 
C “On the one hand, as prag- 

matists, they know that 
doctrinaire Communism 
simply doesn’t work. 
They’re impressed and 
even awed by what they 
see in Japan, South Korea, 
Singapore and the other 
non-Communist countries 
of Asia as compared to 
their own situation. They 
know that what China 
needs is a true Great Leap 
Forward and that Commu- 
nism won't get them there. 

} On the other hand, they 

be based solely, or even 
primarily, on fear of the 
Soviet Union; for as the fear diminishes, the relationship 
comes to an end.” 

Nor is Nixon upset that the Chinese are stepping up 
criticism of the U.S. in their propaganda aimed at the Third 
World. “It’s not in our interests for us to be in lockstep with 
them,” he says. “It is, however, in our interests for them to 
pose an ideologically attractive alternative to Soviet influ- 
ence in poor, developing countries and to prevent the Soviets 
from being the only major spokesman for those countries. 
The Chinese feel they have to kick us around a bit to keep 
their own credentials as a Third World nation.” 

What do the Chinese leaders think of Ronald Reagan’s 
brand of anti-Sovietism? “They're too intelligent and sophis- 
ticated to tell me. What I sense is that deep down they wel- 
come and respect an Administration that’s anti-Soviet and 
that’s committed to a military buildup. But what concerns 
them is how effective and realistic its policies are. And on 
that the jury is still out.” 

Nixon would like to see a shift in Sino-American relations 
from an emphasis on strategic cooperation against the Soviet 
Union to economic cooperation, “not on a modest, but on a 
massive scale.” He believes the Chinese want the same thing. 
“When I first went to the People’s Republic in 1972,” he re- 
calls, “the conversation was all geopolitics. Economic assis- 
tance hardly came up at all. Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai 
made clear that they weren't about to sell their ideology for a 
bowl of economic pottage. What we talked about was survival 
in the face of the common Soviet threat. On this last trip, by 
contrast, the present leaders wanted to talk about their econo- 

Deng Xiaoping and Nixon confer during September visit to Peking also know that the Com- 
munist system provides the 

best way in the world for a set of leaders to stay in power. 
Also, they haven’t washed out of themselves their upbringing 

as Marxists.” 
Nixon believes that the U.S. can coax the Chinese in the 

right direction by providing them with Western technology. 
He hastens to add: “That does not necessarily mean military 
technology. We should reduce the profile of our military 
partnership with them. There is no point in having Ameri- 
can Secretaries of Defense running over there all the time, 
putting on their hard hats and huffing and puffing. (Former 
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown visited China in 1980, 
and Caspar Weinberger wants to go.] For one thing, that 
kind of display doesn’t scare the Russians; it just makes 
them more conspiratorial. The Russians know the Chinese 
are light-years behind them militarily, and the US. couldn’t 
do much to change that even if it wanted to. 

“The best way to help China is to strengthen its econo- 
my. A weak China invites aggression. Therefore, what they 
need most is the technology to build up their industry. [The 
Reagan Administration] has got to break the roadblocks 
with regard to technology transfer.” 

In Nixon’s view, it would bea grave mistake for the U.S. to 
miss the opportunity now available. Says he: “China, with its 
population and resources, is eventually going to be a super- 
power in any event. It is vital that we help them become a 
superpower associated with the West rather than one that is 
against us. Developing that relationship, which will take skill- 
ful leadership, could be the overriding factor of the next ten 
years, perhaps of the next century. It may change the world.” 
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Waring: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 



fans engulfed the players, security 
guards and dogs. Inside, the winners all 
hopped about joyously and splashed in the 
champagne like children. But Hernan- 
dez’s point about adult frailties was not 
completely gone. Porter’s “champagne” 
was grape juice. “I’m still coming back,” 
Porter said, from the alcohol and drug de- 
pendency that hospitalized him two years 
ago. “I’m on the right track.” 

After a time, the Brewers began to 
drift, as the hardest and softest losers in- 
variably do, to the other clubhouse to com- 
mend the winners. “Step aside men,” one 
of the Cardinal coaches said. “Here comes 
Mr. Kuenn.” Six weeks after the Milwau- 
kee manager had a prosthesis fitted for his 
right leg, amputated below the knee be- 
cause ofa circulation crisis in 1980, he was 
already on a golf course, playing, and he is 
eager to be there again. “After these last 
three weeks,” Kuenn said, “you can 
scream while I’m putting and I won't 
mind a bit. It’s going to take a while to get 
used to quiet again. This has been one of 
the greatest thrills of my life. I told my 
players that, as far as I’m concerned, 
they’re world champions.” 

The Hall of Fame curator collected 
the black bat that Brewer Third Baseman 
Paul Molitor used to lash a record five hits 
in Game |. Milwaukee's marvelous Short- 
stop Robin Yount, the only player in the 
79-year history of the World Series ever to 
have two four-hit games, was glad to chip 
in. He does not save things. When a Mil- 
waukee fan caught his home run in Game 
5 and tried to give the baseball back, 
Yount told him, “Why don’t you keep it? 
I'll sign it for you.” As the man floated 

of a thrill out of it than I will.” 

omeone suggested to Gorman Thom- 
as that he might offer the Hall his 

glove, the one that caught the sacrifice fly 
that scored tagging runners from both 
third and second bases in Game 4. Thom- 
as started to scowl but burst out grinning. 
In fact there was almost no ugliness to this 
show at all, except for a profane few min- 
utes in the final game when hefty Home 
Plate Umpire Lee Weyer had to dance the 
Cardinals’ sore-shinned pitcher Joaquin 
Andujar away from Brewer Second Base- 
man Jim Gantner, who had said some- 
thing about a hot dog. During the play- 
offs, the Cardinals’ rookie centerfielder, 
Willie McGee, was slurred on television 
as resembling the movie creature E.T. But 
McGee, who hit two home runs in one 
World Series game, had his revenge, and 
his say: 

“I would appreciate it if people would 
call me by my name,” said Willie, a sweet 
vague man and a beautiful athlete. “No- 
body should be able to change your name 

Had his been changed so much by the 
World Series? “I'm still feeling like a ball- 
player and a human being, but all this,” 
he said, motioning toward the throng by 
his locker, “day in and day out, it could 

kill you.” And so, for now, he was pleased 
it was over By Tom Callahan 

away, Yount murmured: “He'll get more | 

_ 

That’s almost like changing your life.” | 

Lost Valor | 
PLENTY 

by David Hare 

E ver since John Osborne’s Look Back in 
Anger, young British dramatists of en- 

venomed wit and mocking disillusionment 
have spewed unpent rage across the Eng- 
lish stage. In some ways, they sing an elegy 
in a graveyard—a threnody of lost nerve, 
lost confidence and a lost imperial destiny. 
In the foreground are eroded ideals, ill- 
spent passions and the taste of ashes that 
flavors lives without a guiding purpose. 

Britain’s David Hare, 35, offers all of 
that, and something more. At the heart of 
Plenty is a strange, beautiful, demonically 
incandescent woman. A twin to Hedda 

Nelligan and Herrmann in Plenty 

Firing off pistols in elegiac drawing rooms 

Gabler, she finds her own existence claus- 
trophobic and the society around her con- 
temptible. “I like to lose control,” she an- 
nounces enigmatically. She can fire off a 
pistol in a drawing room to scare the wits 
out of people, and in the course of Plenty, 
she loses her own 

When Susan Traherne (Kate Nelli- 
gan) was 17, she served as a courier with 
the French Resistance. It struck a har- 
monic chord of valor that haunts her dur- 
ing the rest of her frustrating life. In flash- 
backs and flashforwards, Plenty ranges 
from World War II through the '50s and 
‘60s. Back in London, Susan blurs into the 
social canvas, drifting in and out of jobs, 
romances, causes, too self-indulgent and 
too undisciplined to harness her energies 

to her high self-expectations 
Through Susan's ardent temperament 

and acerbic tongue, Hare has his say on 

Theater 
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the duplicities of politics, the hypocrisies 
of business and the corruptive universal 
worship of Man:mon. When Susan enters 
a loveless match with a middle-level dip- 
lomat (Edward Herrmann), Hare seizes 
his chance to lay down a carnal barrage 
on a Foreign Office bureaucracy requiring 
6,000 men to dismantle an empire that it 
took 600 men to govern. 

As Susan’s husband, Herrmann 
makes a proper and a touching saint out 
of a Milquetoast. But no one could fully 
compete with Kate Nelligan. She steals 
the evening and puts it in her purse. 
This Canadian-born actress makes a 
coruscating New York debut. Her 
moods are mercurial, and her stage 
presence is formidable. In this vehicle of 
trenchant thought, wry polemics and 
caustic wit, she is the powerful engine of 
internal combustion. —By T.E. Kalem 

Windbags Inc. 
ANGELS FALL 

by Lanford Wilson 

equestering incompatible people on 
islands, in hotels or at roadside hash 

houses under duress is one of the hoariest 
devices known to drama. Vide, The Admi- 
rable Crichton, Grand Hotel and The Pet- 
rified Forest. The notion is that some 
transcendent revelation will descend on 
these characters as they sit and stew. The 
only revelation to be gleaned from the 
bulk of Lanford Wilson’s plays, starting 
with The Hot | Baltimore, is that his char- 
acters are circusy clones of people origi- 
nally conceived by William Saroyan, Ten- 
nessee Williams and William Inge. Their 
common plaint is that life has failed them, 
whereas it seems pellucidly clear that they 
have copped out on life. 

The whiny oddball crew assembled in 
Angels Fall is not without its vagrant ap- 
peal, though the play’s title is pretentious. 
As ill chance has it, the characters are im- 
mured in a New Mexico mission house on 
a false atomic-emergency alert. There is a 
rich widow (Tanya Berezin) who has pur- 
chased a potential Wimbledon champ 
(Brian Tarantina) for off-court recreation. 
There is an Ivy League professor (Fritz 
Weaver), broken in mind, health and will, 
who has reached the conclusion that 
teaching is a fraud. His much younger | 
wife (Nancy Snyder) is as smarmily sup- 
portive as she is unbearably actressy. And 
then there is Barnard Hughes, a man who 
enhances the scope and embellishes the 
vocabulary of acting every time he steps 
on a stage. He plays a tart priest whose 
vocation has gone AWOL 

These are not piddling concerns, but 
they are put to the footling purpose of 
endless windbaggery. As one perplexed 
playgoer put it at the opening-night inter- 

mission, “Why are these people talking to 
each other?” —TEK. 
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CHICAGO, YOUR KIND OF TOWN 
HAS YOUR KIND OF HOTEL... 

The Westin Hotel, 

Chicago, formerly known 
as the Continental Plaza, 

located on Chicago's 
Magnificent Mile. 
Convenient. Comfortable. 

A hotel valuing its guests. A 

deluxe Tower section with 
separate reception, special 

services and amenities. Tower 
Club, a guaranteed reserva- 

tions program. The Lion Bar, 

to relax and enjoy. The 

Chelsea, an attractive lobby 

restaurant. The rooftop 

Consort, for entertaining 

clients or Chicago friends. 24 

hour room service. Concierge. 

Meeting facilities for 10 to 
1000. All to make your 
Chicago visit productive, 

profitable, pleasurable. 

For reservations, call your 

Travel Agent or 800-228-3000 

or 312-943-7200. 

THE WESTIN HOTEL 

ta Sa Sil Te My lin 

THE WESTIN HOTEL 
Chicago 



The legend of The Pendleton Shirt. 

Teall 
JZ beganin 

the Pacific 
Northwest. At the turn of 
the century, a pioneer family 

began weaving blankets, 
robes and shawls of excep- 
tional quality in Pendleton, 
Oregon. Many designs were 
inspired by the motifs of the 
nearby Nez Perce Indian 
Nation. 

It was an ideal place for 
such a beginning. Rich 
grasslands nurtured bands 
of sheep that grew wool of 
the highest quality. Soft, 
pure water was abundant for 
scouring and dyeing. And 
the family brought to the 
task a heritage of weaving 
which began generations be- 
fore in England. 

Through the years, Pen- 
dleton blankets and robes 
came to be considered a 
standard of value among 
settlers and Indians through- 
out the West. 

And so the legend of 
excellence began. 

The family then applied 
its skills to the creation of 
100% virgin wool clothing 
fabrics. Fine, beautiful fab- 
rics which were then tailored 
into shirts that loggers, ran- 
chers and sportsmen of the 
region could wear a lifetime. 

Each shirt was “war- 
ranted to be a Pendleton” 
to assure the buyer that the 
company stood behind its 
products, in quality and 
workmanship. 

And the legend grew. 
Today, four generations 

later, the family is still mak- 
ing shirts warranted to be 
Pendletons, to the same 
standards our forefathers 

set those many years ago. 
We continue to use only 

pure, virgin wools, selected 
and graded by hand each 
shearing season. 

We design the patterns, 
dye the wool, spin the yarn, 
weave the fabrics. 

And then, in over 60 
careful steps, these pure vir- 
gin wool fabrics are cut and 
sewn into Pendleton Shirts. 

It is this commitment to 
quality and value in 100% 
virgin wool, this attention 
to detail every step, every 
stitch of the way, that makes 
a Pendleton Shirt different 
from every shirt in the world. 

It is the commitment we 
have always made to a Pen- 
dleton Shirt. And always 
will. 

The legend deserves no 
less. 

CHC/10 Available at Baskin, Carson Pirie Scott, Lytton’s, Marshall Field. and Mark Shale 



IBMP 

The Context MBA is a remarkable new software 
package that transforms the IBM Personal C omputer 
into a powerful management tool. C-MBA combines 

spreadsheet, graphics, word processing, database and 
communications functions in one totally integrated 
program. 

C-MBA was developed specifically for managers, 
not computer experts. Because it’s easy to learn and 
use, you can produce results in hours that used to 
take days or even weeks. 

The Context MBA is available now at these leading 
personal computer retailers: 

ComputerLand of Arlington Heights (312) 870-7 500 
ComputerLand of Downers Grove (312) 964-7762 
ComputerLand of Joliet (815) 741-3303 
ComputerLand of Lake County (312) 949-1300 
ComputerLand of Naperville (312) 369-3511 
ComputerLand of Niles (312) 967-1714 
ComputerLand of Northbrook (312) 272-4703 
ComputerLand of Oak Lawn (312) 422-8080 
ComputerLand of Sc haumburg (312) 843-7740 

IBM is a trade mark of IBM* Version 1 of the C-MBA will not 
include communications. Version 1 owners will receive a free 

upgrade to version 2 which will include communications. The 
MBA is currently available for the IBM Personal Computer and 
requires two disk drives and 256k of memory. Versions for other 
second generation personal computers are under development 
COPYRIGHT 1982 CMS. IN¢ 

The Context MBA turns the 
ersonal Computer into a powerful 

management tool. 

C-MBA Integrates Five Powerful Functions 

Modeling: Create a giant spreadsheet of figures 
and text. Change one number and every effected fig- 

ure is recalculated. Search or sort models to quickly 
find the information you want. 

Business Graphs: Build pie, high/low, bar, line, 
area and scatter graphs of data in your spreadsheet 
using simple graphing commands, Thanks to C-MBA’s 

unique design, graphs change automatically as you 
update the spreadsheet. 

Word Processing: C-MBA’s executive word proc- 
essor makes concisely edited reports easy to prepare. 

A few keystrokes let you automatically insert tables of 
numbers or graphs from your spreadsheet anywhere 
in your report. 

Database: A vast electronic library makes storing 
and finding information easy and natural 

Communications: C-MBA includes a data com- 
munications and conversion function which allows 

information trom mainframe computers to be used in 

your models or databases. You can even use C-MBA 
for electronic mail? 

The C-MBA is sold only by selected « omputer 
retailers who have completed special training courses 
to help managers get the most from the program. And 
C-MBA features exceptionally clear, highly detailed 
documentation 

Context Management Systems 
Management Software for Personal Computers 
23864 Hawthorne Boulevard 
Torrance, CA 90505 
(213) 378-8277 

Telex: 181149 WEST LSA 



At the Museum of Contemporary Art, 
you dont have to be a who's who 

to know what's what. 
“| thought the only 

“Museums often 

standable and no 
pressure. And the 
gift shop has some- 
thing for everyone 
On my gift list.” 

| found the MCA.” 

mm cultural advantage 
| intimidate me. Not of living west of 2 | the MCA. The art New York was right 
® | was under- 

turns on red. Then P 

= 
> 

“1 go to some & 
“Since we both museums because = 
work downtown, | sometimes think | q 
meeting there on — to. But the > 
our lunch hour M resents an 

wietvertis N 
peed baal to put alternative. | go nS 
some of ourselves there because | | 
into the other's day. want to.” a 
It's wonderful.” 

“| liked it. Mom 
“The first time | 

went to the MCA, | 
wasn't sure what 

to expect. I've 
been there several 
times since and 

I'm still never sure. 

That's the fun of it.” 

took us. She said it 
was going to be 

different from other 
museums we've 

seen, and boy, 
was she right!” 

“lL want to be an 
artist. But maybe 

not like that.” 

Museum of Contemporary Art 
237 East Ontario, Chicago 280-2660 
Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10 A.M.-5 PM. e Sunday Noon-5 PM. «closed Monday 

Let yourself go! 
1980 A 
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WAY TO PARIS. 
AIR FRANCE PREMIERE.’ 
PAT BROWN, 
EDIT@RYN CHIE oe MAGAZINE 

ONLY AIR FRANCE OFFERS PREMIERE, 
ACLASS ABOVE FIRST CLASS. 
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HOW TOSCOREA 
DIRECT HITON 

of exposures that can't be at- 
tained in any single publication 

You'll also reach more peo- 
ple than with any single publica- 
tion, with a total ABC audited 
circulation of over 270,000—in ad- 
dition to a very high pass-along 
readership 

All of which makes MNI a 
most attractive alternative to Ser- 
vice-oriented publications 
And infinitely more affordable 
than full runs in national books 

Major advertisers like 
Polaroid, Bose, Lever Bros., and 
Seagrams already employ MNI 
fo command the attention of 
the Military market. If you wish 
to secure the same objective, 
call Betty Foley at (212) 661-4800 
or, from outside New 
York State, (800) 223-5613. 

In the ongoing battle for the 
hearts and minds of United States 
Armed Forces personnel, MNI can 
be a very helpful ay 

Because, given the complex 
strategic and logistical problems in- 
pat a in advertising to the Military 
market, MNI's Military Networks 
offer a simple solution 

Special editions of prestigious 
national magazines—precise 
targeted at the people of the Armed 
Forces, and their families 

Magazines like Time, Ladies’ 
Home Journal, and Penthouse, to 
name a few. hsb act as reminders 
: home, making them particular. 
ly important to Americans stationed 
overseas. 

And because MNI makes it pos- 
sible to ssa networks of magazines, 
your ad will receive a frequency 
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On the edge of Waikiki you'll find a whole world 
inside a Village. The Hilton Hawaiian Village. 
You can spend your entire vacation here and 

never miss a thing. 

A spacious beach, catamaran cruises and an 

foler-)- 1am iUl | Melm-> coll (lutl-la) @- lc Uli mel i mal Me lele) amy 
Rainbow Bazaar full of exotic shops features 

treasures from throughout the Pacific and the 
Orient. And eight restaurants assure you a variety 
of superb cuisine, not to mention the spectacular 
Don Ho Polynesian Review. 

All the wonder of Waikiki is just steps away. But 
wait till you see it from our point of view. The 
Hilton Hawaiian Village. A world apart. 

[ HILTON HAWAIIAN VILLAGE 
Call your local Hilton Reservation Service or your Travel Agent 
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Birth of the Blue-Collar Blues 

| ae his home in suburban St. 
Louis, not far from Mark Twain’s 

Mississippi River, Stanley Elkin once 
remarked that “the consummate 
salesman also needs a customer who 
doesn’t want to buy.” He was talking 
about inspiration and performance, 
the challenge of turning accessory 
into necessity. He was also offering a 
fragment of autobiography. 

Elkin is America’s master liter- 
ary pitchman. No fiction writer sells 
ideas and myths with more élan and 
imagination. His fantasies about 
popular culture and allegorical bur- 
lesques have been set in places as dis- 
parate as a department-store base- 
ment (4 Bad Man), an all-night radio 
station (The Dick Gibson Show) and 
heaven and hell (The Living End). 

At the heart of Elkin’s work, one 
usually finds longing and pain as old 
acquaintances, pleasure as an embar- 
rassing surprise, the inevitability of 
risk and the mysteries of power and 
chance. Says Ben Flesh in The Fran- 
chiser: “The world is a miracle, histo- 
ry’s and the universe’s long shot. It 
runs uphill.” 

This is the direction of George 
Mills, Elkin’s longest, most complex 
novel. The burdens of the author's previ- 
ous fictions are given full weight. The nar- 
rative path is steep, circuitous and mined 
with disease and humiliations. The voices 
of third and first persons mingle, and time 
runs in either direction. In the present, a 
terminal patient named Judith Glazer be- 
leaguers family and friends with hostile 
honesty and acrid humor: “Neither will I 
be wired to any of those medical busy- 
boxes to extend for one damned minute 
what only a fool would call my life. If 
Jesus wants me He can have me. To tell 
you the truth, He can probably use me.” 
Her friend, a gifted writer named Messen- 
ger, unaccommodated by big-league liter- 
ary life and politics, feels that he is 
second-string. 

Elkin, who suffers from a form of mul- 
tiple sclerosis, has not received the recog- 
nition or income of lesser colleagues, de- 
spite his overflow of talent and energy. So 
it is not difficult to see Glazer’s trials and 
Messenger’s messages as a form of special 
pleading. Fortunately, these episodes are 
not the whole story, merely parts of an 
epic that embraces 1,000 years of second- 
string citizenship. The novel’s heroes are 
all named George Mills, from the Great- 
est Grandfather, an I1th century North- 
umbrian stableboy, to a furniture mover 
in East St. Louis, III. 

The Millses represent an unbroken 
working-class line fated to perform the 

GEORGE MILLS by Stanley Elkin; Dutton; 508 pages; $15.95 

a mE 
Stanley Elkin: the world runs uphill 

world’s crummiest jobs. “I would take my 
place behind the horses . . . I’m into traf- 
fic,” says one laborer shyly. Before set- 

| tling down to shovel manure, George | 
takes a wrong turn on his way to the Cru- 
sades and does a stint in a Slavic salt 
mine. The following Georges are doomed 
to play follow the leader through the cen- 
turies, picking up the trash of kings and 
sultans, knights and janissaries. The last 
George graduates from shoving around 
middle-class furniture; now he repossess- 

Excerpt 

é Now a sultan’s harem, 
Mills thought, was just the 

last place on earth one should think 
about running amok ... and if he’s 
gone to the trouble of becoming a 
sultan emperor in the first place 
just so he can have dibs on two or 
three hundred of the prettiest girls 
... then that sultan is not only one 
hell of an important man but one 
hell of a jealous one, too. And I 
for one, Mills thought, don’t want 
any part of him. I already took 
those vows to stay on the wagon. 
What harm will it do me to yy 
keep them? 
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| es the tables and chairs of ghetto blacks 
who default on their payments. In his off 
time, he accompanies the dying Mrs. 
Glazer to a Mexican Laetrile clinic where 
Elkin’s patented mixture of slapstick and 

.Strong emotions is administered: 
“Where's the harm in flaunting my 

$ pesos or flashing my jewelry? It’s . . . 
“too oblique a contingency that I 
might ever be killed doing good 
deeds. It passes the time. And per- 
haps some bad man will take the 
bait, and God never notice that it 
was entrapment.” 

The various Georges trek, parade 
and carom through a millennium. 
Along the way, Elkin displays his 
unique gift for surreal parody. In a 
sultan’s harem, the chief eunuch 
gives a sex lecture in the tone of a 
call-in therapist: “You could fault to- 
night, you could die. In any event, I 
trust a review can do no harm, and I 
enjoy our chalk talks.” A crusading 
George speaks with Joycean extrava- 
gance: “ “We were friends, he says 
again of the man he has just mutila- 
ted. . ‘He was wily. I frisked his shift 
and groped his robes. I did his duds 
like a dowser. . .And it came to me he 
must have swallowed it. See,’ Mills 
says, and he raises his arms still high- 
er, bringing his palms together in 
which [his victim's] bowels slosh, col- 
lision and shift like so much damp, 
dark, swollen seaweed beneath his 
offering, the surgical, amputate | 

bribegold steaming like carrots in soup.” 
Each Mills is delineated in chapters 

and episodes; all converge in the last Mills 
as collective blue-collar folklore: “A wit- 
ness, in a dynasty of witnesses, one more 
chump who crewed history, whose destiny 

it was to hang out with the field hands, 
just there, you see, in range and hard by, 
but a little out of focus in the group photo- 
graphs, rounded up when the marauders 
came, feeding the flames, one more wisp 
of smoke at the Inquisitions, doing all the 
obligatory forced marches, boat folks 
from the word go.” 

The People, Yes? No. Elkin is reach 
ing for something bigger, a Fiddler on the 
Roof of Western civilization with self-dep- 

© AMY: 

recating navvies suffering every slight of 
outrageous fate, from wars to plagues and 
back again. Elkin’s overview is encapsu- 

| lated early on when the first George tar- 
ries too long before a glorious tapestry 

| The owner stays the blow of an impatient 
| courtier, allows the stableboy an addition 
al moment of art appreciation and ther 
adds, “When you've done, g0 out quietly 
That, implies the author, is the history 
the commoner before his betters. But 
Elkin’s retelling, everyman proves 
common, and a mockingbird sits o1 
shoulder. When these Millses leave 
go noisily, and the echo they leave 
behind is the rocking sound of the last 
laugh —By R.Z. Sheppard 
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Books 

Country Boy 
GROWING UP 

by Russell Baker 
Congdon & Weed; 278 pages; $15 

“y was issued uneventfully into the gov- 
ernance of Calvin Coolidge,” writes | 

Russell Baker in this beguiling memoir. 
“World War I was seven years past, the 

Russian Revolution was eight years old, 
and the music on my grandmother's 
wind-up Victrola was Yes, We Have No 
Bananas. Unaware of history’s higher sig- 
nificance, I slumbered 
through the bliss of in- 
fancy, feeling no impulse 
whatever to make some- 
thing of myself.” He did, 
eventually. Baker’s ele- 
gantly literate humor 
column for the New 
York Times won the Pu- 
litzer Prize for commen- 
tary in 1979. Yet Baker, 
born into an age when 
boys still dreamed of be- | 
coming President, re- 
fused to dream of be- 
coming anything. 

He was the victim of a weak national 
economy and a line of strong women. The 
latter included his grandmother, an un- 
challenged matriarch of Morrisonville, 
Va.; his wife, an orphanage-hardened 
shopgirl; and especially his mother, who 
had a “passion for improving the male of 
the species, which in my case took the form 
of forcing me to ‘make something of my- 
self.’ ” She had him, at a tender age, deliv- 
ering newspapers, flogging the Saturday 
Evening Post and, in preparation for a ca- | 
reer in show business, taking banjo lessons. 
He failed at everything. “My idea ofa per- 
fectafternoon was lying in frontofthe radio 
rereading my favorite Big Little Book, Dick 
Tracy Meets Stooge Viller ... seeing me 
having a good time in repose, she was pow- 
erless to hide her disgust. ‘You’ve got no 
more gumption than a bump on a log,’ she 
said,” dispatching her errant son on some 
new mission of self-improvement. 

Morrisonville was heavily populated | 
with Bakers, and on soft summer nights | 
young Russell would listen quietly as they 
gathered on his grandmother's porch to 
swat flies and swap news. Someone had 
lost his arm in a thresher accident, some- 
one else had a sick cow, the crops were 
burning up for lack of rain. A branch of 
the family in the funeral business was 
stuck with a monstrously expensive glass 
coffin. Fortuitously, the area’s biggest ille- 
gal distiller expired. His widow, im- 
pressed with the glass box and its air-tight 
rubber seal, bought the thing on sight. 
“Like most country bootleggers, Sam bot- 
led his moonshine in canning jars,” Rus- 
sell recalls. “The mourners approved of 
the fitting way in which Liz, as a grace 
note to his life, had him buried in the fan- 

Russell then 
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ciest Mason jar ever sold in Loudoun 
County.” 

Baker’s father was a gentle, good-hu- WHA 
bd mored laborer who liked booze and died THIS IS T THE WORLD IS COMING TO: at 33. They laid him out in the living 

room. Russell was five. The Depression - effin, began to howl. His mother took him and a oF oe a a sister to live with relatives in Newark and 
later in Baltimore. The world became a 
gray hell of treeless streets and schoolyard 
bullies. But Baker had a platoon of enter- 

| taining uncles. There was Uncle Hal the | 
blowhard, who turned up en route, he 
said, to a major business deal involving “a 
forest full of walnut of the finest, rarest | 
quality. Its location was known only to 
him. He would need great cleverness to 
keep New York businessmen from whee- 
dling its location out of him, but he wasn’t 
worried. He knew how to handle such 
men.” He stayed for months and left only 
after wheedling Baker’s mother out of 
much of her bank account 

There was Uncle Charlie the recluse, | 
who in his first days as a reporter for the 
Brooklyn Eagle was frequently mistaken 
for his double, a notorious mobster. Shak- 

tt. en, Charlie never left the house again. 
There was Uncle Harold the liar, who 
had been shot between the eyes during ANSETT is a 767 airline World War I, seen dead men dance the 
Charleston in their shrouds and knew for 
a fact that Franklin D. Roosevelt was ac- 
cepting cash bribes. 

We asked air travelers to take a look at the new Boeing 767 and compare he transplanted country boy recalls it it to other wide-bodies its size. The seven-abreast, SOIL all: “Often, waking deep in the night, twin-aisle Boeing 767 came out first on every count. Getting people together 
I heard them down in the kitchen talking, 
talking, talking ... the great Depression 
pastime. Unlike the movies, talk was free. 

ete §loday’s Florsheim Shoe: | ing as my bedtime approached.” Baker 90 ars in the making. 
rode that river to his 
life’s work. Forsaking 
the banjo, he nurtured 
“the suspicion that I 
would never be fit for 
real work, and that writ- 

ing didn’t require any.” 
After Johns Hopkins 
and the Navy, he took a 
job on the Baltimore Sun 
and soon was turning out 
5,000 words on a busy 
night as a rewrite man. 

: - There followed a happy 
Baker now marriage, children, suc- 

cess, fame 
Throughout his early years, Baker re- 

mained basically a listener, searching for 
clues about who he was, and why life 
could be so rich and yet so difficult. The 
man who might have had the answers, 

and whose unspoken presence hangs over 
the book, drank too much and died too 

| young. After his father’s death, writes 
Baker, “I never cried again with any real 
conviction, nor expected much of any- 
one’s God except indifference, nor loved 
deaths withies fear that it would cost me | at MO) Sty El M 
dearly in pain.” That is, of course, what an INTERCO company 
growing up is about. A pity anyone has to 
endure it. A blessing Russell Baker chose See the Yellow Pages for the Florsheim dealer nearest you 

| For free style brochure, write: Florsheim, De pt. 3% 1308. Canal St. Chicago, linois 60606 
to recall it —-By Donald Morrison 
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The charge begins the moment 
you slide into the cockpit of the 
Mitsubishi Starion —it’s the exhil- 
arating feeling of complete control. 

imaginatively and very delib- 

mance proves the power of this 
idea. Its turbo blasts in at about 

The Starion’s engine is a turbo- 
charged, computerized, fuel- 
injected 2.6 liters. And through 
all five gears, acceleration 
produces exaltation. 

But its responsiveness is no 
greater than its precision and grace. 
The Starion’s exquisitely aero- 
dynamic body has a 0.35 drag 
coefficient. Not even a drip channel 
mars its flush surface. And it slices 
through the wind like a fine blade. 

Handling? The car is like an é 
extension of your own will.Because |M 
of great, classic sportscar features \< 
like fully independent suspension 
with MacPherson struts, and 
4-wheel ventilated disc brakes. 

And advanced optional features, 
like our Limited Slip Differential and 
Rear Brake Lock-up Control System. 

See your new Mitsubishi 
Motors Dealer. Slice the wind on 
a test drive. 

Only that will show you how 
incredible the Starion really is. 
“Available on the LS model 

Mitsubishi 
takes you where 
ou’ve never 

n before. 

Call 800-447-4700 for the new 
Mitsubishi Motors Dealer nearest 
you. In Illinois call 800-322-4400. 



PACIFIC WESTERN is 0 767 airline. 

We asked air travelers to take a look at the new Boeing 767 and compare 
it to other wide-bodies its size. The seven-abreast, BOEING 
twin-aisle Boeing 767 came out first on every count. Getting people together 

Websters New Collegiate Dictionary. 
ts where the words live. ~ 

America’s best-selling dictionary brings new life to words. And new 
words to life. Definitions for over 150,000 entries, including 22,000 new 
ones, are so clear and precise that “‘android’’ becomes a household 
word and “black hole” no longer scares you. We’re constantly redefining 
“dictionary.” An excellent gift for just $13.95. Merriam-Webster’ Dic- 
tionaries, Springfield, MA 01101. 
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Books . 

‘Suburban Sage 
AND MORE BY ANDY ROONEY 

by Andrew A. Kooney 
Atheneum; 242 pages; $12.95 

t 6 a.m. in the diner some guy is loud- 
ly blabbing about the dog’s infected 

ear, the faucet drip and how he was at- 
tacked by giant broccoli in a dream. 
These details can loosen screws. The only 
reaction: order coffee to go. No one should 
suffer the minutiae of another person’s 
life. Unless that person happens to be 
Andy Rooney. In that case order eggs and 
Sausage, sit back and laugh. 

In television specials like Mr. Rooney 

x 
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Andy Rooney 

Rebels are a dime a dozen. 

Goes to Dinner and regular contributions 
| to CBS’s 60 Minutes, the leprechaun with 
| the deadpan delivery has regaled audi- 
ences with the details of his middle-class 
conformity. His collected TV essays, the 
bestselling A Few Minutes with Andy Roo- 

| ney, disclosed his suspicions about design- 
| er underwear, his shock that no Mrs. 
Smith exists at Mrs. Smith’s Pies, and his 
habit of saving warranties for appliances 
long since discarded. What accounts for 
the popularity of such ordinary views? 
Rooney thinks it is his compliance: “Reb- 
els are a dime a dozen,” he writes. 

And More collects Rooney's recent 
loose change. This compilation of syndi- 
cated columns is refreshingly freed from 
its predecessor's videoese syntax and pic- 
torial tricks. Here the humor is literate, 
affecting and familiar. Rooney rolls up 
his sleeves, hits his 1920-model Under- 
wood, and writes about his native subur- 
bia with the exhilaration of a button- 
down surrealist. 

There, things go awry by going mod- 
ern. Rooney is the biographer of base- 
ments, the cataloguer of dresser drawers, 

| and memorializer of saved string. His loy- 
| alty extends in many directions: to his 
overstuffed, imperfect house (“I like it 
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THIS IS WHAT THE WORLD IS COMING TO: 

ALL NIPPON 
is 0 767 airline. 

And the new 
AKAI AA-R42 receiver 
boldly lights the way. 

With a fluores- 
cent display screen 
that instantly mon- 
itors all functions. 

With amazingly accu- 
rate, drift-free digital 
quartz synthe- 
sized tuning. Plus 
a hefty 60 watts 
per channel 
(RMS) and 20 

“at Rhone frome 20-20,000 He with wo mene thane ODA THD 

We asked air travelers to take a look at the new Boeing 767 and compare 
it to other wide-bodies its size. The seven-abreast, gygy, 
twin-aisle Boeing 767 came out first on every count. Bate 

station pre- 
sets. And all 
without a sin- 
gle knob to 
clutter-up its 
pretty face. 

An awe- 
some display 
of talent, now 
at your AKAI 
dealer's. 

For more 
enlightening 
details write: 

AKAI, RO. Box 6010, 
Compton, CA 90224. 
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about fifty percent more than I did when 
the bank owned part of it”); to his clothes 
(many of his 19 socks do not match) and 
even to memory loss (“My favorite color is 
dark green, but*I forget why”). Rooney 

| has a misplaced fealty to conglomeratized 
America as well. “If the bank doesn’t 
know me by name,” he writes, “the feel- 
ing’s mutual, because I don’t know my 
bank’s name any more, either. It usually 
changes before I've used up all the 
checks.” 

Ranging out from such subjects as 
bathtubs, glue and how long one’s hair 
would be if it were never cut, the per- 
plexed investigator eventually reaches the 
White House. It must be difficult to live 
where you labor, Rooney muses. He dis- 
trusts those working breakfasts. “Hadn't 
the President already had a little some- 
thing before he sat down with all those 

people?” 
Such piquant thoughts enchant partly 

by astonishment: Who else would say 
such things in print? The burden is one 
that Rooney gladly accepts. “I'm telling 
you all these things about myself not be- 
cause I think you care about my problems, 
but it might interest you to translate them 
into terms of your own.” If the author’s 
gifts for home truth and Establishment- 
deflation are not in the same league with 
H.L. Mencken’s attacks on American foi- 
bles, they are comfortable and well-worn. 
Rooney’s humor is like that pair of old 
loafers one could not bear to throw away: 
just right for puttering around the house 
on Sunday. —By J.D. Reed 
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The ideal gift to put under their tree 
may be right under your nose. 

And now, thanks to TIME’s ___To save $10 call TOLL-FREE 
special gift subscription offer, = = a 
52 issues cost only $31. You save ] 800 621 8200 

By picking up a copy of TIME, 
you've put your finger on the 
perfect idea for a gift this 
Christmas. A gift subscription 
to TIME. 

There's no better gift for 
people who want to get in 
touch with what's going on in 
the world. 

And with TIME, they can 
stay in touch 52 weeks a year. 
That's why more people read 
TIME than any other weekly 
news magazine in the world. 

> ff : , In Illinois, 1-800-972-8302 
$10 off the basic annual subscrip- pummeee 
tion rate. That's just 60¢ an issue. 
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Answers to the 

__question WHAT 
HAPPENS 
TO CIGARETTE 
SMOKE 
IN THE AIR? 



eS eg ee ee oe 
most asked questions about cigarettes. 

The logical and obvious thing: cigarette smoke is immediately 
diluted by surrounding air. 

And measurements of cigarette smoke in the air, taken under 
realistic conditions, show again and again that there is minimal 
tobacco smoke in the air we breathe. 

In fact, based on one study, which measured nicotine in the 
air, it has been said that a nonsmoker would have to spend 100 
straight hours in a smoke-filled room to consume the equivalent of 
a single filter-tipped cigarette. That's what we mean by minimal. 

So, does cigarette smoke endanger nonsmokers? 
In his most recent report, the Surgeon General, no fan of 

smoking, said that the available evidence is not sufficient to con- 
clude that other people's smoke causes disease in nonsmokers. 

In our view, smoking is an adult custom and the decision to 
smoke should be based on mature and informed individual free- 
dom of choice. 4 

864, 1875 Eye Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C. 
20006. We offer it in the belief that full and free 

For more information, write for our booklet, 
“Answers to the most asked questions about 

discussion of these important public issues is in the cigarettes. 
public interest. 

cigarettes.’ Address: The Tobacco Institute, Suite 

WEIGH BOTH SIDES 
BEFORE YOU TAKE SIDES. 

The Tobacco Institute 
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Milestones 

A Lady in the White House 
Bess Truman: 1885-1982 

er husband called her “the boss” and 
“my chief adviser.” But months after 

Harry Truman became President in 1945, 
First Lady Bess went shopping in Wash- 
ington’s big department stores and no one 
recognized her. That was the way she 
wanted it, and to a surprising extent 
that was the way it stayed. 

Bess Truman, who died last week 
at 97, went to Washington a Mid- 
western housewife who had lived all 
her life under the same roof with her 
mother. She did not smoke or drink 
or swear. She liked Charles Dickens 
and Sir Walter Scott but thought 
modern novels “a waste of time.” Af- 
ter her husband succeeded Franklin 
D. Roosevelt in the White House. 
Bess burned a stack of Harry’s love 
letters. “But think of history,” Harry 
protested. “I have,” she said. 

The fifth generation of a prosper- 
ous family in Independence, Mo.. 
Elizabeth Wallace Truman grew upa 
blue-eyed, blond-curled tomboy. She 
could bat a ball as far as any boy in 
the neighborhood and was better 
than any at mumblety-peg. She met 
her future husband when he was six 

| and she was five, and he always said 
he fell in love at that moment. They 
did not marry until 29 years later, partly 
because her mother opposed this boy of no 
“family” and sparse prospects. Engaged 

| just before Harry left for World War I, 
they wed on his return in 1919. The 
Trumans stayed married for 53 years, 
through a failed business, shabby local 
politics and Harry’s sudden rise to the 

| 
| 

leadership of the postwar world, which 
Bess found the greatest burden of all. 

She always insisted that her husband’s 
eminence had nothing to do with her. She 
did not give press conferences. She re- 
fused to sit for her official White House 

portrait, and it had to be done from a pho- 
tograph. Only intimate friends were al- 
lowed into the family quarters. She pre- 
served every protocol and precedent 
established before her, not out of any in- 
stinctive formality but because she would 
not rock the boat. 

Mrs. Truman figured in two major 

| much harm. During a Senate probe of the 

| cally or in general,” she shot back, “Not in 

controversies: Harry’s putting her on his 
Senate payroll in 1941 at $4,500 a year, al- 
most half his Senate salary; and her ac- 
ceptance while First Lady of a gift freezer | 
that was linked to an alleged influence- 
peddling scandal. Neither issue did her 

Democratic freezer flap, the highly parti- 
san Republican Joseph R. McCarthy 
called her one of the “finest things about 
the White House” and declared her above 
suspicion. 

s Stiff and shy in crowds, she could 
be slyly witty in private. When her 
husband was contemplating the pro- 
priety of their having dinner in a 
Rome restaurant that was once the 
villa of Mussolini’s mistress Carla 
Petacci, Mrs. Truman settled the 
matter: “Well, after all, she won't be 
there.” Bess endured thousands of 
teas, receptions and galas. Mobbed 
by delegates and newsmen at the 
1944 Democratic Convention that 
nominated Truman for Vice Presi- 
dent, she lamented, “Are we going to 
have to go through this all the rest of 
our lives?” Eight and a half years lat- 
er, after a crowd of 15,000 greeted the 
retired President and First Lady on 
their return to Independence, she 
said to her husband, “If this is what 
you get for all those years of hard 
work, I guess it was worth it.” 

She was always the lady. When 
Harry said Texans who voted for 
Richard Nixon could “go to hell,” she 

telephoned and told him, “If you can’t talk 
politer than that in public, you come right 
home.” But she kept her views private. 
When asked on national TV in 1955 if she 
had anything to say about politics “specifi- 

* 

either category, thank you.” Last and first, 
a lady. —By William A. Henry iil 

HOSPITALIZED. Jennifer O’Neill, 34, former 
fashion model and sultry star of the film 
Summer of 42; for abdominal surgery to 
remove a bullet, after she accidentally 
shot herself; in Bedford Hills, N.Y, 

DIED. Mario del Monaco, 67, celebrated, 
booming-voiced tenor who was most re- 
nowned for his rendition of Verdi’s Otello, 
which he played in 427 performances: of a 
heart attack; in Mestre, Italy. Blessed with 
a magnificent though sometimes unsubtle 
voice, the virtuoso proclaimed, “When I 
sang, people would not say they were going 

He was buried in his Otello costume while 
the funeral hymns were sung by his own 
recorded voice. 

DIED. Pierre Mendés France, 75, Premier of 
France (1954-55) and respected godfather 
of the French left; of a heart attack: in 
Paris. A_ brilliant lawyer, courageous 
World War II pilot and _ intellectual, 
_— 

to hear Otello or Tosca, but Del Monaco.” | 

Mendés France believed his country 
should forget its grand imperial illusions 
and curb centralized executive power, 
During his brief, 74-month tenure as Pre- 
mier, he pledged to end France’s Indo- 
china war within one month (and did so), 
gave autonomy to Tunisia and persuaded 
France’s National Assembly to approve 
West German rearmament. Often politi- 
cally unpopular because of his abrasive 
righteousness, Mendés France earned nu- 
merous enemies (including Charles de 
Gaulle) and was sometimes ridiculed, no- 
tably for his ill-starred recommendation 
that the bibulous French switch from 
wine to milk. But said Disciple Frangois 
Mitterrand at his 1981 inauguration as 
President: “It is thanks to you that this is 
possible.” 

DIED. Hans Selye, 75, Vienna-born endocri- 
nologist and the world’s foremost author- 
ity on stress; in Montreal. Experiments on 

rats led him to theories about stress, which 

| DIED. Siegmund Warburg, 80, energetic Ger- 

he explored in 33 books (including Stress 
Without Distress, 1974). The body's physi- 
cal response to stress—alarm, resistance 
and exhaustion—can cause disease and 
death, Selye demonstrated. He contended 
that modern humans are no more its vic- 
tims than were cave dwellers and suggest- 
ed that by learning to control stress “peo- 
ple could live past 100.” 

man-born banker who startled the closed- 
door world of London merchant banking 
with his unorthodox innovations; in Lon- 
don. The cultured scion of a centuries-old 
Jewish financial dynasty, Warburg fied | 
Nazi Germany for London in 1934. In 
1939 he founded his own trading company 
and in 1946 his own bank. Combining 
Teutonic discipline with new ideas, he 
managed the first U.S. corporate-bond is- | 
sue in Europe and masterminded Tube In- 
vestments’ and Reynolds Metals’ takeover 
of British Aluminium. 
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LITERATURE: A LATIN FAULKNER 
Chilean Poet Pablo Neruda (a 1971 Nobel 
laureate) once honored his colleague’s 
work as “the greatest revelation in the 
Spanish language since the Don Quixote 
of Cervantes.” The Swedish Academy 
echoed that judgment when it awarded 
Colombian Author Gabriel 
Marquez, 54, the 1982 Nobel Prize for Lit- 

| erature last week. “His novels and short 
stories,” reads the citation, combine the 
fantastic and the realistic “in a richly 
composed world of the imagination, re- 
flecting a continent's life and conflicts.” 

It was one of those fitting occasions 
when the award did not have overtones of 
geographical compensation or willful ob- 
scurity, even though Garcia Marquez is 
from a country with a modest literary tra- 
dition. The journalist and fiction writer 
has produced a series of enduring and 
popular works, including One Hundred 
Years of Solitude (1967) and The Autumn 
of the Patriarch (1975). In them, Garcia 
Marquez, a great admirer of William 
Faulkner, has created a kind of tropical 
Yoknapatawpha County, where “the si- 
lence was more ancient, and things were 
hard to see in the decrepit light.” There, 
jungle folklore blends with Roman Ca- 
tholicism, humor collides with myth, mir- 
acles kick up the dust of the common- 
place. The actual and the surreal are like 
opposite sides of the peso: one lies directly 
underneath the other. 

In Solitude, for example, the fictional 
village of Macondo, founded by the 
Buendia family, starts as a green Eden, 
then falls victim to collective amnesia, a 

and inexplicable bouts of incest before be- 
ing reclaimed by the jungle. When the 

medios Buendia is suddenly 
heavenward while folding bedclothes, her 
sister-in-law merely grumbles that the 
sheets, which also rose, are lost forever. 
Central to all this is a compression of 
time, taut with comic invention, in which 
old tales and contemporary terrors are 
joined. The opening sentence of Solitude 
is typical: “Many years later, as he 
faced the firing squad, Colonel Aureliano 
Buendia was to remember that distant af- 
ternoon when his father took him to dis- 
cover ice.” 

The son of a poverty-stricken provin- 
cial telegraph operator, Gabriel was 
raised in the great, gloomy house of his 
grandfather, a retired army colonel. He 
attended law classes at the University of 
Bogota, but journalism proved more en- 
ticing than jurisprudence. The self-exiled 
reporter, working for Latin American 
newspapers, moved restlessly through 

Yanqui fruit company, catastrophic rains | 

Garcia | 

beautiful and maddeningly virtuous Re- | 
levitated | 

| Nobel Prizes 

Magic, Matter and Money 
Pioneers who have explored four aspects of reality 

Excerpt 

a 6 Inside there was only an 
enormous, transparent block 

with infinite internal needles in 
which the light of the sunset was 
broken up into colored stars. Discon- 
certed ... José Arcadio Buendia 
ventured a murmur: 

‘It’s the largest diamond in the 
world.” 

‘No,’ the gypsy countered. ‘It’s 
ice.’ 

José Arcadio Buendia, without 
understanding, stretched out his 
hand toward the cake, but the giant 
moved it away. ‘Five reales more to 
touch it,” he said. José Arcadio 
Buendia paid them and put his 
hand on the ice and held it there for 
several minutes as his heart filled 
with fear and jubilation at the con- 
tact with mystery. Without know- 
ing what to say, he paid ten reales 
more so that his sons could have 
that prodigious experience. Little 
José Arcadio refused to touch it. 
Aureliano, on the other hand, took 
a step forward and put his hand on 
it, withdrawing it immediately. ‘It’s 
boiling,” he exclaimed, startled. But 
his father paid no attention to him. 
He paid another five reales and 
with his hand on the cake, as if giv- 
ing testimony on the holy scrip- 
tures, he exclaimed: 

‘This is the great invention of 
our time.” 

—One Hundred Years 
of Solitude ee 

Rome, Barcelona, Paris and Caracas, 
ending up in Cuba, where he befriended 
Fidel Castro and worked for his press 
agency in 1959. 

Garcia Marquez has been a vocal irri- 
tant to rightist regimes from South Africa 
to Salvador, counts Socialist French Presi- 
dent Francois Mitterrand as a personal 
friend, and once donated the $22,000 pro- 
ceeds of a 1972 literary prize to a small 
left-wing group in Venezuela. But the au- 
thor refuses to be categorized. “I have 
never belonged to a Communist Party,” 
he says, “and my only weapon is my type- 
writer.” That weapon has proved to be a 
formidable capitalist tool. Solitude alone 
has 10 million copies in print in 32 lan- 
guages, and has opened publishers’ doors 
for many more Latin American authors. 
Garcia Marquez recently deserted his 
US. publisher of six books, Harper & 
Row, for a more lucrative royalty-and- 
rights deal with Knopf. His latest novel, 
Chronicle of a Death Foretold, is sched- 
uled for publication next year. 

Last Thursday in Mexico City, where 
Garcia Marquez resides in an elite suburb 
with his wife Mercedes, a flustered maid 
served coffee while the shy, stout author 
made plans to accept his award in Stock- 
holm. He intends to wear the traditional 
Mexican guayabera, a lightweight shirt 
worn outside the trousers, Said he: “To 
avoid putting on a tuxedo, I'll stand the 
cold.” The creator of fictional ice, amne- 
sia and ascending bedsheets could hardly 
do otherwise. 

PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY: PUZZLES 
As physicists and chemists probe ever 
deeper into the basic structure and behav- 
ior of matter, their disciplines have be- 
come increasingly merged. Even the No- 
bel selection committees sometimes seem 
to have difficulty telling the two apart. 
Last week Physicist Kenneth G. Wilson, 
46, of Cornell University took the 1982 
Nobel in his discipline. Another physicist, 
Aaron Klug, 56, of England’s Cambridge 
University, was named the laureate in 
chemistry. 

Wilson, the only American in the 
physical sciences to join the elite Nobel 
circle this year, cracked a puzzle involv- 
ing one of the most basic phenomena in 
the universe. At different pressures or 
temperatures, matter changes: water boils 
into steam, iron bars lose their magne- 
lism, rock-hard metals melt into gooey 
paste. But as matter approaches these so- 
called critical points, its physical proper- 
ties fluctuate so wildly that even the most 
powerful computers were unable to de- 
scribe its behavior exactly. 

Relying on a new organizational- 
mathematical tool with the formidable 
name of “renormalization group the- 
ory,” Wilson in the early ‘70s was able 
to divide this seemingly insoluble prob- 
lem into a number of smaller soluble 
ones. His esoteric work has far-ranging 
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| Organisms, but DNA and RNA, the mole- 

applications, from understanding the 
complex behavior of the atmosphere, 
which could help predict climate trends, 
to the workings of quarks, the elusive 
Particles that are regarded as building 
blocks of matter. 

The new laureate is one of six chil- 
dren of the noted Harvard chemist 
E. Bright Wilson. At eight, he could cal- 
culate cube roots in his head. After gradu- 
ating from Harvard in 1956, he studied 
for his doctorate at Caltech under Murray 
Gell-Mann, the 1969 Nobel laureate in 
physics. One of his favorite spare-time ac- 
tivities is folk dancing, in particular the 
rousing Swedish hambo. 

Like Wilson, Klug began his scientific 
career in physics, which he still teaches 
undergraduates at Cambridge’s Peter- 
house College. Indeed, his doctoral work 
at Cambridge involved the kind of prob- 
lem that occupied Wilson: determining 
what happens to molten steel as it crystal- 
lizes into a solid. Klug soon turned his at- 
tention to biological systems, including 
the oxygen-carrying molecule hemoglo- 
bin, and the structure of viruses, those 
tiny, protein-cloaked bits of genetic mate- 
rial that invade cells. One of his major 
achievements: developing new techniques 
of electron microscopy that provide three- 
dimensional views of the world of biologi- 
cal molecules. 

Beams of electrons have long been 
used to study the structural details of tiny 

cules of the genes, do not lend themselves 
to such inspection. They consist mainly of 
light, simple atoms, which produce ex- 
tremely faint images in an electron micro- 
scope. If they are subjected to extra-long 
exposures in the electron beams or are 
Stained to improve contrast, their struc- 
ture becomes distorted. Klug overcame 
this major obstacle by manipulating the 
images mathematically with the help of a 
computer. Among the viral structures dis- 
covered by his new method was that of a 
common plant blight: the tobacco mosaic 
virus, a tiny rod-shaped particle consist- 
ing of a single-stranded coil of RNA sur- 
rounded by a cover of protein that resem- 
bles a stack of discs. 
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Kenneth Wilson: reaching the critical point 
4 

Aaron Klug: opening up a new world 

Klug, an acutely modest and private 
man (his first thought was to buy a bicycle 
with his Nobel money), was born in Lith- 
uania, grew up in South Africa, and has 
been with the Medical Research Council 
Laboratory of Molecular Biology at Cam- 
bridge since 1962. His most recent work 
has been on the structure of nucleosomes. 

| These are the fundamental subunits of 
chromosomes, the repository of the genes 
in the heart of cells. Klug’s structural 
studies have broad implications, possibly 
even for an understanding of cancer, 
which occurs when the genetic machinery 
goes awry. 

ECONOMICS: FIGHTING REGULATIONS 
During his 46 years as an economics pro- 
fessor, George Stigler, 71, developed a 
reputation as an entertaining lecturer and 
a tough grader. Also, along the way, he 
came to be regarded as perhaps his pro- 
fession’s most insightful student of the ef- 
fects of government regulations on indus- 
trial organizations and prices. 

For much of Stigler’s quiet and unas- 
suming professional life, however, his 
conservative views were largely ignored 
by academia’s numerous Keynesian-ori- 
ented economists. But as often happens 
with original ideas, Stigler’s seminal stud- 
ies on the interplay between politics and 
economics have in recent years come 
more and more into the mainstream. 

Stigler last week became the eleventh 
American (and the fifth economist to 
have been a member of the largely conser- 
valive faculty of the University of Chica- 
go) to be named a recipient of the Nobel 
Memorial Prize in Economics. At a press 
conference the witty professor was asked 
if he were more conservative in his out- 
look and opinions than his good friend 
and former faculty colleague Monetarist 
Milton Friedman, who received the No- 
bel Prize in 1976 and is now associated 
with the Hoover Institution at Stanford 
University. The 6-ft. 3-in. Stigler brushed 
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son of a Bavarian immigrant whose vari- 
ous jobs included managing apartment 
buildings, Stigler graduated from the Uni- 
versity of Washington in 1931. Seeing lit- 
tle if any chance to land a paying job in 
the depths of the Great Depression, he de- 
cided to try his hand at graduate school. 
The fateful decision took Stigler first to 
Northwestern University in Chicago fora 
master’s degree, and thereafter to the 
University of Chicago for a Ph.D. His first 
teaching post was an assistant professor- 
ship at Iowa State University. In 1941 
Stigler published his first work, Produc- 
tion and Distribution Theories, a survey of 
late 19th and early 20th century scholar- | 
ship in the field. Then, a year later, he 
published The Theory of Price, a free-mar- 
ket-oriented economics text that is still 
regularly used in graduate schools around 
the country. 

One of Stigler’s more widely read and 
certainly most controversial works, Roofs 
or Ceilings, enraged liberals when it was 
first published in 1964. Since then, howev- 
er, the book has become must reading for 
economists of all political perspectives 

George Stigler: conservative mainstreamer 

and has gained additional popularity as 
government deregulation of business has 
grown to be an increasingly important po- 
litical issue. 

Written in collaboration with Fried- 
man, Roofs or Ceilings argued, among 
other things, that rent controls on housing 
had the inevitable effect of distorting 
rental markets, thereby eventually lead- 
ing to severe apartment shortages. Said 
Stigler of his findings: “When rent control 

| is enacted, the original tenants benefit in 
the short run, but in the long run, property 
values decline, the tax base is eroded, and 
the losers wind up losing more than the 
winners gain. In the end, national income 
itself is reduced.” 

Among the many people who tele- 
| phoned Stigler to offer congratulations 

off the question: “I don’t know if I'm be- | 
hind Milton or ahead of him, but he’s so 
short it’s easy to look over him.” (Fried- 
man is 5-ft. 3-in.) 

Born in Renton, Wash., in 1911, the 
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was another enthusiastic critic of over- 
regulation by government. Said a grin- 
ning Stigler of his early-morning tele- 
phone chat with Ronald Reagan: “I told 
him he was a good President, and not to 
quit.” oa 
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hy have the adventures of John Z. De Lorean attracted 
so much notice? Recklessness? Yes, recklessness is al- 

ways fascinating, especially when the reckless driver is notori- 
ous for being cocksure of himself. Desperation? Certainly. A fall 
from high place? That too. All the more gratifying when such a 
fall is self-generated and occurs to a hot-shot of American busi- 
ness who thinks he can get away with murder. For symbolism 
enthusiasts there is also the array of stark American icons: sacks 
of dollars, sacks of dope, Los Angeles, rugged individualism, 
General Motors, the Mob, the FBI, a world famous fashion mod- 

| el, wheels and deals, movie stars, an All-America’s daughter. 
Any graduate student in American studies who could not make 
a dissertation of all that deserves to work for a living. As for De 
Lorean himself, there is an oversized, modern soap-opera quali- 
ty about him (Who shot J.Z.?), enough at least to make us won- 
der where the plot hops next. 

All of which satisfies normal, healthy prurience, but hardly 
seems reason for De Lorean to have grasped the public imagina- 
tion so strongly. The case is oddly troublesome, like a low buzz- 
ing in another room. What interests us is related not so much to 
De Lorean the individual as to his 
objective in life and the way he de- 
stroyed it. John De Lorean not only 
wanted to make a car, he wanted to 
be one, like Ford and Chrysler be- 
fore him. Watching him take him- 

| self and his dream apart is like 
watching the replay of a national 
catastrophe. 

They say that De Lorean sort of 
resembled a car even before he 
built the De Lorean. His name 
sounds as much like a car’s as a 
man’s. He sought to be judged by 

| performance. He changed his phys- 
ical appearance, his “model,” from 
time to time to suit the fashion. His dyed hair was once de- 
scribed as “limousine black,” and now that it has been restored 
to a steel-gray is the color of the De Lorean itself. One can carry 
such stuff too far, but the fact is that De Lorean’s whole life has 
been so closely associated with automobiles that he can barely 
be thought of without one’s hearing an engine whir. It would 
probably please him to know that. America itself can hardly be 
thought of without one’s hearing an engine whir; and to go by 
his various patriotic if silly pronouncements, De Lorean would 
like to think that he is quintessentially American, as American, 
say, as the automobile. 

The trouble is that the automobile is not quite so American 
any more. Like most of us, John De Lorean grew up in a nation 
where the two-car family was a moral institution. The speed and 
power of the things. The style. The freedom they bestowed. Ker- 
ouac and Agee rhapsodized about the great American road, the 
arteries of the body politic. Kids made love in their cars and 
made love to them, in spite of a few dark heretics like Social 
Critic John Keats (The Insolent Chariots), who warned that 
someone was about to shoot the beast, and Robert Lowell, who, 
in the poem “Skunk Hour,” tied cars to the sickness of the na- 
tion. On the whole, in the late '50s the U.S. would sooner have 
driven a 1957 Chevy than ridden in the chariot of the Lord. 

What happened since then is too familiar history. Enter 
Germany, Japan, Sweden. Enter OPEC. Enter ecology, infla- 
tion. Exit infinite space. In no time flat the American auto- 
mobile industry is reduced to a tragicomic opera, with Lee 
Iacocca as chief of the sad clowns, and a cast of thousands 

— ai 

| contrary. It was De Lorean who seized the invalid Pontiac di- 
| vision of General Motors and pumped it back to life. It was 

ILLUSTRATION FOR T 

Essay —__ 

The Man Who Wrecked the Car 

unemployed, Art imitates death. The Solid Gold Cadillac dis- 
integrates pathetically into My Mother the Car, then goes nuts 
entirely. In 1977 Hollywood produces The Car, a movie equal- 
ly moronic and spellbinding, in which a driverless sedan plays 
mass murderer. No Freudians necessary. The only medium to 
keep the faith is television, always a cultural anachronism, 
with the cop shows half consumed with cars chasing cars. 
Even here the four-wheeled protagonists carom off walls a lot 
and wind up as junk. The machine is dead, compacted in a 
bale. In full view of everyone, Detroit seemed bent on de- 
stroying itself. 

Not that this was any fault of John De Lorean’s. To the 

De Lorean (so goes the tale) who showed the corporate 
stuffed shirts the writing on the wall. Where was the fuel-effi- 
cient, practical, obsolescence-proof carriage for the common 
man? asked our ageless pioneer. No one looked up from the 
boardroom table. The point is that for all his boogying and 
Ursula Andressing, De Lorean actually understood what was 

me oy cranits waren needed for the survival of his in- 

4i| dustry. When he broke from GM 
and made his errand into the wil- 
derness, he could be expected to 
return with the answer to a deal- 
ership’s prayers. 

Instead, he returned with the 
De Lorean. Why? It was a pretty 
litle thing, to be sure, but it cost a 
fortune, was only relatively fuel- 
efficient for a sports car, was 

j hardly designed for the common 
| man or his common family. With 
¥ the American open road blocked 

by a 55-m.p.h. speed limit, John 
De Lorean comes out with 

greased lightning. What’s more, he makes too many of them 
to sell. And where does he decide to do that but in Belfast, 
which needs another high-risk enterprise as much as it needs 
one more car bombing. The decision is baffling. Oh, one can 
argue that here was Black Jack De Lorean going against the 
tide again, betting other people’s money and his life on the 
American rich getting richer and flocking to their very own 
indigenous Mercedes. But from the viewpoint of business 
horse sense, of which De Lorean is said to have had plenty, it 
only looks as if the man was deliberately trying to fail. When 
the company is about to fold, the hard-nose founder with two 
master’s degrees decides to deal dope in order to rescue it. 
Wild, man. 

Ofcourse, wildness may constitute the entire explanation. De 
Lorean may simply have spun out of control, following a bad idea 
with a desperate flail. Then, too, he may have actively been try- 
ing to destroy himself. He chose a symmetrical end, after all. To 
be nabbed in Los Angeles, the city of the car, and of his youth. To 
have the coke discovered in a Chevy, the All-American machine. 
Finally, to risk the ruin of his career by means of a drug that fora 
certain social set may be said to have replaced the automobile as 
the national narcotic. No one not inside De Lorean’s head can 
say for sure why he did what he did, and except for purposes of 
psychological chitchat, it profits little to guess. 

For whatever private reasons, De Lorean imitated the 
worst era of the industry he scorned. He made his car, he 
gave it his name, he said the public be damned, and he killed 
the thing. By Roger Rosenblatt 
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Does lowering your thermostat to 
save money on fuel bills make your 
inner space feel like outer space? 

Then you need a Kero-Sun" 
portable heater 

These kerosene heaters are 
precision-designed to the highest 
technical standards. They're 99.9% 
fuel-efficient, which means you 
can heat a large room for a sur- 
prisingly small cost. 

There are nine different porta- 
ble Kero-Sun heaters to choose 
from, too. All Kero-Sun heaters are 
precisely engineered for clean 
operation, thoroughly safety- 
tested, and listed by Underwriters 
Laboratories. 

You'll also be happy to know 

hibits sate for use or use of such urve - dwelling: 

each and every Kero-Sun r 
able heater comes with a 
12-month limited warranty that’s 
backed by over 12,000 aut! 
rized dealers. 

So if rising fuel bills are hard 
to live with, get a Kero-Sun porta- 
ble heater And once agai 
youl find comfort in inner 
space, 

Check the Yellow Pages 
under Heating 
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for a dealer 
near you. 

WE BRING COMFORT 
TO INNER SPACE. 



nO FOREIGN SEDAN CAn 
ROOM! OF THIS CHEVROLE! 
THIS CHEVROLET. 

Chevrolet's 1983 front-wheel-drive Celebrity—a Chevrolet so precisely engi- 
neered it gives you twenty cubic feet more total room than the Datsun Maxima 
Sedan, seven more than Audi 5000. 

Celebrity’s front-seat leg room nearly equals.seme.of America’s biggest 
luxury cars: its trunk isamore accommodating than a Rolls Royce. Yee@elebrity’s 
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CELEBRITY + CAVALIER - CHEVETTE - CAMARO « CITATION « MALIBU - MONTE CARLO * CAPRICE « CORVETTE 
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‘GIVE VOU THE 
‘WITH THE MILEAGE OF 
/ aerodynamrte-shape, its standard electronically fuelinjeeted engine and-automiatié transmission give you better mileage ratings than some.smaller foretgnears: || .39 Est" Hwy... (24. EPA Est. MPG.* 

Come trytheroonr, the comfort, the qutet, the Smoothness, the cfhicienéy of ournew-generation S-passenger sedan. If you haven’t seen your Chevroletdealer, 
YaaigEnot ready to buy a new .cak. 
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Ultra Kings, 2 mg. “tar”, 0 .3 ma. nicotine; Lights Kings, 9 ma 
Pall stots, nicotine : — byF Cmathd Fae King Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

lar, g. micotine av. per cigarette eport Uec. 
o : z That Cigarette Smoking ls Dangerous to Your Health 

There's | 
only one way “ 
to play it... 
Wherever the music is hot, 

the taste is Kool. At any ‘tar’ level, there's 
only one sensation this refreshing. 


